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ABSTRACT: 

 

In this thesis I am going to investigate they ways in which characters in script texts might be 

re-written in order to move them away from being narrative objects and towards a sense of 

them as ‘different social subjects’. By this I mean characters that are capable of multiple 

telling and that are portrayed as self-aware, self-determining individuals.  Why should I want 

to do this?    

 

The 3-Act structure and the associated formula for creating characters, to which most modern 

films adhere, compels the screenwriter to objectify all of the individuals portrayed.  One 

reason for this is that the formula trades on a confusion between a character's 'identity' and 

the criteria we use to 'identify' them. Another reason is the 3-Act structure's demand for a 

seamless, cause-and-effect storyline and its simple interpretation of space and time.  To meet 

these ends, the writer is forced to reduce characters to the status of objects.  

 

In order to arrive at a new methodology I will investigate theoreticians and practitioners who 

have discussed subjectivity. 

 

As a result of this I will propose a range of strategies a screenwriter might use to create 

subjects (rather than objects).  And I will propose strategies for recognising the complexity of 

each character's identity.  I will argue also that a film can be intelligible without a seamless 

cause-and-effect storyline; and where it reflects a subject's actual spatial/temporal 

experiences.  I will then show how I would use these strategies (and others) when writing a 

film text: Fungus. 

 

In my last Chapter, I will try to assess how useful my new method has been, firstly, for my 

work as a screenwriter and, secondly, in the opinion of other practitioners in the film 

industry. 
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Chapter 1: Theresa De Lauretis and the ‘different social subject’  

The Start of My Journey... 

It’s important to begin this dissertation with an explanation of why I have chosen to 

undertake a PhD in Film by Practice.  

I began my career in creating drama in 1987 when I graduated from University and formed a 

lesbian theatre company, called Red Rag. I spent the next five years living off pints of beer 

and bagels and getting 50p a year from the Arts Council to live on. The work I was involved 

in creating during this period was devised by the company through improvisation, work-

shopping and discussions. The six pieces I collaborated on used comedy and physical 

performance to tell stories about lesbian lives. Issues of representation, of identity and of 

political message were to the fore in this work and ultimately these same issues became the 

reason why we eventually imploded. 

Since then I have been a professional screenwriter working in the British Film and TV 

industry. An environment where the issues of representation, of political intent and of 

narrative content are hardly ever raised. [And only then as a legal ‘compliance’ problem.] 

A year before I began this PhD I was asked by the Film Council and Skillset to sit on a 

training advisory panel to discuss the ways in which to encourage women into the film 

industry.  In particular this panel focused on the lack of women screenwriters. I was there as a 

pitiful example of a woman writer. The statistics gathered by the Film Council, through Sue 

Rodgers at Royal Holloway, were very depressing. They collated all of the films made 

between 2003 and 2005 that had qualified as British. The bottom line of the findings was: if 

you were not white, male and over 46 you weren’t writing movies that got made.  But more 

depressing was the way in which sitting on this panel forced me to face my own sense of 

unease about most of the commercial work I was being asked to do.  I realised I was carrying 

around an internal/unvoiced dissatisfaction with the characters I was being paid to write: the 

persons I was being ALLOWED to write. I say ‘allowed’ in relation to cultural, institutional, 

economic and political constraints. A real soup. 

And it has to follow that if the characters I was being allowed to write were policed then the 

world of those characters, the emotional complexity I could assign them, the social 

relationships they could be seen to enter into and the political content of their world was 
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similarly restricted. I was being paid to write myself into a corner, and to disregard all of the 

issues and theoretical ideas I had previously traded in. 

I decided I wanted to refresh and re-think the persons I was creating and, as a result, the 

content and the drive of my working methodology.  This PhD is the result. 

My M.A in Screenwriting and Screen Research at the London College of Printing was a 

practice M.A centred upon the acquisition and mastering of the classical three-act structure: 

The emphasis throughout the two year course was on mattering tight, highly logical 

sequences, set concretely into a formalised, and as a result, ‘closed’ structure.  

The notions of inspiration, content, subject and character, were all assigned a lesser status in 

relation to the narrative skeleton of structure and form. Just as in my theatre company, I was 

heading towards another implosion. 

Thinking about the restrictive nature of the form and the fact that my male writing colleagues 

had the same sense of unease as I did, albeit around different issues or questions of 

representation, I realised that there is a strong argument to suggest that all characters in 

classical narrative structures are objects: narrative objects. The ‘male’ characters night seem 

to have ‘subjectivity’, and may exist on a comparatively deeper level than the women around 

them:  in terms of movement, action, agency and complexity, but this was merely an ‘affect’ 

of the imprisoning narrative form and nothing more.  

The classical 3 act structure was the narrative template against which much of my subsequent 

film and TV work was discussed, commissioned and re-created. Increasingly, as my 

professional writing career progressed, The money flowed in but I felt that my work was 

moving away from where I wanted it to be.  The persons I was writing did not convince me, 

and if they did not convince me, who else would they fool? I came to the conclusion that 

constructing a perfect three act structure is like making a beautiful table or a chair. It’s a very 

hard thing to do and the end result might be a polished and beautiful thing, but essentially this 

form has no ‘depth’ beyond that which the narrative structure will allow. I was writing 

characters, content, emotional and political meaning OUT of my work rather than in. 

In this thesis I would like to argue that this is because, if you create a three act structure you 

essentially create a restrictive skin, into which you must then stuff meaning, politics, theme 

and emotional truth. But all of these important elements are repressed by the unifying 
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strictures of the skin itself.  The end result can only therefore ever be the semblance of 

‘content’, a ‘dis-content’. An afterthought or dressing.  And if I became a writer to deal in the 

latter set of elements, if I considered those to be the reasons to write, I could no longer be a 

slave to the former. 

This can be quite easily expressed in a comparison between the way I created characters 

while devising and the way I have created them in Film and TV writing. In my theatre works 

the characters were allowed to grow BEFORE the structure. We played with our persons as a 

group and explored their possibilities before we began to write them or set them down on 

paper. In my film work I was starting with structure and then developing person that would 

fit snugly into it. In most of my film and TV work to date I have had this feeling of the 

characters I am creating, slipping away from me as I write the first draft. This is because the 

further you get into delivering a classical 3 act narrative the more you are focusing on story 

and HOW stuff happens, rather than the more interesting and important WHO it happens to.  

TO change this it was clear I was going to have to re-think the ways I had previously worked 

and in a Cartesian fashion, to strip back my methodology to a set of basic premises by 

questioning every element of my working life. 

So, even at the nebulous, and frankly terrifying, point of beginning to write and think 

differently, the starting position was to look at CHARACTER as opposed to structure.  

I began my research with the strong feeling that I needed to ‘become’ able to re-think the 

ways I had been taught to conjure up characters in films, especially the women. 

I had spent the first ten years of my writing career working in feminist and lesbian theatre, 

writing and devising works that tried to create new ways of creating, showing and seeing 

women. The devising method at this time seemed a way to re-write concepts and roles. A 

move away from the traditional playwriting process seemed to open up possibilities for 

moving away from women’s instant object status. The sense of play, which improvisation 

discussion and experiment allowed, gave rise to new pathways into characters and their 

sexuality. However, as we all found, devising has its own problems: the collective project of 

creation can result in compromised content, characters and politics. I felt that I might have to 

return to this stage of play and exploration in order to arrive at a new methodology. But in 

order to do this I felt that the time was ripe to re-visit the theoretical discussions of 
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representation began in the 70’s by feminist film theorists. As Teresa De Lauretis writes, 

‘..the time for theory is now...’ [2011]  

As I was spending my writing time making ‘objects’, I felt that by engaging once again in 

debates about the object/subject binary in film theory, I may find an intellectual springboard 

and start my process towards a creative sea-change. 

Since the 1970’s, Feminist film theory has recognised that woman holds the position of 

‘object’ in ideology and therefore in culture. As Geetha Ramanathan suggest in Feminist 

Auteurs: Reading Women’s Films the problems to overcome for women in relation to film 

include... 

“(a) women’s to be looked at status; (b) black women’s exclusion; (c) women’s subject status 

confined to certain genres; (d) women’s lack of voice; (e) the repression of female desire; 

and (f) the absence of culturally sanctioned feminist narratives.”  

[Ramanthan 2006: 1] 

Feminist film theory agrees that film variously makes women object, a thing to be gazed at, a 

thing to desire/possess/punish, a thing to control. She becomes a device, a symbol, a 

metaphor, a pawn, a piece of furniture. She exists in a film space in relation to ‘male’ order, 

her behaviour judged by a gendered sense of ‘womanhood’.  Narratively she behaves in 

policed and constrained ways both within the existing codes of narrative structure/genre, but 

also in her conception by an equally gendered creator/writer. [This applies to ‘male’ and 

‘female’ creators, as I have been responsible for some hideous creations of my own.]  

A woman’s very motivations or movements through a narrative, if they exist at all, are 

created in relation to ‘male’ characters, patriarchal narrative form and ideological forces. 

Also the very language in which she is allowed expression, denies her any sense of authority 

or agency.  

All of these various objectifications deny women -  behind and in front of the camera -  the 

place of an autonomous subject with agency.  

The women produced by these strictures are inauthentic, empty and meaningless. So must be 

the woman who tries to create work within these structures. Claire Johnston (1973:26) points 

this out when she writes, “Despite the enormous emphasis placed upon women as spectacle 

in cinema, woman as woman is largely absent.”  
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I understood therefore that my theoretical research and practice needed to centre on the 

possibility of creating a methodology that allowed women [and by default Men] to become 

‘subject’. If I could analyse the ways in which objects were created I might create a 

methodology that sought to reverse or subvert this. To make my characters ‘present’ in the 

film structure.  In my case, as writer then, I needed to both write myself into the process of 

subject creation and, in terms of the characters I wished to write about, to create methodology 

that allowed them to be written in.  

But importantly for this thesis and my practice as a whole, this investigation of the debates 

around women as object had a dramatic and immediate effect upon my research question. 

This change in direction can be best explained by discussing two quotes from that research. 

The first is from Claire Colebrook’s book on Deleuze. Paraphrasing Deleuze she writes... 

“To think other than man requires that we think ‘other than being’: not a world that ‘is’ and 

that only needs to be perceived and represented, but a world of difference and becoming, 

with no point of that difference being privileged over any other.” 

[Colebrook 2002 140:]  

This quote eloquently describes the complexity of thinking needed to imagine states beyond 

those which already exist. And my initial drive was to do this for the women in my work. But 

this quote also hints at the artificiality of the term ‘man’ itself.  ‘Man’ is the majoritarian 

position, but within that position all difference, divergence and chaos is quashed. Creatively 

this implies a questioning and re-thinking all aspects of my working practice. This includes 

the creation and representation of the male characters. In Deleuze’s eyes ‘Man’ is just as 

much a prison for a man as for a woman. For both it is a cutting off of possible pathways and 

modes of being. In other words Tom Cruise is as much a prisoner of classical structures as 

Cameron Diaz. The nuts and bolts of the prison, its fabric, its windows, might seem different, 

but in a form that seeks to feed the dog of story, both are denied subject status. 

Usefully, Deleuze and Guattari  in 1000 Plateaus [2004:494] go on to talk of Nomadism, of  

moving away from the taken-for-granted world of perception and representation towards a 

state of understanding of difference, alongside a conscious de-construction of barriers to that 

understanding. They speak of Nomadism, of creating routes out of, through and around what 

might be expected of us as humans. Away from state restrictions and towards the exciting 

‘who knows where’. 
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Practically this discussion was a revelation, because it not only led me towards a closer sense 

of WHO I might want to write about [Chaotic, jumbled, amazing, contradictory humans], but 

also of how I might start to think of the journey. Creating new pathways and journeys seemed 

less scary and more enthralling. 

The second quote that impacted upon me is from Teresa De Lauretis. When writing in Alice 

Doesn't: Feminism Semiotics, Cinema in relation to the representation of women, she 

suggests that, 

“For what is at stake is not is not so much how to ‘make visible the invisible’ as to produce 

the conditions of representability for a different social subject”.  

[De Lauretis 1984:8-9] 

There is a lot to unpick in this quote. But what is clear is that she is rejecting a simplistic 

response to the idea of women as object. She says it is not enough to merely put right a 

wrong, but rather to take the chance to re-think the problem as a whole.  If we merely correct 

an imbalance we fail to think beyond the problem to a new way of creating persons. Her 

‘different social subject’ is not merely the opposite of an object. It is a new creation that gets 

somehow closer to how we all are and what we all might be.  She proffers the creation of a 

subject that takes into account the social aspects of being alive. Like Deleuze and his edict to 

take pathways away from what is expected of us, De Lauretis asks us to realise the cultural, 

political, social and theoretical prisons we are placed in by the society around us. She is 

talking of creating ‘located’ subjects. A person who both defines and is defined by their 

environment.  And her implication too is that as a writer, I must try to break free of the 

restrictions I am placed under, my own location. I have to change the geography of my 

methodology.  

In creative terms this quote changed the direction of my search. If I was going to create 

persons that I was at ease with, I might have to throw out the notion of merely sticking a 

plaster over the problem. Rather I must ask myself some questions that opened up the 

problem itself.  And in personal terms I had to become a nomad and start to create those new 

pathways and routes to change.  

De Lauretis has been so influential in re-shaping my research question, because in speaking 

of this ‘different social subject’, she opens the doorway to a practical, political AND creative 
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solution. This feels like a looking-forwards to new ways of seeing and being. She hints at a 

set of practical acts of re-creation that imply change and new possibilities. 

Thus my question becomes: how I can re/narrate and construct the elements of narrative, 

character and film language in order to create a new kind of ‘character’, who becomes 

‘subject’ in an ‘occupied’ social sense?  The use of ‘occupied’ is important here, for it 

suggests an understanding of the self and society: a being within yourself and within the 

world you inhabit. It refers to a ‘subject’ that does not merely exist, but exists within a 

particular social ‘script-space’: a culture, a space in time and in ideology. 

The creation of new social subjects also appeals to me because it assays a broader project: 

The fact that everyone has a script, a way in which their social being is repressed and their 

social relationships policed. [See Deleuze and Guattari below.] It widens the scope of my 

creative project. Thus there has also been a shift in my practice brief: How to write 

‘authentic’ and expressive scripts across gendered lines. 

These two quotes and the research around them led to a new set of research questions, which 

I would like to elucidate here. Each question was going to bring with it theoretical and 

creative implications. 

1. What might an ‘authentic’ social subject be?  

If my remit creatively was to re-make persons, to re-think the notion of ‘subject’. What might 

that re-thought person be? Given that my current practice led to feelings of in-authenticity, 

what does authenticity in these terms look, speak, act and feel like? To fully answer this 

question I was going to have to probe the commonly used methods of constructing persons 

and explore the theoretical issues about Subjectivity. 

2. Why is this ‘authenticity’ so important? 

I needed to investigate why it was so important for me to feel good about the persons I was 

writing. What exactly was my agenda?  And why might a socially located subject imply a 

‘better’ form or version of character? To answer this question I was going to have to test out 

the differences in characters by starting to creatively construct some. Theoretically I was also 

going to have to look at the relationship between a socially located character and the 

spectator. 
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3. What does a fictional ‘authentic’ social subject look like?  

I had the De Lauretis quote and nothing more. I was going to have to look for the ways in 

which other practitioners have dealt with this same problem, whilst at the same time spending 

more time looking at Deleuze and his ideas of who persons are. In particular the notion of 

‘becoming’ that I had started to touch upon. 

4. What methodology to use to make different social subjects? 

This is the big one. I had a script to write as my practical contribution to the PhD. How was I 

going to start to work creatively on it?  I had the writer’s biggest enemy: an empty page. But 

now most of the tools I had previously used to get out of the staring, blank, white hole were 

not going to help. 

So my research now took two closely inter-woven directions : A further set of theoretical 

delving and the very unsteady beginning of a practical/methodological one. My 

position/feelings at this point might best be summed up by another quote from De Lauretis in 

a more recent article in Critical Review. Here she writes of her own growing dis-satisfaction 

with adhering to one particular critical theory...  

At first it was a vague feeling of dissatisfaction, as with something gone adrift in its passage 

through discursive space, as a bunch of knotted twigs and leaves carried downstream by a 

weak current may get caught briefly by a tree stump or a rock only half submerged, to then 

resume its drifting toward another rock or stump and then another, until the twigs and leaves, 

loosened, float lightly on the surface.   

What seemed pivotal moments in the flow of critical discourse after the 1960s—the debates 

on nature versus culture, theory versus praxis, essentialism versus social constructionism, 

and related “binaries”—were only temporary stops, quickly overtaken in turn by a new 

concern and another debate. Eventually I could no longer tell what held the twigs and leaves 

together in the first place.  

[De Lauretis: Web: 2006] 

But I was also given hope that I was heading in a new direction. As Deleuze writes in, 1000 

Plateaus, 
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 “If the writer is a sorcerer, it is because writing is a becoming. Writing is traversed by 

strange becomings that are not becomings-writer, but becomings rat, becomings-insect, 

becomings-wolf, etc.”  

[Deleuze and Guattari. 1000 Plateaus: 265] 

With this idea of ‘becoming’ a new kind of writer I began the second stage of my journey. 

I therefore set out to investigate my central research question: How do you create and write  

‘different social subjects’ in the terms that De Lauretis expresses? 

In Chapter 2, I discuss my creative and intellectual relationship with several theoretical 

perspectives. Variously they provided a framework upon which I might begin to build a new 

working methodology and go some way towards helping me to formulate an intellectual and 

creative  response to my research question.  This Chapter discusses the work of Althusser, 

Gentile, Kristeva, Mulvey, Deleuze and Guattari and Johnstone.  

In Chapter 3, I go on similarly to examine my creative and intellectual relationship with 

several creative practitioners and to likewise outline how their works have re-shaped my 

methodology and also my intellectual response to my central research question. Here I will 

examine the work of Paula Rego, Agnes Varda, Alain Resnais and Todd Solondz. 

In Chapter 4, I will discuss the ways in which Deleuze’s idea of the ‘Fold’ has been central in 

designing a new working methodology and in taking my working practices in exciting new 

directions. 

In Chapter 5, I outline the process of writing my script Fungus and, using various examples 

from the text, discuss how the script attempts to put into practice the ideas and concepts 

gained from my intellectual reading.  

In Chapter 6, I discuss a particular problem raised by writing the script, that of the character 

of the Mother.  I then go on to examine how and why this problem occurred. I do this because 

solving this problem proved to be a creative milestone, both for this character and for those I 

hope to write in the future.  

In Chapter 7 I conclude the dissertation. I will re-visit the research question and discuss the 

problems and successes of the new methodology. I will ask how far I have moved towards 

creating the ‘new social subjects’ that De Lauretis speaks of. I do this in relation to 
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examining both my creative inner journey and the exterior creative life of the script. I will 

refer here to various artistic responses that she script has received from various film 

practitioners.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Influences: 

In this chapter I would like to outline and discuss the theoretical part of the journey. I needed 

to investigate some of  the thinking around the notion of the ‘subject’ in order to fully get to 

grips with what De Lauretis might mean by a ‘different social subject’. As a result I will here 

outline the thinking of several theoreticians who have dealt in this territory. The need here 

was to refresh, challenge and refine my own thinking on what a subject might constitute. The 

following theoreticians do much more than just that. I have chosen to discuss Althusser 

because of his take on the ideological construction of the subject. I move on to look at 

Gentile, because of the way she opens up a discussion of the feminist concept of authentic 

subjectivity in both intellectual and creative terms. This is followed by an examination and 

subsequent rejection of the work of Kristeva around the symbolic, pre-linguistic realm of 

women. Similarly, the earlier work of Mulvey around the gaze is discussed and rejected. 

I then go on to discuss Deleuze and Guattari and the concept of Nomadism and then to 

Deleuze’s discussion of ‘becoming’ and the way that these concepts might open up the 

boundaries  by which the term ‘subject’ might be defined. Lastly, I go on to look at 

Johnstone, because of her validation of opening up and subverting structures from within, and 

how this might relate to creating different social subjects in a film text. 

ALTHUSSER: 

I’d like to begin this with an outline of the ideas of Althusser.  I have ultimately chosen to 

reject what follows, but as a comparison with the ideas I have chosen to take forwards it is 

interesting to see my objections. Louis Althusser’s influential view was that (putative) 

`subjects', in or out of films, are determined by the ideological standpoint of society.  The 

dominant ideology supplies the vocabulary used by and the images held by individuals within 

that society.  According to Althusser, in the capitalist post-industrial society of today, (with 

its new distribution of wealth and cheaper products), bourgeois values no longer dominate; 

nowadays we think, speak, and live within a discourse that is structured around the state 

ideology. The family, the school, the media, the church, art, literature, etc. and all similar 

elements of social life, are not in some natural space outside of society.   
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On the contrary, these institutions act to integrate the individual into the existing economic 

structure, by subjecting them to the hegemony of the dominant ideology; a set of ideas and 

values which ultimately supports the dominance of the (so-called) free market economy and 

capitalism. Thus what Althusser calls the 'dominant state apparatuses' (ISAs), viz. the media, 

sport, the church, art, literature, etc. are crucial to the transmission of the ideology; through 

ISAs a version of reality - a world view - is imparted to us.  

Althusser goes on to claim (1971:170/171) all ideology has the function...of constituting 

concrete individuals as subjects.  A function of ideology is to interpolate individuals; to 

create their sense of subjectivity. At the outset, for instance, an individual is `interpolated' - 

assigned a name, place, identity, by society's various institutions; so that by the age of five, 

the child will answer to her name when the teacher calls it out. And as she grows older, the 

developing person will recognise itself by this and similar ascriptions. My sense of myself - 

the scriptwriter, the student, the wife, the mother - are the ascriptions that others have and use 

in their interactions with me. So that while I might think that I have exercised individuality 

and choice in developing my identity - in fact, it is a construct of the ideology.  

In other words, I see myself in the roles the ideological world-view has given to me. It may 

reflect the image of a thinking, self-determined individual; it may convince me that I possess 

an identity, a subjectivity, and it may cause me to believe that the version of reality the 

ideology creates for me is a perspective I have independently chosen. But in fact, I am a 

"subject-effect" of the ideology. Thus we are not autonomous subjects.  Further, as `subjects-

effects', individuals give meaning to the ideology by colluding and acting in accordance with 

it.  

 

I was attracted to Althusser’s work in its suggestion that we are all ideological constructs: 

that we only have this feeling of being ‘subject’ or ‘object’.  

Althusser writes (1971:170/171) of each individual’s imaginary relationship to their real 

conditions of existence. This feeds into my idea that to look for a ‘different social subject’ is 

to break down the barriers around all characters. Again, Althusser talks of the ‘imaginary’ 

which echoes both Colebrook and De Lauretis. The trap of being ‘subject’ or ‘object’ is a trap 

we all fall into, and then do not question. A ‘new social subject’ must move beyond this 

contract and exist outside and beyond these ideas. In practical terms it means that ALL 

characters become in need of ‘authenticity’.  
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All those who look as if they have it, [men], are only seemingly authentic. The re-thinking of 

representation must be a re-thinking of ALL representations. 

Imagine the claustrophobic, imprisoned feeling of being the male hero of a three act structure, 

all that running and closed off emotion. 

The ideological tension now lurks in the film structure: As Claire Johnston (1975:3) 

observes: …behind the film’s apparent coherence there exists an internal tension so that the 

ideology no longer has an independent existence, but is presented by the film. This tension is 

one between structure and persons. The structure IS ideology. 

Practically this encourages me to re-conceive the way I make people. And to ask questions of 

the structure in which I place them.   

But I found it interesting also to note that the Althusserian view- even when it is fully 

mapped out – is importantly inadequate as an account of subject formation, rational argument 

and the way in which we may move forwards.  If we can never speak but from within the 

ideology, how can Althusser exempt himself from the conditions he stipulates for subjects?  

As Francis Mulhern (1994:170) notes:  The (Althusserian) account of subject formation (is) 

either false, and hence inadequate, or valid, and therefore subversive of its own pretensions...  

 

For me this means we must be able to think beyond ideology, we can break down the 

territories we inhabit in an ideological sense. The act of imagination can go beyond ideology 

to new places and spaces. Practically I must recognise the ideological constrictions placed 

upon the ‘persons’ I create to inhabit my scripts and in this way break down the boundaries 

imposed by them. To assume that the way I have previously operated is ideologically 

inflected and to also assume that my future work may be similarly constrained is at once to 

make a tiny space for change.  

 

But it is important to stress that this is not to argue that there is an unambiguous and fixed 

‘reality’ that exists without reference to an ideological point of view. A pure ‘realness’ that 

can be reached, if we strip away the layers of ideology and idiosyncrasies of individual 

experience. ‘Reality' is dynamic, always changing and becoming, and is continuously 

suggestive. [The Deleuzian notion of `becoming’ is central here and will be discussed later.] 
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GENTILE: Film Feminisms.   

 

In Film Feminisms [1985] Gentile attempts to both address the notions of women’s object 

status and also to look at how creative practitioners have dealt with these problems in various 

forms. Her mission is to enter into a dialectic between the theory and the practice.  

She therefore highlights how theory might shape practice and, in turn, how practice might 

shape theory.  She suggests a direct attempt to question creative practices, as she proposes 

below, 

 

“...for women to develop an “authentic” subjectivity, for feminist film viewers and 

filmmakers to take control of their cinematic experience, an “inevitable” dialectical process 

must become a conscious one”  

[Gentile 1985: 84] 

 As this above quote suggests, in order to address the issue of subjectivity in itself, a 

conscious questioning of my creative impulses needed to take place. Sartre speaks of this in 

What Is Literature [1947] when he advocates the ‘committed intentionality’ of the creative 

artist  Each creative act must have a carefully mediated/meditated-upon meaning: each 

creative act has a political/social repercussion. He suggests that the writer wake each day and 

attempt to re-write persons, by asking themselves questions about the world they inhabit. In 

opening up my practice I had entered into a dialectical process, one which also needed to be a 

meditation upon the multiple possibilities opened up by my reading [taking Deleuze at his 

word] and the methods and ideas I have previously relied on.  

I found Gentile illuminating in the way that she seeks to convert theory into a practical 

exploration of how it might be possible to create works that present an authentic subject. In 

her case this was a woman subject, but in my case I wanted a different social subject.  

For her the term ‘authentic’ means free from ideological, gendered, strictures, but existing in 

a known and meditated-upon world. [She posits a ‘critical subjectivity’ for feminist film 

critics and practitioners.] 

As a way into re/narrating feminist narratives she talks of the interrogating the ‘gaps’ and the 

‘fissures’ in film texts. She defines these as the places where ‘woman is not’. Let me explain 

this a little more. As Gentile talks of gaps and fissures, I think she is talking of both a 

problem and a solution. When Virginia Woolf talks of gaps in texts, she is looking at the gap 
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and the fissure in a creatively positive light:  as being the place where a woman can choose to 

insert her subjecthood. For her a gap or a fissure is a space that can be positively filled, even 

if by silence. However Gentile uses these terms to set up a methodology for change. Gaps and 

fissures are those glaring moments of unease in a text where a woman as subject is missing, 

absent and objectified. A moment of invisibility. She ALSO goes on to suggest that these 

gaps and fissures can be CREATED in texts to open up these very debates about subject 

status and to engage the spectator intellectually in that very debate.  

Intellectually I have found this idea intriguing. It opened up ‘gaps’ in my thinking about film 

texts. It led me to a close investigation of the moments in film texts where this feeling 

occurred for me both as spectator and writer. Where Gentile’s work is fundamental to my 

new methodology is that she suggests that the seamlessness that binds a woman to not-ness 

can be opened up/ unpicked, and that if I could open up these gaps and fissures in my writing 

then my characters could stand a chance of being re/narrated.  

But what are these gaps? And perhaps more important for the script and film-making process: 

When are these gaps? Gentile refers to the gaps in existing film texts, but how do I utilise this 

idea while staring at a blank piece of paper? If these gaps and fissures are my way into 

authenticity how do I find them and then how do I re-create the conditions for them to come 

into being?   

Are these gaps and fissures the moments while watching a film, where I have felt an ineffable 

twang of unease? Could this be this ‘not-ness’? And not-ness is so ineffable and contextual, 

so was it a useful starting point for reconstructing narratives? 

To help me understand these moments of ‘unease/disease’ better I utilised and, perhaps, 

‘adapted’ the idea of ‘affectivity’ and ‘affect’, as talked of by Kristeva and by Deleuze. I 

understand this term to refer to a pre-logical/pre-rational/pre-linguistic moment of pure 

feeling. And in Cinema I and II  [1983/1985] Deleuze discusses about how art and Cinema 

has ‘affect’ at its centre. That is, a subcutaneous emotional response that happens like a reflex 

and is not bounded by words. Deleuze argues that this capability takes us into new territories 

and frees us form the prison of being ‘human’. In my search for a way to break out of my 

own set of restrictive practices, I took the idea of affect and referred it to the moment I have 

felt of objectification/repression, both in a film text and in my creative journey. A feeling of, 

“That’s not it....” A gut reaction caused by a sense of imposed inauthenticity or absence.  
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[Unhelpfully, when trying to discover those moments,  these moments are usually followed 

by the kicking in of our enculturated selves and with it the myriad ways in which we might 

explain away these ‘affects’, deny them or excuse them.]   

As a basic example of this ‘affect’ moment I cite the way mothers are portrayed in the 

‘coming of age’ movies that I have been studying for this PhD. The code of the ‘sole’ version 

that is sewn into these films means that they have embedded within them narrative structures 

of blame. A self-regarding, retrospective blame, from adult director that flows through the 

skin of the film unchallenged. The mothers in the films I have watched are blamed variously 

for dying, [My Life As A Dog, My Summer of Love], for loving one child more than another, 

[Welcome to the Dollhouse], of having an active sexuality, [400 Blows, Heavenly Creatures, 

Tin Drum, Night of The Hunter], for grieving a dead husband, [This is England] or for being 

poor and uneducated, [Kes, Pather Panchali]. When watching them, those moments of 

unease, uncertainty and anger were the moments where possibilities of re/narration occurred. 

These were the moments where a more complex set of narrative possibilities were opened up, 

possibilities that would create a sense of other subjects with other versions. 

So placed in the hands of a creative artist these gaps then become a weapon for change. This 

is because the notion of gaps or fissures is I think twofold. Firstly, there are gaps in existing 

film texts, out of which can be fashioned a sense of the moments and places where narratives 

may be open to re-writes. Secondly, as a writer I could recognise how these gaps and fissures 

operate and then actively seek to create and open them in the text I was about to create. This, 

in order to undermine the ‘sole’ version and the sole subject and in doing so create other 

subjects.  

Gentile also goes on usefully to talk about utilising the notions of commonality/particularity 

rather than a system of binary opposites in the creation of work. The complexity that, she 

argues, results from a blurring of commonly defined edges and a questioning of prescribed 

‘differences’ creates a liberating critical subjectivity in the spectator.  

Thinking around the idea above allowed me to arrive at a key concept of my new 

methodology: To break down the subject/object binary when creating characters is to have to 

dismantle the other binaries as well. Like a house of cards one collapse leads to the same 

collapsing of the antagonist/protagonist, the spectator/creator and male/female.  The very 
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notion of a simple thing and/not thing must be destroyed and complicated in order for me to 

progress. 

As a critic Gentile advocates a close investigation of moments of difference and moments of 

similarity between subjects in film texts. But as I applied these notions of 

commonality/particularity onto the creative act I also found that they create space for a new 

structure for the telling of stories and the creation of characters.  

This helped me to move away from the traditional narrative rules of what ‘tension’ and 

‘conflict’ refer to in a scene or sequence. The protagonist/antagonist model collapses as a 

simplistic binary, so then do sequences and structures: the movement in three act structure 

from negative to positives and the shallow vessel of the three act structure itself. Characters 

now become more like magnets that can be drawn together and pulled apart. They also 

become more complex in their relationship to me, the creator of them. I have to ask myself 

more questions in my making of them: I have to allow them to become agents and not 

narrative devices. 

Adoption of the notions of commonality and particularity appeals to me because they foster 

an idea of a project that seeks to liberate each of us to seek new relations with each other. 

Relations that cut across gender and any other imposed binaries upon which mainstream 

narrative thrives: good/evil, right/wrong, love/hate, etc into infinity. My project all along in 

my theatre work in the 80’s was a liberation for all, but the social conditions, the binary-ness 

of the debate and the ‘essentialism’ of creative acts during this period made this almost 

impossible to achieve.  

Gentile’s notion concretely gives me licence to structure narratives that ask different 

questions of me as screenwriter. Using this technique I would argue that a scene becomes 

‘dramatic’ because of the complex strands linking characters beliefs, desires, needs, etc. 

Rather than a single thematic ‘motivation’ and an opposed antagonistic one, this is a 

fracturing of the narrative. A fracturing of expectations:  It also means that space takes on a 

new significance as the commonality and particularity of the landscape inhabited becomes 

dramatic in its own right. 
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Complicating our social relations within a narrative, by complicating the ways in which 

character may be alike or unlike each other, I think, opens the door to a sense of multiple 

‘subjective’ viewpoints that cannot be ignored. If I make it plain in my written texts that 

characters cannot and will not be closed off from their possibilities then I forcibly open up 

new pathways and readings of those characters. I do not lay open a simple set of opposites 

and by doing so ‘close-off’ the text. Using this new method, gender identity, sexuality, class, 

race and our biology, become one of many ways of seeing ourselves and of seeing ourselves 

in relation to each other. This method open us all up to be contradictory, open and transitory 

and to the idea that we are ‘different social subjects’ [and to the ‘becoming’ of Deleuze]. 

In conclusion then Gentile suggests that in that apparently seamless film text there will be 

gaps and fissures that provide the opportunity to ‘re/write’ the subject and that these re-writes 

can follow a more inclusive, empathetic path than traditional narrative techniques and in 

doing so open up subjectivity for all of us.  But this subjectivity must create a debate with 

itself and with the spectator. 

“ ...if  filmmaker encourages multiple identifications and presents multiple 

perspectives...across gender lines, then the question of a ‘gendered’ subjectivity recedes in 

significance”.  

[Gentile 1985: 79] 

KRISTEVA: 

I have included the work of Kristeva in this section, because I had some intellectual and 

creative problems with her discussion of the subject in relation to the position of women. I 

think it is important to include a discussion of these problems, in order to show this rejection 

of her ideas, led to a firmer understanding of my own position regarding the creation of new 

subjects. 

“A feminist practice can only be a negative, at odds with what already exists, so that we may 

say ‘that’s not it’ and ‘that’s still not it’. In ‘woman’ I see something that cannot be 

represented, something that is not said, something beyond nomenclatures and ideologies”. 

         Kristeva [1981:137] 

Julia Kristeva (1981:137) maintains that the unconscious is structured like a language. On the 

one hand are, what she calls ‘the semiotic chora’, which are instinctive, pre-verbal, sensual, 

rhythmic, (psychic/biological) pulsations, which precede subjectivity and language.  
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It is, as Linda Williams (1990:146) notes ...a pre-verbal, maternal language of rhythm tone, 

colour, linked to the body contact with the mother before the child is differentiated by 

entrance into the symbolic.  

 

On the other hand, she suggests, there is the ‘symbolic’ aspect of language, the rule-governed 

system of signs we learn as we grow up, which values logical connection and the linear 

development of argument.  The symbolic language, because it is embedded in patriarchy, we 

are told, is ‘male’.  

 

Women, it is suggested by Kristeva, have a different and distinctive awareness of semiotic 

language. Kristeva goes on to suggest that this awareness underlies and accounts for many of 

woman’s other properties and character traits. She argues that ‘women’ in their essence, are 

best expressed in this realm, moreover that this realm is driven and structured in their very 

image. And importantly for my research, she suggests that, while she might not use the term 

‘subjectivity’, that women are in some way ‘whole’ in this realm.  

 

Kristeva maintains that 'proper' society [a patriarchal one] ignores and devalues the semiotic 

in favour of the symbolic and that in doing this the possibility for creativity and self-

expression of women is removed and curtailed. For instance, the everyday language we use 

consistently subordinates values associated with women, pushing them into the background. 

The same language also highlights and valorises those that are associated with men. Similarly 

this same language of the symbolic represses, we are told, the maternal drives, and rejects the 

disorderly, the unclean and the repulsive (sic) states which are associated with the maternal. 

In terms of my research question then, this means that the essential task of creating ‘different 

social subjects’ would appear to have different solutions for ‘male’ and ‘female’ characters. 

 

According to Kristeva a woman’s object status is a guaranteed certainty for as long as she 

exists in a world that suppresses her ability to express and define herself through language. 

Kristeva argues that male orientated language dominates our cultural symbols and thereby 

decreases the ability of woman to truly explain and re-create images of herself.   

Kristeva goes on to say that woman cannot be fully represented in rule-governed language.  A 

woman can only ‘be’ outside,  under, or in-between, the symbolic side of language.  
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Since this is the case, the very act of talking, creating or writing takes away her autonomy - 

when we write/speak/create with this language, we necessarily write a fundamental aspect of 

ourselves OUT of the script.  So for me, as a writer with a very specific goal this has creative 

implications.  To accept Kristeva is to accept that I am bounded by the knowledge that any 

sense of a subject I create will exist only in this Symbolic realm. I cannot use the language 

and practices of this realm to create a sense of the semiotic that exists outside and beyond this 

realm. And it follows that I can never write women as subjects, as their sense of subjectness, 

the expression of that, exists in a long forgotten space that, as yet, cannot be tapped into.  

 

The difficulty with these intellectual concepts is that Kristeva speaks of something beyond 

the words she uses to describe it. I think she is suggesting that for women to be creative and 

re-create images of themselves, they need to concentrate on the pre-linguistic and visual (the 

semiotic).  However to do so, will be in the full knowledge that any attempts are never 

entirely authentic, never free of the influences of symbolic language.   

 

In other words, Kristeva stresses the importance of a place from which women can write and 

speak as themselves, while recognising that such a place does not exist.  Nor do we know it 

when we see it. It cannot be conceived or represented outside of the symbolic language that 

defines women negatively as objects.  

 

So, if I follow Kristeva’s train of thought I am bound to be at odds with the language and 

values of films, for they mostly spring from a (hard-wired) male mindset. I am essentially 

trying to write or work within a language I am at odds with. Secondly, I cannot usefully 

deconstruct this language in order to discover a feminist alternative, where women as subject 

come into being. Creatively the commonly held writer’s fear of the blank page now becomes 

ten times greater for me and for any woman writer. My and her project is to think beyond 

language and any previous act of creation. Not only that, but to think/imagine BACK to a 

previous state: to think INSIDE towards an inner state. Creatively, this feels a paralysing 

paradox:  to search for the possibility of a new way of expressing women as subjects, but to 

never be sure if you have arrived or whether you are still dealing in the symbolic.  

  

Importantly for me, I am trying to create ‘different social subjects’ in the ways that De 

Lauretis describes them: this means creating men and women characters that are both free to 
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be and located in a social space. Importantly Kristeva does not talk of the way in which the 

symbolic realm might also act as a prison for the ‘male’ part of society. If the language 

represses women, does it not equally repress the male as having multiple possibilities? She 

makes essentialist separations that seem to move away from, not towards the freedom that De 

Lauretis and Deleuze advise. The semiotic state, as the state of true expressiveness might be 

the perfect state for all beings. But for my purposes I remain trapped within this realm and 

my tools for change remain the one’s I have been given. None of the creative changes she 

suggests seem to me to open up creativity. Rather, they feel like they encircle or paralyse the 

urge to create, by sending you to the edge of a cliff and encouraging you to throw yourself off 

it into unknown incoherence.   

 

However there is something to be taken both intellectually and practically from this. In her 

book Feminist Aesthetics Ecker (1985:22) proposes: [feminists] must insist that all 

investigation into art be thoroughly genderised. (And) women should deliberately show that 

they are… (making) films as women.  

 

The above means that it is important to realise this ‘second language’ concept when making 

work.  It reminds us that there is a structural and linguistic ‘gap’ that women filmmakers 

might have to address, that film might be structured to repress our creative voices, but much 

more positively, that there are other ways of being creative other than the norm. That the 

symbolic: by its nature may be re-symbolised and its meaning can be changed. What is 

necessary is to debate and interrogate the question. Is there a female ‘essence’ - biological, 

moral, linguistic, or otherwise - that informs `a woman's sensibility'?  

 

My creative reaction to this is to again refer to the methodological changes implied by 

Deleuze’s notion of ‘becoming’. [See the section on Deleuze later in the chapter]  To accept 

that persons are in a constant process is to make the above question redundant. The symbolic 

realm can still offer up the spaces for me to ‘become’ man, ‘become’ machine, animal, child, 

etc. My ‘essence’ would therefore be fluid.  

My language and my creative possibilities become fluid also. Just as Deleuze sets out to upset 

with his deliberate re-workings of words and phrases so I can re-write film language to suit 

my project. I can ‘fold’ my way to a new creative space. 
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Even if we accept that there are some differences in the mind-set of some women that are 

fundamentally different to those of men, surely the differences between one woman and 

another cannot be ignored. Or is the essential nature - sensibilities - of the female 

speaker/writer/spectator so monolithic that the claim of shared intuitions does justice to us 

all? How can one voice speak for all women? What about variations in education, class, 

nationality or race?  The belief in a fixed feminine essence legitimates patriarchy by 

legitimating fixity. As Hayward (2000:122) points out: The limitation of this approach (is) to 

create an ideology of gender. For by accepting a fixed essence for women, what also must be 

accepted are essential properties for men, e.g. the pursuit of power, dominance over females, 

viz. the patriarchal order. This is to say, to essentialize `woman' is to essentialize `man' - as 

the subject of the gaze, as someone unable to avoid regarding women as objects, or as prizes 

to be won, and so on. Change to the world in which the fictional female persons are created 

MUST also mean a change in the way men are created too.  

Another creative problem I find with these ideas, is that some versions of the essentialist 

argument perpetuate the oppression of creative acts by women, by giving these acts ‘different 

value’ in relation to those of men. Even if this value is higher than that given to the acts of 

male, gender is at play again, only this time to promoting a sexism favouring women.  It 

places those acts into a box.  

 

I also found Kristeva useful in the way she opens up a discussion of `gaps and fissures' when 

I am watching films - the feeling I have of `That’s not right....'  This inner feeling of unease, a 

‘gut’ reaction I have when I am brought to a feeling of being inauthentic or of being absent 

by a film text.  A good example of this from my own experience is my feelings of disquiet 

caused by the treatment  of Madame Doinel in 400 Blows [Truffaut: 1959]. Watching the way 

in which she is attributed blame by Truffaut, caused this feeling of unease. I felt her presence, 

her possible pain, and emotional counter-version had been written out of the piece. She was 

contained by his blame and did not breathe for me as a subject.  

Now while this ‘feeling’ may indeed be intuitive and ineffable, I have found it very useful in 

adding a concrete dimension to my understanding of contradictions, gaps and fissures. It is 

these feelings of absence that I might begin to understand how to create presence.   
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Kristeva advocates a rejection of form and language and a concentration on the ineffable 

quality of ‘woman’. But again, I find myself having to reject this idea as creating an ‘other’ 

space that continues and even expands binary differences.  It is a solution of exclusion rather 

than a strategy of commonality or understanding.  

[And as someone who has found language to be the most liberating, empowering and self-

determining force in my life I find it hard to agree with the rejection of one of the only tools I 

have.] 

MULVEY 

So, as my research progressed I became clearer that my project intellectually and creatively 

was to interrogate the idea of the ‘subject’. It was only by answering the question of what I 

thought a subject might be, that I could then go on to imagine how to create them. With this 

aim I turned next to the early work of Mulvey. I did this because she discusses the ideas of 

objects and subjects with specific reference to cinematic craft. Again I have chosen to reject 

the ideas of Mulvey, however once again I think it is useful to discuss my reasoning as it has 

brought me one important step closer to defining ‘subjectness’ in my own terms. 

 “..the new grows only out of the work of confrontation” 

Mulvey [1979:4] 

Writing in the radicalised spirit of the 1970’s, and in order to counter the idea of characters in 

films [Women] as objects, Mulvey wrote famously of the way in which women were created 

as objects by cinema. For women to move towards becoming ‘subjects’ she recommended the 

model of the avant-garde, with an emphasis on unseating, alienation, deliberate rupture and 

contradiction as a way of re-creating looking relations and thereby re-drawing cinematic 

images of women. And while her later writing suggests that these ideas were written as a set 

of theoretical fire-starters, it is useful once again to iterate them.  

 “An important aspect of avant-garde aesthetics is negation: a work is formed, or driven to 

adopt a particular position, by the very code itself of the dominant tradition that is being 

opposed. These works have to be read, achieve meaning in the light of the aesthetics they 

negate”.  

[op cit:9]  
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Mulvey argues that for women characters to become subjects the old order must be negated 

and treated as ‘other’. New character relations will come into being by the very act of NOT 

doing what is expected by the mainstream. Only a total rejection of classical cinematic style 

will achieve this end. My objection to this suggested solution lies in the above quote. A 

complete rejection of the dominant tradition continues to make work by women and the 

‘subjects’ they may create ‘other’ and a negation. You can argue that the subjects created in 

this way only exist in a marginal sense, as ‘other’ subjects. 

This is because to reject the mainstream, seems to only strengthen the relations that the 

rejection tries to break down. It creates a binary opposition [mainstream/avant-garde] and 

therefore creates a new set of rules, albeit oppositional ones. Just as Kristeva sets up 

essentialist differences between genders so Mulvey seems to be setting up essential opposites 

in formal terms and creatively this has the same paralysing effect that I spoke of earlier.  

More importantly, De Lauretis speaks, I think, of breaking down these senses of singular 

differences to create new and complicated sets of relations. The ‘social’ bit of her social 

subject speaks of this complex location of a person in a much less simplistic web of 

possibilities. And seemingly Mulvey’s choice to reject the old order seems to concentrate on 

formal concerns. Is a purely formal/aesthetic change enough?  I would argue that this is not 

enough, given that avant-garde work does not operate in mere parallel to the mainstream. 

Rather there seems to be a much stronger circulation between them, with elements of the 

avant-garde infiltrating and eventually ‘becoming’ mainstream. 

I’d like to argue that interrogating Mulvey I realised that formal changes are important, but 

that they are not enough in themselves. To truly create different social subjects the very 

concept of what a person [fictional or not] needs to change too. To make this clearer I’d like 

to look at ‘The Smiling Madame Beudet’ [1922]. I’d like to look at this for two reasons. One 

because some of the formal devices that Dulac employs, really do start to go towards creating 

a sense of  a subject, but also because I’d like to argue that Dulac BEGINS her project with a 

defined sense of what a subject might be and that this influences the formal choices she 

makes. So contrary to Mulvey’s arguments, the concept of subject creates the process not the 

process creating the subject.  Creatively this teaches me that I will need to have a very clear 

picture of what a person is before I begin to make formal choices. 
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In Madame Beudet , Dulac sets out to create a subjective sense of a woman’s life. Madame 

Beudet is trapped in a dull and soulless existence with a man who disgusts and degrades her. 

To create this sense of a subject undergoing emotional trauma, of her loneliness and of her 

disgust, Dulac employs a number of surreal and avant-garde techniques. She deliberately 

ruptures time, logic and reality as Mulvey advocates, to create a subjective sense of Madame 

Beudet.  However my argument is that all of the techniques Dulac employs are determined, 

not by a desire to negate the mainstream, but by a prior intellectual and creative sense of 

Madame Beudet as a subject. For example, Dulac is very clear to convey the sense of a 

subject having a totally individual personal sensual relationship with the world. To this end 

Dulac creates disruptive moments within the text, for example we see Madame Beudet’s bare 

feet caressing a woollen rug. BUT these disruptions originate in an understanding of how a 

person feels. Of personal duration. They may operate against the norm, but that is a by 

product of Dulac’s aesthetic and intellectual investigations. Similarly shots also create a sense 

of Madame Beudet longing for adventure and escape, vivid portrayals of her imagination, her 

hidden layers at play. For example we see her imagine a drive across a desert in a car.  Again 

this formal rupture originates in a feeling of a subject having multiple layers, some hidden, 

some revealed. It may be that it is a negation of the mainstream, but that again is a by-product 

of the need to make the hidden visible.  

Below we see a shot which gives us Madame Beudet’s own horrific POV of her husband. 

Once again the distortion is a result of the concept that a subject has the ability to view the 

world in a different way. 

 

The film employs all of its various devices to make it visually clear that we are watching one 

version of a life, a very personal and particular POV.  
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So whilst this film seems to make Mulvey’s point: that negation, disruption and rupture are 

the ways to create new meanings, it also needs to be stressed that these elements of POV and 

of fantasy/reverie as discussed above, spring from a pre-conceived notion of the person and 

of persons in general. The devices SERVE the desire to make new persons.  The devices on 

their own and for their own sake would not create the same effect.  It is Dulac’s attempt in 

Madame Beudet to really explore how you might create the sense of an ‘other mind’ that led 

to these new modes of expression, not that she wanted to change conventions and ended up 

telling this woman’s story to do so. 

The conclusion is that the dynamics of negation and disruption that Mulvey and to an extent 

Kristeva suggest do not in themselves create the idea of different social subjects. Rather to 

answer my research question I would have to understand and investigate how these devices 

might work, but more than that I would need to begin the creative process with a very clear 

idea of what/how I see different social subject.  

In rejecting both Mulvey and Kristeva I was rejecting two approaches for their simplicity. To 

deliberately and consciously place yourself outside of mainstream practice and language is to 

lose the point. It is surely more helpful as a creator and practitioner, to see that all the tools 

are up for grabs, mainstream or otherwise and to really investigate and interrogate your 

creative choices no matter what they might be. What was clear, was that the answer to my 

research question was going to have to be more complex. And that my new methodology 

would have to incorporate some of these ideas where useful, but that I also needed to arrive at 

a clearer idea of what I meant by ‘different social subject’. Just as Dulac answered this 

question and then found a formal means to express it, so I too needed to take the same path. 

Laura Mulvey and Kristeva’s ideas also have embedded in them a notion of a monolithic 

womanhood with a shared aesthetic. A concept I find troubling and, after 15 years arguing 

and fighting in a women’s theatre group, impossible to adhere to.  

My next pathway was to clarify what it was I wanted the persons in my work to be and to 

help answer this I turned to the work of Deleuze and Guattari jointly and to the work of 

Deleuze on his own. 

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI 
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I knew that new social subjects were not brought to life by sticking a plaster over the problem 

of the subject/object binary as this perpetuates the problem itself and any solutions would 

only SEEM to be so. Rather, I wanted to investigate ways to change the brief, to open up 

what a subject might be, and in finding new pathways, find new answers. The works of 

Deleuze and Guattari were crucial in helping me achieve this. 

 

In 1000 Plateaus [1980], Deleuze and Guattari open up the idea of who a person [subject] 

might be. They argue that ‘true’ social relations between humans are limited and policed by 

social expectations. [In this way both Mulvey and Kristeva are being policed into their 

opinions by their social space] Deleuze and Guattari believe that even if we seem to be a 

subject we are tightly constricted, one and all, by boundaries. Interestingly for me as writer, 

they talk of us all in terms of having a ‘script’, but one that is written for us and also by us. 

Thus, changing the situation becomes two-fold. One to realise this is the case and two to 

reject the boundaries. Deleuze and Guattari suggest it is not about tearing up and completely 

rejecting the script, but of accepting that it is possible to think beyond the script. The person 

they visualise is the script PLUS many more things. In his book, Deleuze and Guattari: An 

Introduction to the Politics of Desire [1996] Phillip Goodchild describes how this operates he 

says that for Deleuze and Guattari,  

“...revolution is not a matter of tearing up the script, forgetting or destroying external 

political and economic institutions....for one is left with no relations at all”  

[Goodchild 1996: 15] 

Thus, Deleuze and Guattari believe that humans are prevented from being autonomous and 

self-expressive [and in De Lauretis’ terms from being subjects’] by the interests of 3rd partys, 

conventions, values, expectations, economic structures and political entities. Deleuze and 

Guattari do not condemn these forces, but merely suggest that they can be thought beyond 

and created around. For example ideology itself, they argue, is not a good or a bad thing, 

merely a thing to be negotiated. As with concepts of gender, class, race etc, it just exists and 

needs to be recognised and treated as one type of boundary to be re-written. 

 

The important point for my practice and for realising what my concept of a person might be, 

is that Deleuze and Guattari see the liberation of humans as being,  not a rejection of the 
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social order, or of the ‘script’, but an entering into meaningful, questioning, de-territorrialised 

social relations: a questioning of the script. Throughout 100 Plateaus they encourage 

relations that consciously take pathways away from the ‘scripted’ life.  

The creative implications of this have two parts. Firstly, as a writer I might need to recognise 

and creatively question what the term ‘writer’ might mean [the rules and boundaries that the 

term implies] and as a creative person I might also need to walk away from my script and 

enter new playgrounds and areas of creation. Secondly,  the persons I need to create need not 

be created as reactions to existing structures but have permission to be all of that PLUS more.  

Moreover, the gaps and fissures that Gentile refers to can be thought metaphorically as gates 

to new pathways. 

Most influentially for me practically, is that Deleuze and Guattari talk of liberation through 

ADDITION, of being ‘more than’ we are currently written to be. In adopting the idea of the 

‘script’ the ‘male’ film language that supposedly creates and object/subject divide becomes 

just as much of an empty structure for a man as it is for a woman. It becomes a vessel that 

holds no-one. And to create different social subjects, I must open up the scripting process to 

all characters. Deleuze and Guattari’s idea of addition moves the project of a different social 

subject away from binary simplicities and into muddy interesting waters. My different social 

subjects are all they are supposed to be AND more. These ideas also advocates bravery of 

choices: a kick up the creative backside. But unlike Mulvey and Kristeva’s singular project, 

the idea of ADDITION frees up every person I might create. It speaks of a moving forwards, 

but adding exciting possibility to what already exists. 

The liberation from set narratives in the terms that Deleuze and Guattari set out,  becomes a 

project of the self, but the self within an unbounded world of possible social relations and 

states. This is because Deleuze and Guattari suggest that each individual must move away 

from, what they call, the centres of power and add to their ‘script’ by introducing unexpected 

amendments and ‘re-writes’. This is an instruction to me on my personal journey as a writer 

and as a creator of persons. The –re-write’ must encompass me and my characters. 

 

Creatively this means I give myself permission to move away from the centres of ‘narrative’, 

‘structure’ and ‘character that I had previously been revolving around. It also means I move 
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away from any theory or idea that might limit me.  E.g. in this way of thinking, adhering to a 

purely feminist agenda would also limit my creativity and the person that resulted from it. [I 

know this from my years working to a strict PC lesbian agenda in the 80’s]. To break free of 

all constraints is to give myself licence to realise the many paths I can take.  To play, wander, 

to migrate and roam. 

It also suggests that the persons I create are in need of liberation to. A ‘different social 

subject’ is one that becomes unlimited, open and unbounded by strictures. They become 

multiple and infinite. 

But that’s not all, as Clare Colebrook, summarising Deleuze, points out 

 “...there is nothing other than the flow of becoming. All beings are just relatively stable 

moments in a flow of becoming-life”  

[Colebrook 2002:125] 

This quote attempts to describe Deleuze’s notion of ‘becoming’, a notion that I still grapple 

with on a daily basis. Deleuze maintains that `the self’ is not a pinned-down fixity, it is in 

constant flux or becoming. Our subject status is not comprised of a concrete and limited 

series of states, rather of a multiple, moving, series of ‘nows’. So as we `become', moreover, 

we form multiple identities, through our actions, our interactions with others and our 

descriptions of ourselves. I can therefore think and suggest myself into a growing network of 

possible identities. 

 

Intellectually this feels an empowering notion and also a creatively inspiring one: because it 

makes very clear that a complete rejection of what has been is not the road to liberation or the 

creation of the self as ‘social subject’. The person who recognises their various forms of 

‘script’ is already not that person, the recognition diverts the flow of energy in new 

directions. Claire Colebrook notes (2002:133) For Deleuze ... becomings are the key to the 

openness of life.   

As a writer this idea already has a profound resonance. I spend my working days ‘becoming’, 

imagining new narratives and other modes of being.  In my career for example I have 

‘become’ Jewish widow, Chinese Dog spirit, seven year old Swedish boy, blue fur covered 

monster, schizophrenic male soldier, etc. I already have the greatest tool at my disposal: The 
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ability to ‘become’, to be the self and the other at one and the same moment. The creative 

leap would be to pass this sense on to the characters I create.   

I used to frequent a night club in the eighties and nineties: it was called Kinky Gerlinky and 

was a ‘drag’ club in its very widest sense. It offered a totally unbounded monthly becoming 

space:  men and women all crossed barriers of the self. Identities were re-shaped and new 

selves acted out according to the monthly theme. I became Brazilian street child, dead film 

star, S and M ringmaster, city secretary. I saw men being chests of drawers, a man giving 

birth to ideas, a man wearing nothing but a banana. Sexuality was in question, identity was in 

question, rules were in question. It was this sense of possibility and play that I would have to 

incorporate into my new methodology. 

The important thing to take-away from Deleuze’s notion of becoming is that to conceive of 

humans as being in new states of existing from moment to moment has a profound effect on 

the way in which you then go on to define the term ‘authentic’ in relation to that person. And 

for my practice, the way in which you might set about creating a script that contained 

characters who ‘become’.  Deleuze’s description of becoming feels like it goes some way to 

pointing the way towards the different social subjects that De Lauretis speaks of: Subjects 

who become so because of their location in a social script, but also because of their ability to 

change and become from moment to moment. 

 

Deleuze’s thinking of what a person might be encourages diversions, alternatives wanderings, 

questionings, etc, but all with a caveat that there should be no recourse to ‘true’ or ‘false’ 

ideas in the commonly held sense. [‘True’ and ‘false’ in this sense as being related to 

ideologically acceptable and non-acceptable social relations.] Deleuze argues that there is 

simply an idea of ‘becoming’ as a daily and un-finishable project. As a writer therefore I 

must become an ever changing thing. I must also apply this sense of infinite possibilities to 

my characters. To take this on board is to question the creation of characters in the traditional 

sense. The flow of narrative is now capable of being diverted in many directions at once, as 

are characters of ‘becoming’ as they move in time. They are not fixed as the classical 

narrative from would have it, rather that they go on a journey of state to state.   

Creatively this gave me the impetus to begin to understand how to create my characters. I had 

seen that the ways in which I had previously made persons were limited and insufficient and 
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that this necessarily created limited and insufficient characters. Even those who might occupy 

the ‘subject’ category in this system had the same problems, because the system was a flawed 

one.  The characters created in this system, might sit well in a structurally governed piece, but 

in the new form I had in my mind, where each character became a subject in the narrative 

events, this would not do.  To make new social subjects I had to create a deeper, more 

chaotic, more complex sense of persons that in all my previous work. 

Most screenwriting manuals tell you how to make people. The following is a questionnaire 

that was used on my screenwriting MA in the creating characters module. Similar examples 

can be found in most screenwriting manuals. 

Character questionnaire:  

Physical: 

1. Name and age? 

 

2. Nickname? Who gave it? 

 

3. What is most noticeable about your character’s appearance/physical presence? How 

does he or she feel about it? 

 

4. Where does he or she now live? Describe the city, town or village, the house itself. Be 

very specific. It doesn’t have to be in Canada. Any feelings about this place? 

 

5. Has s/he lived elsewhere? What does s/he remember of these places? 

 

6. What part of her home is her favourite? Least favourite? Why. Describe, using 

specific details. 

 

7. What does your character’s bedroom/sleeping place look like?  

 

8. What does he or she wear to sleep in? 

 

9. What does your character dream of at night? 

 

10. Who are/were her parents? Rest of family?  

 

11. Class, ethnic group, religious background? 
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12. Exactly what does your character do to make a living (or in the case of a child, what 

do his/ her parents do; or in the case of independent wealth, how does he or she pass 

the time?)? How much does s/he earn? Feelings about work? What is the best part of 

the job, the worst? 

 

13. What kind of shoes does he or she wear? Describe exactly. 

 

14. What is in their wardrobe that they never wear? 

 

15. Favourite meal? Attitude to food? 

 

16. What is in their shopping basket? 

 

17. Favourite clothes? 

 

18. What vehicles does your character use/own? What kind of journeys does he or she 

make? 

 

19. What is his or her most treasured possession? 

 

20. What illnesses has he or she suffered, if any? Scars? 

Internal: 

21. How do they feel about their family members? 

 

22. Who does s/he love, or has s/he loved? Or what? 

 

23. Who loves him or her? 

 

24. How does your character feel about sex/intimacy?  

 

25. Who or what does/he fear? 

 

26. What about his or her life would he or she change if s/he could? 

 

27. Does the character have a hobby? Secret passion?  

 

28. What would be his or her favourite smell ( why)? 

 

29. What do they do when they are angry? 

 

30. What d they do when they are happy? 
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31. What do they do when they are frightened? 

 

32. What do they do when they are bored? 

 

33. Do they lie? How do they do it? 

 

34. What is the worst thing that could happen to him or her right now? 

 

35. What’s his/her philosophy of life? For example’ You’ve got to look after Number 1’ or 

‘Never say die’ or ‘Don’t ask for reasons.” What are his or her most strongly held 

beliefs? 

 

36. What does he or she feel guilty about? 

 

37. Biggest mistake ever made? 

 

38. Best thing he/she ever did? 

 

39. What, right now, does your character want most of all? His or her deepest desire –  

Expressiveness: 

1. How do they talk? Accent? Speed. Loud. Soft. Vocabulary? Swear words? Sentence 

structure. 

 

2. How do they communicate? One on one? Not at all? To everyone? 

 

3. In a group who are they? Leader. Watcher, joker.... 

 

4. How do they hold themselves? Posture. Walk. 

 

5. How do they dance? 

 

6. What gestures or tics do they have? 

 

7. Mannerisms? 

[LCP: 1993] 

The writer is encouraged to fill in the details, and in doing up build a picture of a person. It is 

assumed that as a result of all of this imagining, this person will enter the script, flow from 

the pen and be a [seeming] subject in the script. Indeed, you can see how filling in imagined 

answers to the questions might well start to form a person in your head, and also that that 
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person might seem to be rounded and recognisable. However, after getting the writer to 

struggle with this detail, pretty much 90% of this detail will not make it into the structure or 

feature in the narrative. It remains in this questionnaire to rot, once the person you have 

created smashes headlong into the confines of the structural form. The questionnaire also 

leaves out any sense of the CONTRADICTIONS in a person. The answers build to form a 

CONSISTENT picture rather than a more complex and jumbled one. Using this template of 

making persons, you are encouraged to allow perhaps one contradiction. This contradiction is 

seen as a flaw that will deepen the characters journey, but only for the few pages where it is 

allowed to do that. [Literally for the pages of the script where there are pauses in action after 

the first act turning point [p28] and the second act turning point [p64]] 

So, if I was to make the persons in my story become subjects, if I was to create a sense of 

them ‘becoming’ I would have to perhaps move beyond this questionnaire way of working 

and/or work out a way to insert spaces for  a more chaotic complexity into the method. 

To do this I ignored the questionnaires and began to write monologues for each of the five 

main characters in my story. [See Appendix 1] These character monologues opened up the 

possibilities for each character. The free-writing style let each character appear in an 

uncensored environment. I did not stop writing and shape it, instead, I delved even further 

into strange ideas and traits that emerged, and played with differing versions of the same 

person. This made me consider each character I was intending to create with an equal weight. 

It also made me consider them as ‘outside’ of a structure.  I was not asking anything 

formalistic of them. To be flawed, to be interesting, to be good to be bad, I was just letting 

them flow out of the pen. Looking at the results of this, it seemed to me that they arrived as 

complex characters, begging for a new structure in which they might breath and maintain 

their complexity. It was with this need for a new structure that did not compromise each 

character that I turned to the work of Deleuze. 

Deleuze, talking of the previously un-mined possibilities of cinema, writes,  

“..if the cinema goes beyond perception, it is in the sense that it reaches to the genetic 

element of all possible perception, that is, the point which changes and which makes 

perception change, the differential of perception itself’. 

         [Deleuze: 1989:83] 
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In Cinema I and II Deleuze posits a re-thinking of film narrative and structure by a discussion 

of time in film. On the one hand time is used to create seamless, unalterable, narrative 

streams. [The Movement Image of Cinema I.]  And on the other to create a sense of infinite 

possible narratives and show its own pure essence [The time image of Cinema II]. He argues 

that when time is distorted and shown for its own sake we reach a deeper understanding of 

the emotions, characters and images we are being shown. When looking for a new structure, 

therefore, I realised it was going to be necessary to see the use of time as the prime tool for 

doing this. Reading Deleuze I understood  that I was going to have to juxtapose various 

layers of time in the script, in the hope that this layering would open up gaps and fissures in 

the text and by doing so raise questions about the person within it.  As a result of this I began 

to think in terms of temporal layering in the script: I played with ideas of making space for 

the past, the present, the idealised past, the remembered past, an imagined future. I also 

realised I might have to unify these layers in some way and that space and landscape might 

be the place to do this. This was partly inspired by the landscape in which the script is set: it 

literally falls into the sea. It felt like an artistic marriage between me opening up my use of 

time and the crumbling of the land. As if old methods were falling away like clods of Suffolk 

coastline.   

I will discuss the full implications of this in Chapter 5 where I discuss the script text, but I 

need to iterate here how I have found it extremely exciting to explore the time-image and the 

movement-image as ways into character and form. The main reason being that I feel that a 

dissection of time provides a concrete method opening up the ‘gaps and fissures’ as discussed 

by Gentile.   

The Skins we live in. 

I’d like to end the discussion of Deleuze with a discussion of the impact of these ideas upon 

my conception of a character. It was Deleuze in particular who really shaped the distinction 

between where I had been heading in my commercial work and where I needed to head in 

this new work. Whilst he might not use the term ‘subject’ [preferring machine], he has a clear 

idea of what a person might be and what a person might be capable of being. 

I realised while reading Gentile, Deleuze and Deleuze and Guattari and comparing this to a 

series of Screenwriting textbooks, by McKee, Parker and Frensham, that the characters were 

created multiple and extended in the former and singular and fenced in the latter.  
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I had already come to the conclusion that three act structure ‘film skins’ operated only at the 

level of ‘authenticity’ needed to allow the narrative system to function. In other words a 

person was only created to be as rounded as necessitated by the story and form. IN this 

classical system ‘characters’ become story functions. The persons in classical scripts are 

reduced to tropes that get the script moving in time, create logical leaps, create the ‘space’ 

around the protagonist and hit the structural beats, turning points, climax and resolution. ,  

Thus all ‘authentic’ humans are ‘expelled’ from classical scripts. They are slaves to a cause 

and effect narrative of steps and stages, of precise turning points, of climaxes, rising action 

and journey. The job of a writer in this methodology is to cut away possibilities, pare down 

choices and agency, giving only the impression of a filled, conscious body. 

In three act structure narratives the emphasis is much more on the ‘skin’ of the character than 

the filling. Of the ‘seeming’ nature of the person in and their ability to generate the correct 

story points and structural moments. The ’object’ status afforded all characters other than the 

seeming protagonist, gives the writer licence to keep the skin empty: To present a physical 

biological body and then only to fill it with the necessary qualities and characteristics needed 

to make story stuff happen. 

A very narrow set of narrative and ‘character traits’ are permissible within this structure and 

these choices are limited even further by genre concerns. We can argue that the male 

character has more options of filling, in that he may be allowed more freedoms, more layers 

of being, more conflicts. But close inspection of these how to manuals reveals that we are still 

only talking of A contradiction or A paradox or A juxtaposition. These minimal layers are 

also designed to be the servant of narrative functions. Tom Cruise in Mission Impossible [ 

[1996: de Palma] cannot be a Drag Queen and a superhero, he cannot collect stamps....he has 

to run...he must only operate in a strict corridor of possibility.. 

That which complicates, muddies, opposes or destroys a logical train of flow, such as being a 

drag queen and/or a stamp collector is required to be cut and deemed to be illogical and 

confusing. [My own attempts to do so in scripts are often called ‘quirky’, which is another 

word for out of the box.] And I imagine Deleuze’s notion of an un-fixed, ever-becoming 

human would bring on an apoplectic fit. 
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Let us look at an example: the trope of the good cop with a drink problem. The drink problem 

seems like a layer, a chaos, but it only really serves to re-enforce and therefore simplify the 

characters goodness, honesty etc. The theme of re-habilitation is enhanced by the flaw. The 

surprise: the twist in a person that looks unexpected, that from a distance looks like 

authenticity, is yet another way to get us to the climax. Examine the structure and this twist is 

usually chosen to bring about a turning point in the main character or a complication in the 

act two journey. [Act two rules. Complicate the journey. Bring character to crisis. Provide 

solution, but make it look impossible].  

With women characters this nod to depth of character often involves the playing out of their 

sexuality, but this merely adds a layer to their bodily skin and more importantly to the skins 

of the men around them by reflection. 

What an investigation of Deleuze makes impossible to ignore is the idea that this 

objectification must be to do with the nature of the structure you create and birth your 

characters into. When you create characters in a structure guided by movement and logical 

representations of time, you create characters that are repressed and limited to an outside 

duration. This is in direct contrast to the world which I wish to write about. In direct 

contradiction to the concept of a new ‘social subject’. To create this type of person I would 

have to write into being a world where humans have something to teach each other: that sees 

human subjectivity, intellect and creativity as being worthy of being shared and explored. 

And do so in a way that does not seek to deny the very complexity, multiplicity and 

changeling nature of our human relationships and our sense of self.  

In my new methodology I wanted the characters and their ‘authenticity’ to dictate the 

narrative. I wanted time to be dictated by their differing senses of the world. This is seen in 

the simple equation below. 

Narrative spine + Character development = Closed structure 

Character development + Narrative play = Open structure. 

In the second equation, the importance of logic and of questions being answered fades in 

significance as a shaping tool. Deleuze tells us: We are illogical. We are without structure 

that explains and shapes and tidies and cleans. We are messy. We refuse to be tidied. We 

morph and change. If you define us, you lose us. 
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In practical terms, this idea of diversity and of multiple and conflicting ‘identities’ within the 

skin of character means that I have to find a new structure. It follows that if they change then 

the world around them ‘becomes’ as well. The three act narrative structure can no longer 

hold. It must now expand to make narrative space for contradictions, paradoxes, unexpected 

coming-togethers and differences. The territories change. Narrative structure must become 

de-territorialised.  

 

The three act structure version of character is all about REMOVING possibilities, the 

stripping away of potential in persons: a reductive exercise in relation to the dynamism of the 

narrative and its formal requirements. A character changes in this structure, but only in 

logical, causally explained way. [They are undone in formal terms from agency and the 

subject position.]  

 

In order to re-think and pare this down, I started to think of the possible ‘skins’ of a fictional 

film character. Surfaces upon which I, as the writer, could operate. I felt that investigating 

this might open up path towards new structures. I came up with the following list. [Not 

exhaustive, but a springboard to thinking about new ways of making forms for people to exist 

in.] 

 

Characters have a series of surfaces: that is ways in which they ‘seem’ to exist. These 

surfaces may be different in different literary mediums. Film has multiple dimensions, 

therefore multiple surfaces. In terms of creating different social subjects these surfaces must 

form the basis of any re-creation. To change the way that I wrote person, I might have to 

consider all of these surfaces. 

A sensual surface: The shape of the person in the world in relation to the smell, sound, 

touch, taste, sight of them. This surface is experienced by those around the character, by the 

camera and the spectator of the text. In POV shots the camera becomes this sensual surface. 

In the ‘coming of age’ movie this sensual surface has two dimensions. 

A physical surface: The embodiment: The shape that a person takes. A surface that owns a 

space in the narrative. This physical space taken within the script and the film frame will 

imply a status or power relation within the text. Importantly this is a biological surface with a 
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loaded set of ideological meanings. [The do’s and don’ts of particular bodies according to 

gender, sexuality, race, class, etc.] 

We are also talking of a physical surface that reflects light and can be shadowed. This too is a 

biological/ gendered arena, in that women’s relationship to light, shade and therefore power 

in a narrative is policed.  

A psychological surface created from without: a mental surface created by the assumptions 

of the spectator and the other characters in a text; by the non-actions and non-verbalisations 

of the character. A surface created by sub-textual film language. What the character is seen to 

NOT say and NOT do, what the character is INTERPRETED as doing and thinking. This 

surface may be located in narrative gaps between language and action. An example if this is 

found in  Sans Toit Ni Loi [ Varda: 1985]. A notion of the subject is created from without by 

versions of comprehension and understanding: thus Mona is ‘described’ and created by what 

others perceive her do or not do rather than from her own self description. Thus she can be 

various interpretations at once. All might be ‘real’ or all might be  ‘unreal’. 

A psychological surface from within:  A mental surface created by the descriptions of a 

character by themselves. This refers to their words and their actions. This surface is a mixture 

of fictional and authentic. It is the truths we tell about ourselves and the lies. It is an arena of 

our paradoxes, contradictions, confusions and of flux. It centres on what the person conceives 

of as their ‘self’, which could be deluded or authentic. This surface relates to Deleuze’s 

notion of becoming in that our definition of our self  is constantly in a state of movement. 

An active surface: a movement in space and time. A series of doings and actions in space 

and time which give the appearance of motion and therefore of life. And by which spectators 

assume logical conclusions or deductions: eg in Sans Toit Ni Loi, Mona’s growing dirtyness 

in space and time is deduced in different ways. As a powerful anti-patriarchal act. As a fear 

inducing act. As a sexual act. As an act of nihilism. As a dying. 

An acting surface: The skin created by the relationship between the person being played and 

the person playing it: a complex inter-action of ‘truth’ and ‘lies’. Seeming to be an actor and 

the seeming not to be. The created character’s skin has fissures in which the ‘star’ or the actor 

breaks through in varying degrees. The degree to which this breaking through is tolerated is 

in relation to the type of film text in question: if we go to see a Tom Cruise Movie then we 
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want to see Tom Cruise breaking through the skin of his character as much as possible. [The 

Actor/actress is a constant sub cuteaneous presence.] In the three act structure, the absence of 

the character structurally, thematically or politically is countered by the sexual, political 

presence of the actor/actress. 

A passive surface: a surface open to imposed meaning. This includes the use of characters as 

cipher, character as theme or character as symbol. Example of There Will Be Blood. 

[Anderson 2007]. Daniel Plainview as capitalism/greed. Paul/Eli as Church/Hypocrisy. This 

passive surface often plays out in relation to genre constrictions as well as theme. Male and 

female characters also have passive surfaces in relations to the necessary conditions of script 

and film language. For example, woman as thing to be looked at, reflect light and to reflect a 

sense of masculinity. Woman as an empty thing to be had and possessed and filled with 

meaning. Conversely, man as a two dimensional hero and as a being in transit towards a goal. 

 

The multiple possibilities of the skins of characters as outlined above are pretty much denied 

or repressed by the structural considerations of the three-act beast. A ‘becoming’ character in 

the sense in which I understood it,  breaks out of this repression, or rather they move away 

from this centre of power into new territories. New territories means two things. Firstly it 

means accepting the complexity of these skins and tying to work with them. Secondly it 

means trying to create a form which allows as many of these skins as possible to be operating 

at any one time.  If I could achieve this then I might be one step nearer to my goal. It’s 

interesting to note that a ‘becoming’ writer also needs to take the same journey: in creating 

new social subjects, all of the surfaces above have to be recognised, utilised and re-worked, 

including my own.  

 

Creatively this meant that I would need to turn my glare to structure and form and this brings 

me to a discussion of my last theorist, Claire Johnstone. 

 

CLAIRE JOHNSTONE  

Clare Johnstone’s writing around genre and form encourages the idea of exploding structures 

from within. She writes,  
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“This internal criticism facilitates a process of de-naturalisation; behind the film’s apparent 

coherence there exists an ‘internal tension’ so that the ideology no longer has an independent 

existence but is ‘presented’ by the film. The pressure of this tension cracks opens the surface 

of the film: instead of its ideology being simply assumed and therefore virtually invisible, it is 

revealed and made explicit” 

Johnston [1975:3] 

Johnston is here suggesting that the iconography and mythic elements of mainstream cinema, 

its codes and stereotypes, render it open to undermining and subversion from within. This is 

not a rejection of existing form, but a measured internal explosion of it.  She suggests that a 

practitioner can adopt, utilise and subvert existing modes of expression to create new modes 

and new readings. The works of Godard, Resnais and Varda, to name but a few, prove this to 

be the case. And I shall discuss the ways in which both Resnais and Varda have done this in 

the next chapter. But it is safe to say that all of their work cleverly utilises notions of what 

film texts might be, by playing with what they have been.  In different ways and for different 

ends they all playfully tamper with structure, form, logic and character in an attempt to 

unsettle the expectations of the spectator in relation to the textual form and our expectations 

as spectators..  

Could this idea of subversion or explosion be helpful when coming up with a new 

methodology or structure for my film? How might subverting certain modes of expression 

[related to genre] allow me to create new social subjects? Would this open up the gaps and 

fissures that Gentile suggests? I decided to utilise some of the conventions and tropes of a 

genre in order to see if their subversion might facilitate a sense in my script of multiple 

subjects. 

Before I go on to explain my genre choice, I’d like to briefly outline the story I wished to tell, 

as this will be referred to from now on in relation to the choices I made.   

FUNGUS: 

 

Fungus is the story of a family. A father, a mother, a boy and a girl. It is also the story of the 

girl when she is older, and unable to leave behind the events in her past. There is also a 

character outside the family, Chris, who has a relationship with the mother. All of the 

characters are dealing with the domestic violence of the father. 

 

After a particularly vicious attack on the mother, where he tries to drown her in a dog’s 

bowl, the father is put in prison.  
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While he is there the children, naively try to find a new dad and to fix him up with their mum. 

To do this they go on late night walks at the nature reserve. They think the warden is suitable 

and try to get him and the mother together. When this seems to fail, and the father is released 

from prison, the two children decide to kill their father by putting poisonous mushrooms into 

his food. 

 

The father, released, but knowing he is certain to re-offend, finds the poisoned food. He sees 

that his family want him gone. He feels hopeless He is found dead on the beach after having 

drowned. 

 

Much later, the older version of the girl physically re-visits the places where it all happened 

in an attempt to understand more of her feelings. She is convinced she murdered her father 

and has been living with the guilt ever since. 

 

I was clear at this point that my desire in translating this story into film text was to create a 

sense of five [social] subjects: the mother, the father, the son, the daughter and the older 

version of the daughter, who I chose to see as a separate subject.  

 

I decided to investigate whether adopting a specific genre and its specific rules could help me 

to open up the gaps and fissures in the script and thereby create a unrestricted sense of 

character.  While we are all aware that genre is a much debated and problematised concept, I 

decided to examine how the choice of a specific genre [sub-genre] might illuminate a new 

direction for me.  I chose the ‘coming-of-age’ genre for Fungus. And by this I was referring 

to a group of films that deal with a centralised young character and a narrative that covers a 

crucial moment in their developmental journey.  

 

This is because central to this genre [sub-genre] is the idea of a single [seeming]‘subject’ 

retrospectively re-visiting their formative past. To work successfully a coming-of-age movie 

must characterise and set up a ‘subject’, locate them in a time and space and then take them 

on an emotional journey from one state of being [child]  to another very contrasting one 

[adult]. The genre therefore deals in the territory that interests me the most, because inherent 

in the genre already are notions of subject construction, POV and identity that it might be 

possible to explore and subvert in my script.  

 

As a result I watched as many ‘coming of age’ movies as I could. [See Filmography] I did 

this to interrogate, both how this genre operated specifically to characterise a subject, and to 
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illuminate where the possible gaps and fissures within these genre tropes might be. Where 

were the places that I could possibly turn these ‘expectations’ to my advantage and create a 

series of many subjects within a genre that traditionally deals in only one? 

Most interestingly for me, there were a number of noticeable modes of subject creation, in 

this genre, both in script terms and in the film grammar itself, that I thought would prove 

useful in creating multiple viewpoints and a sense of multiple subjects. Most of them focused 

on the ways in which the notion of the singular protagonist, essential to the genre, was 

created and maintained. 

Voiceover:  

Many Coming-of-age film texts have a voiceover, namely that of the adult version of the 

child in the piece. An adult voice that gives shape, context and editorial comment to events . 

Thus in Stand By Me I [ Reiner: 1986]  the adult character can create the context for the 

events that unfold and give sense to the effects of the narrative action. This voice is the voice 

of the subject. Could I perhaps make use of voiceover to unsettle the sense of one subject  

and open up the possibility of more? 

The birth of the central character: 

In the shots below [This Is England  [Meadows: 2006] , 400 Blows  Truffaut: 1959, Kes  

[Loach: 1969] ]  we see clearly how the genre builds up a sense of the birth of the central 

subject early on in the text. Whether by seeing them arise or by use of camera tracks the 

centrality of the subject is made clear. Could I subvert this shot to create multiple births? And 

what would be the result if I did? 
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POV: 

In the shots below [from My Summer Of Love [Pawlikowski: 2006] ] we see how the coming-

of-age genre seeks to re-inforce the subject status of the central character through the uses of 

POV. 

 

Could I set up the expectation of a single vision of events, the singular POV of the genre and 

then subvert this by exploding it to create several differing POV’S and several versions? 

Shot/reverse:  

Again, as the shots below show, this is a device that again stitches the central subject to the 

narrative objects around him or her. Would there be a way in which I could subvert this shot 

or indeed could I write a script that did not imply this shot at any point? 
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Centralised single Subject: 

The shots below highlight how the genre centralises the single subject. Creates the sense of a 

subject/object binary, by placing them centrally within both fabric of the scene structure itself 

and within the frame. Might I use decentralisation as a way of allowing other subject to enter 

this genre. If I set up and decentralise a young hero, might that open up gaps and fissures 

within which other subjects might appear? And could I offer up centrality to several subjects 

at once? 
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 In 

In practical terms Claire Johnstone’s impulse to investigate structure and form in relation to 

existing expectations and structures was highly influential in helping me to begin to 

understand a structural pathway for Fungus. I knew that I wanted to do more than tug at the 

belly of existing structures, I knew that character HAD to be my starting point, and the 

monologues had really helped in arriving at story from an exploratory and non-prescriptive 

space, But after taking Johnstone on board, I also knew that it would be creatively exciting to 

also be aware of the conflicting and differing discourses operating within a film text defined 

by genre. Playing with these existing tensions in structural terms was a good starting point to 

begin to re-think the ways my characters might explode as subjects through the gaps in a 

structure that was shown to be merely a formal consideration.  Use of certain genre tropes, or 

their subversion, might help to create a dialectic that could collapse or expand 

understandings. In the Chapter 5, where I discuss the script I hope to elucidate these choices 

further. 
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Chapter 3:  Creative influences. 

As I suggested in the first chapter, my attempts to find a new methodology resulted in a two-

pronged mode of research. The first to understand the theoretical debate around the notion of 

the subject. The second to investigate some of the creative responses to the same notion. In 

the previous chapter I have outlined some of the theoretical influences upon my work. Now I 

would like to turn to the creative influences on my new method. To do this I will discuss the 

paintings of Paula Rego and the films of Agnes Varda, Alain Resnais and Todd Solondz.  I 

would like to do this because I think that each, in very different ways, has made the idea of 

the subject and of narrative form the centrepiece of their work. Paula Rego uses the idea of 

layering and temporal complexity to great effect in narrative and emotional terms. Agnes 

Varda puts the notion of the subject and our understanding of other persons at the forefront of 

her work. Alain Resnais take pre-conceived notions of fact, fiction, imagination and memory 

and creates a world where everything comes into question. Finally, Todd Solondz makes an 

attempt to foreground character and narrative expectations by playing with the body. In 

making these choices of film text I recognise that there are many other film texts that could 

possibly be discussed here. For example I might have chosen to examine the ways in which 

so called ensemble narratives like Crash [Haggis: 2004] and Magnolia [Thomas Anderson: 

1999] attempt to create inter-related webs of characters and complex narrative structures.  

However, it might be possible to argue that while Varda, Resnais and to some degree Solondz 

attempt to work outside of existing structures,  Crash and Magnolia operate very much 

within the classical  three-act structure, with each individual’s story having a very clear three-

act through-line, no matter how they are disrupted within the whole.  

This Chapter will also be followed by a discussion of Deleuze and his concept of ‘The Fold’ 

in relation to practical character construction [Chapter 6]. Although strictly a theoretical 

concept, I have taken his ideas and made them into a creative strategy, which feels more at 

home at the end of this section of practical analysis 

Paula Rego and Narrative Layering. 

From my theoretical readings, I was now clear that I needed to create new structures and 

make new formal choices in order to create a vessel to hold my different ‘social subjects’. To 

achieve this I was going to have to create a narratively and temporally layered script. At this 

point I began to investigate the work of artists,[Peter Doig, Frances Bacon and Paula Rego] in 
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order to see both how they created senses of subjects, but also how they created sense of 

narrative layering. I felt that in fine art the need to have one frame tell of the whole, might 

provide a useful way to consider the layering my script might need. The idea of many ideas 

existing in one frame. Peter Doig’s pictures are themselves inspired by images from film, but 

he obscures these narrative strands and isolates single moments within layers of paint. He 

creates a sense of menace for example and uses the sense of the moment ‘before’ and the 

moment ‘after’ to increase that emotional response. Time for him is extracted and then 

multiplied in the one frame.  

Francis Bacon also takes a single moment of movement and gives us all of the frames of it at 

once. Faces blur and contort because of the movement of an anguished face. The pain is 

displayed in layers of time as seen by brush strokes. He shows in these broken up faces a 

duration of pain. But, of all of the artists Paula Rego proved the most interesting in creative 

terms and I would now like to discuss why. 

“In Paula Rego’s work a tension is established between outer and inner worlds” 

      Benjamin Rabier [1988: 1] 

I first discovered Paula Rego on a thunderous day in Abermarle Street about seven years ago. 

I walked into a gallery, only expecting to escape the downpour, but as soon as I saw the first 

image on the wall all thoughts of the rain were forgotten. 

My eyes had rested on a Paula Rego charcoal drawing based upon her responses to Jane 

Eyre. It dealt with the moment where the young Jane, trapped within a loveless and cold 

family at the beginning of the book, seeks refuge in a window seat and in ‘Berwicks Book of 

Birds’. She enters a reverie by entering into the pictures. A reverie that provides her with a 

sense of escape from the life she is currently living. I knew the moment well, but here on the 

wall was a re-imagining and re-interpretation of it that forced me to re-evaluate the whole 

book.  
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[Rego: 2003] 

In the image above the young Jane, the truly ‘plain’ Jane that filmed versions rarely allow us 

to see, sits on a chair. A huge stork perches on her lap. The picture makes clear its weight and 

its claws dig into her thighs. But most strange of all, its massive beak touches hers, in a 

threatening kiss. I was forced by this arresting and dangerous image into a greater 

understanding of the moment in the book that inspired it. Of Jane’s/a child’s need for 

intimacy of some kind, of the vividness of her frustrated imagination and how we escape to 

places inside ourselves when we are in abusive outer spaces. It also echoes the ‘unnatural’ 

adult kiss that she will later have with Rochester. His weight is the stork’s, the claws that dig 

her flash will soon be his. 

Most importantly within this one ‘frame’, the past, an oppressive present, an imagined future 

and the real future are also layered. 

Paula Rego’s drawings and paintings constantly create this ‘affect’. They ‘imagine’ around, 

behind and under what is plainly on view. They do not merely suggest a single reading. They 

do not shy away from the sub-textual fear, pain and anxiety of human existence. They 

constantly suggest that what you can see, like a skin,  is only one facet of a possible response 

to the art object. It is this layering of meaning and narrative possibilities that has been useful 

in helping me to solve two of my primary creative problems on this project. The first being 

the need to ‘tell’ multiple stories and the second being to make the inner ‘folds’ [the hidden 

elements] of a subject visible within a narrative and a film frame. [A longer elucidation of  

the inner folds of a subject will follow in Chapter 5] 

Multiple Telling. 
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To move towards the creation of the different ‘social subject’ that De Lauretis speaks of I 

have chosen to tell multiple stories. To create a sense of many separate beings existing in, 

and interpreting, a social space within a narrative. The story in Fungus therefore, is pieced 

together like lozenges on a patchwork quilt. In the hope that this gradual building of a 

narrative ‘reality’ divorced from a cause and effect timeline, carries with it a breaking down 

of a subject/object divide and the opening up of a debate about persons and their 

commonalities and particularities. It is an attempt to create a ‘nomadic’ character space 

where persons move in and out of relationships to each other. I wanted, as Rego does, to 

create a space, where the simplistic binary oppositions of classical narrative structures are 

seen not to apply. But multiple telling leads to problems in both storytelling and film 

language. The works of Paula Rego offer amazing and exciting solutions.  

I would suggest that the characters in Paula Rego’s paintings are subjects in all senses and 

operate in a very particular social context. They exist in a world of prohibitions and 

boundaries, in closeted inner spaces and dangerously threatening outer ones. But, importantly 

for my purposes, Paula Rego’s pictures are hardly ever singular. They always involve a 

social engagement of some kind. Relationships of kinship, power and intimacy. Even when 

we have a single human figure they are usually defined and located by a connection with an 

animal [a symbolic animal]. These relationships, within the frame of the canvas, are seen to 

be complicated, layered and multiple. These works show subjects in relations (sic) with each 

other that shift as you view them. Indeed their very power is in the way they grow in 

‘matter’, in the Butlerian sense, and in positioning the longer you stare at them. 

This refusal to offer a simplistic framing, and her insistence on fixing seemingly small and 

innocent gestures into fraught, tense and loaded ones give her canvases many meanings. As 

Benjamin Rabier writes,  

“the artist remarks that, ironically, the more precisely she captures a gesture, the greater the 

ambiguity and the wider its scope for multiple readings. By this we are constantly invited to 

re-view and re-consider” 

         [Ibid 1988: 5] 

In ‘The Maids’ below we see four narratives interacting on an axis that we read from bottom 

left to top right. An axis that literally hand stitches us further into the picture and its 
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complications. The woman at the table, supposedly in a position of power over her maid, sits 

with bowed head and a bruised leg that speaks of some trauma [past or to come].  The maid, 

who seemingly soothes her by stroking her hair, clenches her other fist in an act of 

impending/suppressed violence. The strange, uneasy embrace of the maid and the child at the 

back speaks of smothering and suffocation as much as of comfort and love. And the closed 

eyes of all the characters imply a shutting out of the world, a looking away and a refusal to 

let us in. The wild boar implies a rage about to be unleashed or emotions repressed. 

 

 

          [Rego: 1987] 

In terms of my creative practice the framing of Rego’s works provide a way of setting up 

within a script and the storyboard, a sense of  framing, so that the spectator’s eye is led 

deeper into the frame and looks beyond the initial skin that is presented. It also suggests that 

the frames that I construct within the script, must be given time to ‘accumulate’ their 

meaning, gain in matter. This suggests longer and wider framing for scenes and sequences. 

Time for each frame to ‘grow’ within the fabric of scene and sequence structures. In cinema 
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this idea also has implications for depth of field and focus, echoing Bazin’s idea of letting the 

frame and its depth of focus create a sense of reality and narrative truth.  

It also suggests how important it is to shape individual gestures and movements. To this 

effect, I might think of writing in the choreography of certain important sequences, to play 

out with differing physicalities, speeds and tone of gesture.  And also to utilise what cannot 

be used in painting - sound - to create this sense of layering. Both music and SFX could be 

written into the script to create this sense of deepening understanding. For example I might 

include sound to create a sense of history as in the sketch from Jane Eyre above. 

So practically, in creating both the script and the storyboard from the script of ‘Fungus’ I 

have tried to create axes that both lead the spectator into the frame and force them out. Film 

‘moves’ in the way that these paintings do not and this means that the axis can also re-

configure to create new relationships and meanings. In relation to depth of field this also 

means that characters can be in and out of our vision, clear or blurred [and all that that might 

imply]. It is possible to create gaps and fissures by using this depth, or a lack of focus to 

create questions. This interplay of relationships and of permissions to look, creates gaps and 

fissures where the spectator must insert meaning and actively consider what is being shown. 

And, in this consideration, the characters under scrutiny must become more than narrative 

objects. 

Inner Folds: 

Also the paintings have helped me to consider practical ways of making present the inner 

‘folds’ of a character. As I will go on to outline in Chapter 6 Paula Rego was crucial in 

helping me to understand how I might make concrete the notions of hidden layers of 

subjectness. How I might create a sense of what is not seen in the seen.  

As a result of my reading of Deleuze, my creative project has been to re-think the creation 

and presentation of characters in relation to the idea that the surface of a character we are 

watching is one of many possible others that may be ‘folded’ and hidden from immediate 

view. 

My analogy of a character in Fungus therefore is to that of a crumpled piece of paper with all 

the possible traits, emotions, feelings and experiences of that character written on it. Looking 

at it we may only see a small portion of what can be said about the character. Things are 
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hidden at various levels of folding, some deeper, some partly visible, etc. But also it is 

possible that, given the folds in the paper, while one thing may look ‘true’ the opposite could 

be touching this truth and obscured by it. It is a folded away truth. Thus characters can 

‘become’ anything that is hidden, what is hidden may become visible and what is shown may 

become hidden. 

The problem with creating characters in this way is that this system needs to be made 

narratively visible. In other words what is ‘not’ needs to be suggested as much as what is’. 

But how was I to do this? 

Paula Rego offers a solution in the way her work seeks to make visible symbolic, 

psychological and temporal layers. Her painting seeks to create a sense of concrete emotional 

pasts and futures and of repressions, anxieties and desires. To achieve this, her work is 

furnished with symbols and presences other than the ones we might initially focus on. For 

example in the picture below, The Family [1988] we have objects that confuse and muddy 

the already dark vision of family life.  

The stage like panel on the top section of the wardrobe shows a man beating a dragon like 

animal, while an angelic woman looks on. On the marquetry panel on the bottom of the 

wardrobe a stork blinds a cat in a brutal mimicry of childhood nursery murals. The skirt of 

the daughter in the foreground hints at blocked windows and of prison bars. The single rose 

drooping on the sideboard hints at a dying romantic love or of virginity. The jug of water, 

symbolic perhaps, of a womb.  

All of these elements take on a narrative status, adding menace, threat and a sense of 

childhood trauma that clouds, re-inforces and lays bare what we think we are witnessing in 

the frame. The people we witness cannot be simplified, cannot be sorted into piles of being. 
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They command and deserve deeper readings. 

.  

          [Rego 1988] 

For my practice, this has been invaluable. I have used the landscape within which this 

narrative takes place to create a symbolic structure that adds to a sense of inner folds to 

characters. The crumbling coastline falls apart as the family does. It returns to the sea as does 

the father at his death. At the same time the past and the present co-exist within scenes, 

sequences and within the frames of the storyboard: the older Colly watches herself going on 

a night-time walk. 

Similarly objects, such as the dog bowl in which the father tries to drown the mother, appears 

in several frames and sequences, out of context. This is in an attempt to deepen the frame of 

reference and to hint at the damage done by the single violent act. The colour of the father 

and son’s ginger hair will be mimicked in the set design so that the father’s absence will be 

felt as a looming hidden presence. Imagery of nature, fungus and poison will infect 

seemingly innocent family scenes. 

Crucially, as in the picture below, Celestina’s House  [2000-1] time will become disrupted 

into a series of layered realities, co-existing, in order to express hidden ‘folds’ and create the 
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sense of subjects, ‘becoming’. In the picture below we see many characters, but one reading 

of this work is that it shows one woman’s life all at once.  

 

          [Rego:2000-1] 

Could this painting represent a single subject seen at multiple points, or a series of equally 

weighted women’s lives? In either case it jumbles the experiences of one life into a medieval 

crowd. The moods and emotions of each moment in time, the widowed bride, the sexually 

excited teenager, the bored wife, the needy child are juxtaposed to create a chaotic sense of 

time, space and of being. A series of durations are shown here. All of these characters in their 

wholeness both MAKE and DO NOT MAKE a single subject. The very term itself is shown 

to mean many things and [at the same moment] nothing at when all its constituents laid out in 

paint next to each other. 

This led me to an important creative question: With Fungus would I be able to utilise notions 

of time and space to write scenes and create sequences and juxtapositions that achieved the 

same effect as a single Rego canvas? I felt that putting temporally different versions of 

subjects within the same frame would certainly open up the gap and fissures that I desired 

and also make the questions of becoming and of hidden folds more implicit. What it was 
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important to take away from this study of Rego’s work was that time was going to play an 

undeniable role in reaching my goal. 

Structures:  possible new pathways into form 

I would now like to discuss the work of three film practitioners and how their creative 

choices have been influential upon mine. I’d like to begin with a close study of Agnes Varda, 

in particular of Sans Toit Ni Loi, where questions of formal structure and of subjectivity are 

raised.  In this section I draw heavily on the work of my supervisor Susan Hayward in 

relation to this text, in particular to the chapter of French Film: Texts and Contexts that 

discusses this film, Beyond The Gaze And Into Femme-filmecriture [Hayward: 1985] 

Agnes Varda and the skin created from without. 

One of the ways in which it might be possible to re-write the social subject is to utilise film 

language and narrative to discuss how identity itself is shaped. As Hayward writes of Sans 

Toit Ni Loi,  

‘Essentially the structure of the film, which is made up of forty-seven episodes, takes 

to task the issue of image construction... 

        [Hayward 1985: 270] 

In Sans Toit Ni Loi Agnes Varda gives us filmic snippets of a young woman, Mona, from her 

death backwards and, by playing with notions of appearance, perception and of description 

throughout these episodes, Varda opens up gaps and fissures around the problems of creating 

and understanding persons in film. Mona is the subject of the text in a narrative sense, but 

eludes our understanding at every turn. For my practice this has proved a valuable text, in 

terms of forcing me to confront the debate about writing in characters and how that 

can/should/could be done.  

Mona begins the film at her death, as a ‘finished’ identity or subject. A project that is over. 
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Any social identity or ‘self’ she possessed has now come to an end. She is at the end of her 

‘subjecthood’. It is the first scene of the film, so we the spectator feel nothing more than a 

horror. A question about who she is? How has this woman arrived at this death? What has 

happened? Now, in order to ‘know’ her, we can only piece together what that identity was. 

Piece her together as a subject from what we are shown next. 

In Deleuzian terms her ‘becoming’ comes to an end with the death of her body. Now she 

becomes an ‘archive’ that can only be speculated upon. Her input into her ‘self’ and how it is 

perceived, is over. The ‘I’ is no more. And unless Mona and her actions reveal herself to us, 

what we will know of her will only come from the words of others. Thus Agnes Varda’s film 

opens up the whole idea of ‘identity’ and social being.  Mona goes on to be ‘created’ by the 

words of others. Her skin is papered with these comments, and like papier mache, these 

words create an outer version of Mona: the film constantly suggests that other Monas are 

underneath. The result of these various attempts by others to pin Mona down is, as Hayward 

writes, 

...to unfix the gaze, to render it inoperable. Because there are so many points of view, 

Mona cannot be caught in any of them...’ 

        [Hayward: 1985:272] 

I would argue that structurally this is because the text deliberately sets up two conflicting 

narrative strands: one that writes [A] Mona into the film and the other that writes that same 

version of Mona out of the film. They run parallel so that Mona, our sense of who she might 

be, comes and goes from our grasp and our need to grasp her. And this is important for my 

practice because Varda provides exciting technical and structural ways to both create and 

uncreate the persons in scripts. It was my feeling that to create the sense of ‘becoming’ as 
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outlined by Deleuze, the idea of setting up and then exploding expectations in the spectator 

would also be crucial. 

How A Mona is written into the film:  

A version of Mona, albeit the collective version of several voices,  is ‘written’ into the film 

by the various comments made about her.  Centrally placed within the film frame, mostly 

speaking to an invisible ‘other’, these comments seemingly create a sense of Mona. These 

reports are un-contradicted and unchallenged. Some examples are shown below. 
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But, as Hayward suggests, these descriptions of Mona only seem to penetrate as deeply as the 

layer inhabited by clothes, smells, and bodily orifices. It is her social identity, but a purely 

bodily one. All this concentration on her outer shell deliberately  raises more questions about 

her inner identity.  

The Mona described above repels any knowing of her, other than the superficial.  Hayward 

suggests that, ‘there are so many points of view, Mona cannot be caught in any of them’. 

[1985:272]. And so, I would argue, what is actually created is a reflective skin that tells us 

more about the person speaking than it does about Mona herself. It ‘writes’ the speaker or 

watcher into the narrative and not her. In the way she is characterised we learn not of Mona, 

but of social attitudes to femininity, cleanliness, social engagement, to taboos, our 

imagination and its boundaries. We learn of lonely relationships, stifled dreams, political 
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engagement. But Mona herself stays a solid impenetrable surface, that does not change or 

reveal itself more, even as she actively moves from encounter to encounter. 

How Mona is written out of the film:  

Alongside this writing ‘in’ of Mona as a series of suppositions, the film’s other structure 

simultaneously writes her out. 

She emerges in a landscape of speculation and doubt: The sea spits her out. She is not born in 

an event that we can recognise and begin to make assumptions about. She starts as mythical, 

magical, non-human character. ‘I think she came from the sea’, is spoken as 

authoritative/god-like voiceover by the director. The person who should ‘know’ this fact, 

expresses a tenuous doubt about her origins. As Hayward writes of the opening shot, 

‘...it establishes immediately the notion of inter-textuality and the function of the 

textual contradiction , both of which run throughout the film. 

         [ibid: 276] 

 

Subsequently, Mona structurally and technically refuses the tropes of heroine. She does not 

stay centre frame. She does not walk left to right. She does not desire to be in front of the 

camera. She eludes the tracking shots that should centralise her. She denies the camera. Only 

at the moment of her death does she stay centre frame. 

Each tracking shot that bookends sequences, ends on an inanimate object/s: a tractor, some 

trees in a garden, a plough. This highlights the view that in our search for Mona the subject, 

we can only ultimately expect an object. She will elude us throughout. She will defy us. 
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Below we see four frames from a track in which she refuses to follow rules and stay in the 

frame and under our gaze. 

 

 

Also psychologically, as Hayward also makes clear, Varda might make the point that the text 

is a ‘long tracking shot’, but this Mona writes herself out of the ‘road movie’ genre.  She does 

not grow emotionally with each episode. She does not seem to learn and develop as time 

passes. We see her being affected while the experience is taking place, in that we see her 

express friendship, intimacy. Etc. But what we do not see is her being affected AFTER the 

event is over. She moves without history. We are not even sure if we see events in 

chronological order. Her bodily decay is our only clue. 

 As the text ends we re-arrive at her death and we are no wiser as to why this happened. 

Mona is no more palpable than the dead body she presented at the beginning. Thus Agnes 

Varda’s film denies us an understanding of Mona, both by writing her in to the film and by 

writing her out.  The structures are of speaking/hearing and of seeing/watching. 
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In terms of my practice I found this film text both interesting and challenging. It is interesting 

in that both the film’s narrative and the film language are used to deliberately open up gaps 

and fissures in the text. But importantly for me, these are not small gaps and fissures, these 

are not moments where the spectator is asked to fill in tiny detail. This is the massive gaping 

hole left by the absence of the central character, by her refusal to be pinned down, by her 

silence on the matter of herself. And this is done, even as the text convinces us she is present. 

I knew in my practice that I wanted to write a script that left gaps within the text to allow for 

doubt, anxiety and a concerted questioning on behalf of the spectator of the subjects involved.   

I had come to accept that a questioning openness regarding each character was what I needed 

to aim for. But was Varda’s deliberate playfulness the answer? 

I also found this film text a challenge because it made me question how far I wanted to take 

this idea of upsetting the fabric of the narrative. As Hayward suggests, I think Varda has 

consciously crafted a film about not making characters, a goal which is the opposite of what I 

had in mind. She has created a text where there are no subjects, indeed where the very notion 

of a woman subject in a patriarchal setting is questioned. Mona remains a repellent surface. 

And there is a revolution in her refusal as a body, with the surface of a ‘woman’, to so defy 

what the world suggests her outer person should reveal. But Varda structures the frame and 

form so that her inner folds and gaps remain unseen.  

A different ‘social subject’, one who expresses ‘becoming’ must be created with many 

surfaces as outlined earlier. So, to create a sense of multiple subjects, I would have to allow 

the spectator glimpses of the chaotic inner folds that Varda seeks to obscure. My intended 

characters must exist on many levels. They must be like onions and my problem was to 

REVEAL these rather than obscure them.  

What the film taught me is the interesting space created when there is a divergence between 

what is being said and what is being seen. It gives me a set of cinematic and creative tools to 

make physical the ideas of the ‘Fold’ as discussed by Deleuze. [See the next chapter]. One of 

my tasks then, as a result of this collision with Varda was to create the conditions during my 

character construction work for the emergence of paradoxes, questions and dilemmas in the 

gaps between seeing and hearing. It was to allow chaos into this stage of the development 

process. Then when it came to structure my script, this would result in my considering 

differing techniques: 
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1. I would use different versions of the same scene: seen from the POV of different 

characters. The event that existed in space and time, therefore becomes multiple, each 

with its own duration and emotional focus. Seeing here becomes several, complicated and 

subjective. This complicates our sense of the person in the text and opens them up to 

multiple readings. 

2. I would have to experiment with sound within scenes [to intentionally undermine, 

contradict or just confuse what was being seen]. The mixing of sound to create layers of 

live sound, remembered sound, imagined sound and imposed sound. This mixing would 

function to make the spectator question, to open gaps within which subjects might exist. 

3. I would consider re-playing events and sounds, but weight it so that each re-hearing and 

seeing comes at a point of greater knowledge. The re-visited material, even if it is the 

same shot is now more layered and loaded. In this layering the characters become more 

complicated as subjects. 

 

The film text also made me question creative issues around the ideas of sympathy and 

empathy. My commercial work asks this of me constantly: Nothing is written that does not 

forward an understanding or sympathy for a character. But Mona does not ask for, or does not 

receive our sympathy. Both of these emotions are written out of the equation by making 

Mona unknowable. The film has a deliberate coldness of touch that made me question my 

involvement and also my need to know Mona or to care. Ultimately, I found that as a 

practitioner I feel more at ease with creating people that other people can understand to some 

degree. The stories that I want to tell creatively are about individual moral and ethical 

problems that humans face and deal with. I think Varda wishes, as Hayward suggests, to 

create a meta-agenda to discuss the nature of film itself and to provide us with a denial of 

identity.  Agnes Varda is a documentary maker at heart, so she is asking for objectivity. Her 

initial motivation with the film was to tell a story about a homeless person and the ways in 

which they are commented upon and socially constructed. However studying Varda made it 

clear to me that my aim was to create the spaces for complex beings to take part in narratives 

that really draw on the human experience and extend our understanding of each other 

The problem for my practice then, was to strike that balance between showing a person, to 

the degree that someone watching might understand, and leaving ‘gaps’ in that person so that 
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they become  a subject to be questioned, thus making the spectator involved in what 

becoming a social subject entails. 

Varda shows me how to do this in her use of film grammar and of a contra-puntal structure or 

frames: the tracking shots that defy expectations, the reversal of time, the rule-breaking, 

direct address. But ultimately the film deliberately sets out to leave many questions 

unanswered. Mona becomes proof of the thesis that we can never know each other. Proof of 

the idea that the attempt at knowledge of this kind is always superficial. It elucidates Sartre’s 

central proposition that we are all objects to one another.  However, Varda’s project is not 

mine: to create a set of multiple social subjects. 

To grow closer to a structural understanding of how I could re-think the holding structures for my 

characters and in doing so create the spaces for them to exist as subjects, I went on to compare the 

work of  Varda with two other works that also dealt in character construction in very different ways. I 

felt that this comparison would help to define my own methodology and make clearer possible new 

pathways. Below is the result of that comparison, followed by a discussion of my own structure for 

Fungus. 

Resnais, Varda and Solondz: Memory, play and a new haircut. 

In this section I would like to compare the structures by which characters are created in three 

works, Providence [Resnais 1977], Sans Toit Ni loi [ibid: 1985] and Palindromes [Solondz: 

2004].  

 ‘If we opened people up we would find landscapes. ‘  

[Agnes Varda: Guardian 24
th

 sept 2009.] 

‘There are no absolutes in our relationships with others and if you're 

ever presented with a situation in a movie that seems like it's cut and 

dried and not laden with endless layers of complexity, then I think that 

someone is lying’.     

 [Solondz: 2005] 

In varying ways these three film texts deal with the construction of the ‘subject’ in the text 

and I’d like to interrogate their methods and processes and to discuss how their methods have 

inflected my own thinking and the subsequent script writing and film making process.  
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My choice of these three texts was based upon the way in which the three films expose the 

idea of what a ‘subject’ might be by arresting time and narrative flow.  Each texts takes new 

pathways away from traditional structures and these experiments with form might prove 

useful in helping me to shape a holding structure for my characters. All three films texts have 

non-linear, broken, disrupted structures. But, importantly for my creative journey, two of 

them I would argue are more successful, because they also attempt to arrest time, geography 

and narrative flow. I’d like to argue that the lack of logical duration and of rationalised cause 

and effect in the texts by Varda and Resnais offer the opportunity to break down the human 

as we know it and  ‘re-write’ them in new and complex ways, whereas the work of Solondz 

only has the appearance of doing this. To make these points more clearly I have attempted to 

break down the structures of each film and to also look at how the sense of character and 

subject is treated. 

PROVIDENCE 

Much of the critical writing about Providence concentrates on the way in which the text is 

seen to deal in Resnais’ creative obsession with memory. But more importantly for me the 

film seeks to explore the various fictions of creating a ‘person’ on a piece of film, tape or 

paper.  

STRUCTURE DIAGRAM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1 Narrative structure of Providence 

In fig 1.1 We can see that the film has two distinct acts or halves. In the first, the characters 

we meet confuse us, expose our need for rationalisation and do not behave as pliant narrative 
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objects should. As persons, they are out of sequence. They have a constantly disrupted logic. 

This first section, which ostensibly looks like the nightmarish ramblings of an author 

composing his latest work, refuses to obey the rules of time, space and geography. [Not just 

the filmic ones, but also the general physics ones.] The scenes here are short, broken, 

ruptured and disjointed. What is taken for granted at one moment becomes a fiction, a lie or a 

contradiction the next. In ‘object’ terms, doors move, stairs appear, backdrops change and 

time echoes and repeats. The same rupturing, sleight of hand is applied to the people that 

inhabit the space-time dimension we are watching.  As the state which the characters exist 

breaks down, so do their own boundaries and our understanding of them. The revolution 

happens both in the characters and in the topography of the world. Mothers become lovers, 

sons become adulterers and criminals, bastards become legitimate, etc. As a result they 

explode in front of our eyes. And at the same time any notion of a film ‘subject’ that we 

might wish to cling on to as a spectator, explodes too.   

This is further highlighted in the second ‘act’ of the film, where we are served up a neat, 

almost real-time, cause and effect sequence, peopled by logically grounded, predictable 

persons. The setting and characters we might have been expecting as the film began. Cause 

and effect are in the ascendance here: as main course follows starter and the sun goes down. 

A real time, causal narrative over a summer lunch. In this half, longer takes, wide shots, 

reaction shots and pauses all behave as they should. The objects of the first half are now 

static. A table stays a table. The geography is immutable. [A cheeky 360 degree pan almost 

teasing us that this might not be the case.]  

Except that now we do not ‘believe’ a word of what we hear or see. Each line of dialogue, 

each gesture, each camera cut is now open to multiple interpretations and questions. The 

fixedness of this section is already contradicted by what has gone before.  Our relationships 

with the characters could seemingly settle into cosy, acceptable grooves, but that is not 

possible now, as we have witnessed another world of doubt and uncertainty. The narrative 

damage has been done and these people, that behave as we might expect them too, no longer 

engender the sense of being ‘real’. 

This double structure also operates when we look at character formation. 

CHARACTER DIAGRAM: 
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Fig 1.2 Creation of character in Providence 

In fig 1.2 we see how the sense of characters is created in the two halves.  In the first a 

discordant, jumbled series of snatches of personhood as mediated by the memories and 

perceptions of Clive Langham [Geilgud] is swirled into chaos by a heady mix of wine, age 

and illness. Anxieties, fears and emotions are APPLIED to the surfaces of the characters and 

again tell us more perhaps about the ‘folds’ of Clive Langham than the person we see move 

through the structure. They are a chaotic jumble of ideas, traits and interesting juxtapositions. 

The characters here become a series of questions.  Puzzles to unravel. In the second part, the 

characters we have supposedly been assessing, judging and presumably come to certain 

decisions about, collapse. Any certainties that the first half may have allowed the spectator to 

built up, for example Clive’s son’s hatred and disgust at his father are complicated by a very 

different and contradictory set of framings. In part two Claude [Bogard] has respect, 

forgiveness and love in his heart for his father, something the first half denies him. In the 

second part the ‘fictions’ that we normally expect are deflated by what has come before. They 

can no longer be buoyed up as convincing ‘subjects’ in either half as both seek to undermine 

and destroy the other. Which version of the marriage of Claude and Sonia is the one we can 

cling to? And rather are we not led to think that BOTH versions of the marriage are not to be 

clung to? Both versions here are unreliable: people are unreliable. Resnais warns us that 

subjects are unreliable things, like memory. 

In structuring my own text this deliberate unsettling of expectations in the spectator, proved 

a valuable thing to grasp. I was worried about creating a new ‘social subject’ but was forced 

by this text to address the underlying fictitiousness of everything I was hoping to achieve.  
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Combined with the Varda text, [which I will discuss structurally below] I was forced to ask 

the question of just how far film texts can create ‘identities’ and to what extent merely shape 

a set of ‘identifications’. And as a result I had to force myself to ask the difficult questions 

about what I wanted my fictionalized persons to be: is one fiction better than another? And 

what did I want my persons to achieve within the text? 

The next two films went some way to helping me answer and address these points. 

SANS TOIT NI LOI 

STRUCTURE DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.1 Narrative structure of Sans Toit Ni Loi 

As fig 2.1 shows in Sans Toit Ni Loi Agnes Varda also creates a double structure, but here the 

two strands run in parallel like layers. We have one layer structure that looks as if it writes 

Mona into the text [a] and a parallel one [b] that disrupts this and writes her out. The ‘subject-

ness’ of Mona remains elusive. The idea of another ‘subject’ slips through our fingers and 

Varda uses the structure to open our fingers.  

The first layer of structure [a] is the one imposed by the episodic nature of the ‘road’ genre. 

People come into narrative contact with Mona. People talk of Mona and react to her. In short, 

she is described.  

In the second structure [b] Mona eludes these episodes. She eludes anything other than 

physical contact. She does not react. She does not talk of herself or of others. She 

‘undescribes’ herself.   
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As already suggested these two structures have a strange contra-puntal relationship, with the 

second  appearing to collide with the first, but never having any causal impact and never 

leaving any ‘effect’. 

When investigated, the descriptions of Mona in the first layer elucidate only the speaker of 

that description, in that layer. None of the words spoken about her travel to this second layer. 

Mona herself moves on, away and out of that layer and inhabits her own impermeable realm.  

This is seen in the film language of the first layer with shots that try to frame, encompass and 

control her. Just as with attempts at description, she moves away from the framing. She 

refuses to co-operate with them and with the conventional structure in which she could be 

captured and ensnared. 

Just as in Providence, conventional assumptions about what we might expect to see and 

witness are constantly exploded by Varda. Even in the first layer, which appears the more 

conventional of the two, time is reversed and confused. We begin with Mona’s death. In any 

classical narrative this trope hints of a mystery about to be solved: an active narrative 

question that will be explained and elucidated. But the moment that Mona refuses to be held 

by a tracking shot, we find that the only explaining done is of that need to have a person 

served to you on a plate. With each new episode in Mona’s journey we are never sure at 

which temporal and emotional point in that journey we are. We can perhaps grasp at ‘signs’ 

of her decay and descent into the landscape/earth. Her physical change might be manifest, but 

the double structure ensures that we are unable to gauge the velocity, trajectory and essence 

of her identity. If events change her in any way we are not party to that knowledge. Or rather 

the Mona that may or may not lie under her skin walks away from us at every juncture.  As 

Mona  says of herself... 

"I don't care, I move"  

CHARACTER DIAGRAM: 
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Fig 2.2 Creation of character in Sans Toit Ni Loi 

Fig 2.2 makes this clear: What is actually constructed in a series of radiating layers or ripples 

is a sense of who we are and the world we live in. To engage in this text is not to engage with 

Mona, but to engage with our relationship to others and to society and its rules and codes. 

What is ‘told’ most is our relationship to ourselves.  

This has been valuable in constructing my own text, because what Agnes Varda does with 

such complexity is to open up our eyes. She makes raw ‘seeing’ an inevitability. Our brains 

must engage. We must describe ourselves in our attempt to pin down Mona. Just as each 

character that comes into contact with her does. Virginia Bonner makes this point when she 

writes, 

Sans Toit ultimately insists that the narrative question of Mona herself- her motivations, 

desires and needs- must remain unanswered: in a richly feminist move, Sans Toit, suggests 

that Mona eludes any circumscribing definition, or de-mystification seemingly promised by 

the films investigation. 

        [Virginia Bonner: 2009]  

The filmic devices and narrative tactics that Varda engages to achieve this have proved 

valuable in creating my own text. Albeit that my text is one that is determined to write in a 

multiple meaning set of ‘new social subjects’. Thus in imagining a possible structure for my 

script I decided to attempt to disrupt time, with characters from different time slices 

inhabiting the same frame. I also decided to work around Varda’s idea of characters refusing 

to be captured fully by the framing in the script. In the way that they might relate to the 

geography, the way that they might each ‘become’ camera at various moments and the way 

that events are not framed by a single vision, but re-told and re-evaluated. 

However whilst Varda’s purpose is to leave Mona as unknowable other, my thesis is to try 

and create an equally weighted series of identities, that mean multiply and create an 

intelligent and exploded dialogue around the narrative events.  
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What is useful is that Varda sees her audience as capable of responding to this with 

intelligence and understanding. 

Exactly. You know, that’s what I really want—to involve people. Each person.  An audience is 

not a bunch. You know, it’s not “Audience.” For me it’s 100, 300, 500 people. It’s a way to 

meet her, meet him. It’s exaggerated, but, really, I give enough of myself, so they have to 

come to me. And they have to come to the people that I make them meet [in the film]. 

[Varda: Frieze lecture 2009] 

However, I’d now like to look at how the work of Solondz in Palindromes, which I consider 

to be a largely unsuccessful attempt at the same territory as Varda and Resnais. Even so it has 

also shaped my creative thinking. 

PALINDROMES 

Palindromes is the text that has brought many questions about intention and purpose to the 

fore. A close reading of this text led me to understand more the relationship between the 

identities I wanted to create in my own text and the degree of empathy and acknowledgement 

I expected or desired from the spectator. 

Just like the two previous films Palindromes disrupts the idea of ‘subject’  

STRUCTURE DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Narrative structure of Palindromes 

In Fig 3.1 we can note that Palindromes does not so much disrupt time as disrupt narrative 

flow.  A deconstruction of the form shows that it looks like it has a central narrative structure, 
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again an episodic ‘road’ genre. There is a degree of cause and effect in operation alongside a 

sense of duration. But in each episode that plays out in this linear structure, the central 

character, Aviva, also seems to elude us. This is because she is played at various points by 

eight actors with varying ages, skin colours, sizes and genders. The Aviva that we follow 

through the [once again] conventional seeming ‘road’ narrative structure is therefore 

constantly ruptured, but only in a physical sense. Her body ‘becomes’ many different 

physical shapes. Any sense we get of her ‘subject-ness’ in the first of the eight episodes must 

be completely re-organised in the next and so on. This film judders from sequence to 

sequence and in doing so asks for constant re-appraisal of the subject being created. 

However while Varda and Resnais both seem to disrupt continuity in order to suggest that the 

‘subject’ is unknowable/un-creatable, Solondz seems to utilise this multiple casting to ‘cast’ 

us in the role of Aviva. He seems to suggest in comments about the text that the physical 

changes seek to make Aviva’s ‘subject-ness’ linked to a universal set of feelings and 

emotions. To branch out a sense of her self to include all of us. 

‘In a sense the movie says that any one of us watching the movie could play her in an episode 

of her life. There is a kind of universality here that we can connect to on some emotional level 

certainly, this poor girl's plight. There's an innocence here.’  

[Todd Solondz: 2005:2] 

As in the previous two film texts, the spectator must work hard to grasp at Aviva. But Solondz 

is not doing this to speak of the nature of fiction, or of the very constructed notion of a 

character, rather he tells us he does this to create universal empathy and understanding for 

Aviva as the holder of singular and linear emotional concerns. 

However, where this text is useful, creatively speaking, is that where Resnais and Varda 

create geographical spaces where identity is up for grabs, Solondz does so only in a physical 

corporal sense. Bodies change. Skin colour changes. Ages change. The outer surface of Aviva 

changes, but, where Solondz fails to achieve a sense of the fluidity of ‘subjectness’ is that the 

central emotional core of Aviva remains immutable whatever surface she currently presents. 

Her desire to be a mother to a child remains a linear desire: a constant through each episode in 

the narrative. Similarly each physical incarnation seems to carry the sum total of Aviva’s 

history with her. Thus she remains emotionally within our grasp throughout. The sequences 
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follow a temporally logical and emotionally coherent order. Her hair changes, her cause-and-

effect journey does not. 

Thus while this is an interesting exercise it fails to match what Resnais and Varda achieve by 

disrupting time and space and keeping the physical skins of their characters seemingly intact. 

Solondz has only changed the skin of his character, Varda and Resnais rupture holes in the 

skin and let the idea of the subject seep out. Solondz is attempting and failing to do the same 

thing, as his following comments in a press interview suggest.   

While the whole concept of switching actors to play Aviva raises ideas about the nature of 

identity, character, personality and even acting, it does so in such a schematic way that one 

cannot be moved by her plight. 

       [Film4 website review: 2007] 

CHARACTER DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2 Creation of character in Palindromes. 

Here in figure 3.2 we see how, if we compare the chaotic or circular character diagrams of 

Varda and Resnais, The linear structure of the structure remains intact. Thus we can only 

assume that the disruptions in the sense of Aviva are only temporary blips in our logical 

journey as spectator. The physical changes act as blips rather than as serious attempts to 

unseat or explode our thought processes. More importantly, for my own work, just dealing in 

a multiple outer skin does not engage us emotionally. The distortion practised by Varda and 

Resnais allow for empathetical relationships with the subjects in questions. Solondz, by 

changing physical appearances disrupts this potential empathy. The very second we become 

emotionally involved with a particular incarnation of Aviva she shifts bodily. In my intended 

structure therefore, I would try to concentrate my disruptions on the inner folds of the 
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characters, so that their desires and wishes and actions become multiple and not their 

hairstyles. 

My own Structure for Fungus. 

As a result of my practical and theoretical exploration of the paintings and texts above I 

began to play with possible structures and character construction for Fungus. Because of the 

analysis above I knew that the two were inextricably linked. I also knew that I needed to 

leave spaces for gap and fissures and also to play with time and the Deleuzian notion of 

becoming. I arrived at a potential structure for Fungus and I should like to discuss this now, 

by referring to structure and character diagrams. 

STRUCTURE DIAGRAM; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1 Narrative structure of Fungus 

In response to my creative interpretation of the work of Varda and Resnais I decided, as you 

can see from Fig 4.1 above, to disrupt time and geography when structuring Fungus. The 

centrifugal point in my structure is the ‘Dog Bowl’ episode. This single event, is instantly 

made multiple in four different versions in the script [although all are located centrally in the 

script itself.] This, I feel, sets up a sense of multiplicity of POV, in that central to the script 

are contradicting versions and sensory perceptions of the same event. Symbolically and 

structurally, I see this central event as being like a pebble cast into a pond. The events either 

side of it can be seen as the ripples that emanate from the versions of those events. Setting the 

dog bowl event centrally allowed for a sense of temporal distortions in the pages preceding 

and proceeding it. For, from this central, holding event, all of the other events that precede or 

proceed from it are shown on two temporally dislocated spirals on either side of it.  Events on 
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these two spirals are jumbled temporally. They are seen out of logical and emotional synch 

and as such build a very impressionistic picture of the persons involved. We may for example 

see an event that is subsequent to the dog bowl event, BEFORE it happens.  

And we may also see events that came before that same event AFTER we have seen it 

happen. I have done this in the hope of complicating the spectator’s understanding of the 

events and the characters. A response to this central event is necessarily complicated by the 

pre-knowledge we might arrive at the event with, and then complicated further by 

information that comes after it in structural terms, but before it in temporal ones.  The events 

do have a logical timeline, but here the events are placed in juxtaposition with each other to 

create complication, illumination and a series of gaps and fissures in the text. But this 

temporal distortion is held in place by the constancy of the substance and form of the 

geography: the landscape within which events take place is the only consistent presence 

across temporal layers to ground these events and afford them a holding shape. [Even though 

the landscape itself is being eroded and ‘becoming’ from moment to moment.] 

In the same way I have attempted to create disruptions in the way the characters ‘become’. 

CHARACTER DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2 Creation of character in Fungus 

As you can see in fig 4.2 the characters are created by a structure of descriptions. Here the 

sense of any one character/subject is constructed by a series of varying and complex 

descriptions by all [or some] of the other characters. The effect of this is to allow each 

character a subject status. To locate them in a complex vortex of descriptions. As in the 
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Varda model, a character cannot be limited to a single definition, they elude this by having 

myriad other descriptions to create a sense of them. Each character seeks to describe the 

others as well as ‘self-describe’ at certain points. This I hope leads to a more socially 

constructed sense of who they might be and also open up the notion that other descriptions, 

not present in the script itself, might also be possible and true.  What I am aiming for in this 

structure is a sense of persons having ‘folds’, of showing different aspects of themselves to 

different people.  

The temporal distortion of the structure also allows for characters to give more than one 

description of a single character: e.g. Jackie’s various descriptions of Just deny the spectator 

the simplistic one of him as violent aggressor. He is that, but he is also more than this. 

The temporal distortions of the structure place these multiple descriptions in parallel, or 

separates them off to create jolts, gaps and fissures in our understanding. And although this 

diagram seems to have a degree of symmetry, you can also see that the arrows of description 

are not consistent. Certain characters are not involved in describing others. This I hope 

unbalances the sense of who these subjects might be and open up the gaps and fissures that I 

wrote of earlier. [See my later discussion of Jackie as a case in point]. 

In creating the structure and character formation diagrams, I gained a clearer idea of how my 

script might operate to bring to the fore the theoretical and creative ideas of my thesis. In 

practical terms this meant I had a shift in the way I usually set about putting scenes together. 

The 3 act structure methodology I have formerly employed is to place scenes and sequences 

on index cards and then to place these in logical, order, using cause and effect to guide your 

choices. In my new methodology I chose to create a set of index cards, but then to order them 

using the ideas of disruption, contradiction and complexity. I chose one card at a time, letting 

that scene breathe, before deciding which card would follow next. I still had the security of 

knowing what was possible but I allowed the structure to take new pathways even as it was 

coming to life. 

But before I go on to discuss the script document itself, I feel it is important to further analyse 

and expand the notion of the ‘Fold’ that I have drawn upon at several places in my discussion 

here.  
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An understanding of this idea has been central to my creative work on the script, in that it 

implied a working methodology which aided me in the index card task above and was also 

crucial in helping to find a way to imagine and in turn communicate to others the persons I 

wished to create.   

It is important to outline it here as my creative response to also became the guiding formal 

consideration while I wrote the four drafts of the script. 
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Chapter 4: The Social Subject and the ‘Fold’. 

Deleuze’s notion of the ‘Fold’ remains one of his most elusive and complex ideas. It has been 

a struggle to both decipher and to interpret. So the caveat in the following discussion of it is 

that I have taken segments from his discussions and then claimed them as my own, 

intellectually and creatively.  This is because ultimately Deleuze uses the ‘Fold’ as a means 

of discussing and nullifying the concept of the ‘subject’, while here I use it to aid me in the 

creation of fictional ‘social subjects’. The debate about screenwriting with no subject at all is 

one I am yet to tackle 

In The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque [1993] Deleuze attempts to explore the work of 

Leibniz, in particular to his concept of the monad: the idea that all existence [substance] is 

contained within every other element of existence. Thus one element of substance [ a 

concept] has the ability to multiply infinitely. Douglas Burnham elucidates this concept 

further when he writes, 

A ‘complete concept’ contains within itself all the predicates of the subject of which it is the 

concept, and these predicates are related by sufficient reasons into a vast single network of 

explanation. So, relatedly, the monad must not only exhibit properties, but contain within 

itself “virtually” or “potentially” all the properties it will exhibit in the future, as well as 

contain the “trace” of all the properties it did exhibit in the past. 

        [Burnham [IEP]: 2005] 

Thus when we speak of the monad it is not merely to talk about the particles of a thing’s 

substance [the particles of all of us and the world we know] but to suggest that in each 

particle, each example of substance  there are held multiple possibilities for other existences. 

In other words, a past, a present and a future multiplicity. So, if we were to talk of this in 

terms of a character, we might say that the character would exhibit certain traits and 

characteristics, but at the same time many other states of being would also be possible and 

present.  In expanding upon this Deleuze develops the idea of the ‘fold’ [or pleat] as he 

describes below,  

‘Folding-unfolding no longer simply means tension-release, contradiction-dilation but 

enveloping-developing, involution-evolution’ 

          [Deleuze 1993: 8] 
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Thus Deleuze takes the human person [he would not say subject, because he sees subjectivity 

as one of the states mentioned above] to be infinitely capable of other states and forms. A 

human can ‘become’ many things. And they can do so because they are a series of ever-

revealing folds. Thus Deleuze suggests that the ‘Fold’ is a concept used to describe the 

hidden, unknown, unverbalised and as yet untapped aspects of a conscious being. The spaces 

and hidden structures of the ‘self’. He refers to the floors and hidden rooms in the house of 

our being. You can see this mansion as an ever-unfolding piece of architecture, where the 

rooms are infinite and the shape ever-changing. In terms of the ‘subject’ in the way that I am 

attempting to deal with it, this describes the spaces and gaps between what might be seen [the 

corporeal] and what might not be seen [the non-corporeal] in any example of a ‘subject’. So 

if we again refer this to a character, it means that we have a visible/sensory set of components 

of a person [their appearance, their speech, their actions, their words etc.] and a hidden 

‘folded’ away set of components [the things they are choosing not to be, the things they are 

not yet aware of, things they are hiding, things they have yet to discover, things they are 

hiding, repressing, etc]  

So for Deleuze, the ‘fold’ becomes an image that represents the complexity of a material 

body, and the unconscious parts of a human. He suggests that even while something is on 

show, another element or thing is folded into it. Touching it, but invisible. Thus while we are 

‘being’ one thing, we are also ‘being’ a multiple number of other things that are obscured to 

the material world and to ourselves. He suggests for example that as we remember we are 

also choosing to forget.  For my purposes and in terms of heading towards my idea of a 

different social subject, this means that ‘characters’ are unlimited, that they are an endless 

series of complex contradictions. When they are written, there also a body of descriptions of 

them that are unwritten. What is shown is a miniscule part of the whole. Simon Sullivan 

makes this point when he writes, in relation to Deleuze’s concept of the ‘fold’, 

‘There is a variety of modalities of folds: from the fold of our material selves, our bodies, to 

the folding of time, or simply memory. Indeed subjectivity might be understood as precisely a 

topology of these different kinds of folds’ 

       [Simon O Sullivan 2005:102] 

Deleuze’s concept of the ‘Fold’ has been vital in helping me to formulate a practical 

methodology for creating and visualising characters. It was this concept that finally helped 

me to visualise what it was I was trying to achieve in concrete terms. For whilst Deleuze 
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suggests that this multiplicity explodes the very notion of the subject itself, I feel it offers up 

the creative liberation to do the very opposite: to create complex, socially located and 

meaningful characters. I am using the term subject to describe such a person, as I am re-

thinking what that term might mean.  

This concept is important to my creative thesis for two reasons. Firstly, in Fungus I have been 

consciously attempting to open up gaps and fissures in the narrative structure in order to open 

up the idea of a viewing subject [spectator] interacting with a participating subject 

[character]. To do this, as already suggested in my structural choices, I have utilised 

discontinuity’s of time, place and behaviours. And while writing the text I have set out to 

deliberately juxtapose visual, aural, oral and temporal meanings so that a level of sifting, 

separating and processing must take place. These gaps and fissures, inspired by the  

discussion of the work of Gentile, are, like the ‘fold’, also between what can be seen [the 

worldly] and what cannot [the internal]. Thus the narrative structure of my script already has 

the potential for folds of time, space, sound and silence in place. This usefully means that the 

script structure already has the space for the ‘folds’ of the subject to exist.  And that it is in 

these areas of time, space and sound that ‘folds’ in being might be allowed to appear. 

Secondly what the concept of the ‘fold’ provides I have found, is a practical way to consider 

the methodology of creating subjects. As I read more about the ‘fold’, I instinctively felt that 

within this concept lay a way to deepen and intensify the characters in my scripts. But how? 

The breakthrough came when I looked at my normal writing process in a metaphorical way, 

taking the physical action of creation and then applying this metaphor to it. It was only then 

that I began to see how my methods could be re-configured. And it was only then that I felt 

ready to bring the structure and the persons to life. 

My writing process begins with a blank piece of paper. Physically and metaphorically. A 

two-sided flat, white object. I fill one side and then I fill another. The persons I create inhabit 

these two planes and these two planes only. In other words, creating characters on this canvas 

and with this methodology, only allows for a two-sided picture of a ‘subject’. A binary view 

of what it is possible for a person to be. And as I have argued in previous sections, that is 

only the narrative appearance of a subject. This flatness and linearity allows for basic 

contradictions and juxtapositions. If , for example, you begin to write descriptive words about 

a subject on this flat page then the possibility for connections between those words 
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[descriptions] is not only limited, but linear and to a degree rationally bound by the flatness 

of the sheet and the two planes. The idea of binary opposites, of placing one surface next to, 

over and behind another is about as complicated as you can get. [This simplicity gets even 

worse if you consider the single surface of a computer screen.]. Narratively too in this 

methodology, you can only layer scenes and sequences in flat, linear ways. 

However, this completely changes if you imagine the single sheet intricately folded,  or even 

more interestingly, randomly crumpled. Suddenly you are working with something that has 

surprises, hidden, half revealed meanings. The surface area of the sheet multiplies. The 

crumpling reveals a vast variety of surfaces and connections. Suddenly we are presented with 

multiple planes of being, endless connections, areas of touching and of distance. These folded 

descriptions have far more interesting relationships with each other and as a result come one 

step closer to creating the notion of the ‘social subject’. Imagine the descriptive words written 

on the sheet now. In the crumpled form some are hidden, some are half revealed, some touch, 

others are at a forced distance. Ways of seeing this person are broken, chaotic and 

complicated. There is no longer a single plane. A single story. Like a dot to dot the subject 

can be joined and un-joined in various ways. The linear continuity is discontinued. The 

subject has to be treated in a new respectful way. 

And if you imagine the metaphor pushed one step further. Imagine one crumpled sheet next 

to another. One subject next to another. Again the areas of commonalities and particularities 

become more complex than the idea of laying one flat sheet onto another.  What these 

subjects can ‘see’ of each other is only a part of the story.  What we can understand of them 

must also be treated in the same way. These subjects and their relationships cannot be forced 

into conflict in simple terms, because of the variety of folds presented to each other. Neither 

can we write them off as simple binary oppositions. Thus conflict and narrative between 

persons must become multi-dimensional and respectful of what is hidden and unknown. 

Consequently these crumpled or folded subjects can no longer sit easily in a linear narrative 

form. They cannot become mere narrative objects that exist to sit calmly [and flatly] in a 

classical structure. Put them in a linear structure and they jut out and refuse to sit easily.  

These subjects demand new and ever changing structures that are fluid and capable of 

highlighting what is hidden and unrevealed. A crumpled structure to match their crumpled 
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states. Thus, in the writing process, I was to avoid the feeling of flatness and to lead myself 

toward an opening up of possibilities for each character. As Deleuze writes, 

‘Folds over folds: such is the status of the two modes of perception...That is why the unfolded 

surface is never the opposite of the fold, but rather the movement that goes from some to the 

others. Unfolding sometimes means that I am developing- that I am undoing- infinite tiny 

folds that are forever agitating in the background, with the goal of drawing a great fold on 

the side whence forms appear. 

          [Deleuze: 93]  

The ethical, moral and political structures of the narrative must also change from the 

simplistic and linear to the nomadic. Morality and personal ethical decisions do not become 

the mere nominal ‘themes’ of the classical narrative. They cannot lay on top of one another in  

flat, binary states. They too become folded, complex and largely unrevealed. In this form they 

must be visualised and voiced in all their complicated, chaotic ‘grey’ states.  A moral 

problem does not just have one other side to it. It has a multitude of hidden and revealed 

layers. Indeed I found this to be the case when writing the character of Jackie, of which I will 

speak of in chapter 6. Needless to say, I realised that as a writer I had to interrogate my own 

folds and hidden states of writerliness. What lay under, for example, my feminist political 

beliefs, concerning the domestic abuse in the story? What was hidden behind this and 

unvoiced? And how might I bring these hidden folds into the text?  Characters and narratives 

created using this metaphor must become fuller, but I learned, so must the practitioner 

themselves. As creating subject I had folds to contend with too.   

In terms of my practice this had to have a huge effect on how I was going to write the persons 

in my script. I had to introduce an element of ‘play’ and wandering into the way I created my 

characters. I used techniques of disruption, and surprise in the way they evolved. I tried hard 

not to censure or control contradictions and irrational behaviours as they inhabited scenes and 

sequences. I wrote and cut up descriptions of them, shuffled them like cards, passed them 

along to others. I randomly attributed descriptions to characters. I drew up a web of 

commonalities and particularities between characters.  Each of these methods threw up 

undeniable riches in terms of making these characters feel like folded subjects. And I realised 

that this play-space was the new phase in my methodology. As the Stanford Encyclopaedia of 

Philosophy suggests in talking of Deleuze... 
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For Deleuze the task of art is to produce ‘signs’ that will push us out of our habits of 

perception into the conditions of creation. When we perceive via the re-cognition of the 

properties of substances, we see with a stale eye loaded with clichés. We order the world in 

what Deleuze calls ‘representation’.  

[http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/deleuze/#DelArt:2009] 

It became imperative in my work to disconnect, cut-up, re-place and re-order descriptions. 

For example in Fungus, Ax, as already suggested, may claim a traditional role within the 

classical rites-of –passage narrative structure. However I was able to come to a place in terms 

of creation, whereby he contradicts our standard expectations. Thus I arrived at a space where 

I chose to absent him from the contemporary, ‘now’ temporal space of the film. In most films 

of this genre the narrative is framed by the older version of the protagonist looking back on a 

younger self, in this folded version he gets on a train, refuses to meet this expectation and 

leaves us to wonder at his present.  

This ability to confuse and to play also helped in solving the second draft problem of the 

character of Jackie. In the first draft I felt she was underwritten, under-explained and 

somehow absent from the narrative. However, using this new methodology I added in a 

second phase of disruption into the re-writing stage, which allowed me time and space to 

solve this problem. I found that silence and stillness played a part in her descriptions and that 

much of her remained folded away or unrevealed. The classical narrative structure would 

have cried out for her reactions and feelings to be laid bare. But her folds, her absence on 

certain levels opens up a dialogue between her and the spectator within scenes and sequences. 

Her absence means that we are left to intuit her and the complex series of emotions that she 

feels within this abusive, but loving relationship. An easy set of excuses or visual 

approximations of her emotions would have lessened the relationships around her and given 

easy answers. 

When writing the text, I also allowed the subjects to exist differently in time, noting the idea 

that a folded subject can contain their past, present and future. Thus, whereas logic should tell 

you that Older Colly contains elements of Younger Colly, the non-logic of the opposite is 

also true in the way that Younger Colly is framed to mimic her older self and the way that the 

sounds of her future intrude into her here and now. 

Essentially what the idea of the ‘fold’ has provided me with is a tool by which to destroy my 

ingrained impulses as a writer. As I have spoken of earlier, my writerly intuition is merely the 
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set of narrative and formulaic rules which have become reflex through repetition. The fold 

has given me a way of making new pathways into each area of my writing process.  Primarily 

it has allowed me to visualise my new methodology to make, as it were, a 3d shape of it. 

I’d now like to go on and discuss how the theoretical ideas and the creative ideas of 

practitioners were realised within the four drafts of the script. 
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Chapter 5:  The Hard Bit. 

The script of Fungus that I have submitted has gone through four drafts, but before we look 

in detail at the final version of the text, in relation to my aims and intentions, I should like to 

briefly re-state what my theoretical and creative aims and objectives were when I began the 

writing process.  

 

In creating the text of Fungus I wished to experiment with the ways in which different social 

subjects might be created and written. My research question impelled me to see in what ways 

I might create a new version of a film subject. I had realised from my theoretical readings, 

that the classical three-act structure made narrative objects of all characters and that unless 

this structure was displaced, subverted or replaced a more rounder notion of what a 

person/character might be would not appear. Thus with Fungus I wanted to create new 

structures. 

 

I had realised that to do this, I would need to open up ‘gaps and fissures’ in the text. These 

spaces would engage and spectator in a conscious questioning of events and also prevent the 

characters from being ‘closed’.  From thinking around these texts and looking at the work of 

Paula Rego, Varda, Resnais and Solondz, I also knew these gaps and fissures could be 

temporal, visual, verbal, emotional and aural. More than that, these gaps would need to 

operate at all levels of film grammar within the text. 

 

I had also realised that to attempt to write, complex, socially located characters I would need 

to accept their chaos, their ‘folds’. I would need to write each character as both visible and 

hidden. [Feeling that they become complex subjects as a result of what is not seen as well as 

what is seen.] I would also need to create a world where events had multiple meanings, so 

that a sense of a group of persons experiencing events, a set of subjects would pervade the 

text. 

 

Taking Deleuze on board I would also need to create a sense of characters ‘becoming’ over 

time. Their ability to be unfinished added, I felt, to the sense of complication and layering 

that subjects might deserve. To do this I was going to use temporal layering and the breaking 

up of a cause and effect time line. This script was going to have to be more about personal 

‘duration’ than a singular chain of events. 
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So now let us look at the script text and discuss how and where I think I have put these ideas 

and concepts into place. 

 

In Teresa de Lauretis’ (1984:9) repeated words, my theoretical remit, in writing Fungus, is to 

create and write the characters of the piece ‘...as different social subjects.  To do this I wanted 

to present the spectator with an uneasy ride. With the chance to become involved as a 

spectator in the creation of persons who are self-aware, self-determining individuals, existing 

in a social, political and cultural space. I was no longer satisfied with creating flat A4 

characters and wanted to crumple up my [and their] life with folds. 

 

Thus the writing of Fungus has been about freeing myself creatively to wander, digress, 

challenge and un-write my, and my characters, constitutions.  For my characters, this is an 

easier task as they do not exist. I, however, do and so this element of the PhD has been about 

breaking down some of my barriers and opening up new doors and spaces.  

Multiple points of view. 

 

As suggested by my readings of Gentile, the most strikingly obvious way to overcome the 

current imprisoning subject/object binary is to make a conscious move away from the idea of 

the  exclusive POV of  a single protagonist.  

 

In Fungus therefore, I wanted to create a series of ‘selves’; that is subjects that had self-

awareness - have a sense of their own past, their own present experiences, the ability to 

imagine a future and a sense of their own autonomy.  I wanted to portray all of them as 

motivated towards their own ambitions or goals, however inflected, layered and chaotic these 

might be. In fact a major rule of this new scheme was to ensure that each character was 

complex in contradictions, juxtapositions and anomalies.  

 

With this in mind, Fungus explores the POV of the six main characters of the family: Colly, 

Ax,  Jackie, Chris and Justin. [Along with the older version of Colly and Jackie and the 

younger versions of Jackie and Just] Interestingly, I always regarded the older Colly, the 

older Jackie and the younger Jackie and Just as separate entities or selves [They should be 

played by different actors and actresses]. The notion of ‘becoming’ is central to this choice. I 
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am not the same person I was at 6: I am that, but have become more than that too.  There may 

be similarities in genetic material, physical resemblance etc, but you cannot fit one person 

into the other. I wanted to explore the notion of becoming, which means that younger and 

older Colly, for example, are inside each other, but also separate entities. They would both 

argue that they are distinct.  The Older Colly would not say she is ONLY the sum of younger 

Colly’s experiences and Younger Colly might not recognise her future self as her, but bigger.  

 

In Fungus I attempted to give all of these central characters POV’S the same value and 

weight. Thus the beginning of the script attempts to create a strong sense of changing POV, 

with the camera, becoming different POV’S and changing angle and levels. This is linked to 

my work around genre, Inspired by Johnstone’s notion of subversion from inside genre, each 

of the subjects in the text have a moment where they are seen to be born as a subject in the 

traditional ways of the coming of age genre. This is continued throughout the text, with these 

contrasting POVs of the narrative events, which these six characters create, emanating from a 

centrally located dramatic incident. The dog bowl incident, where Just tries to drown Jackie, 

is seen in many ways, each setting up a sense of a participating subject.   

Compare, for example, these versions in scenes 55, 58 and 65.  

 

Scene 55.    

INT. THE HALLWAY - DAY 

…He (Just) is shouting and has her (Jackie) on the ground and is pushing her face into a dog 

bowl full of water. She scrabbles and splutters. But all we hear is the music on the radio, like 

a sound track. Not what Just is shouting, not her (Jackie’s) chokes. Only the music. 

Her wrist, with the bracelet on it, flails around. 

On sound the song continues to act as a sound track. She is obviously trying to speak, but we 

can’t make it out. 

Then Just stops trying to choke Jackie and punches her in the back. He stands up and looks in 

the direction of Ax. The screen freezes on his look. 

The music won’t go away. 

Scene 58     

ANIMATION:  
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…Ax animates a re-write with himself as a superhero. He becomes taller and stronger in 

front of our eyes. And in this version he returns his Dad’s stare with a death-ray stare that 

knocks Just out of the window and into the receding distance in the sky. 

Just is punched over a rainbow. 

Jackie looks at Ax and holds him close, as he returns to normal size and powers. 

Scene 65    

INT. AX’S KITCHEN - DAY 

The camera is at Young Colly’s height. It’s looking at Ax as he stands stock-still in the 

doorway.  

On sound we can hear the choking noises that Jackie is making, that Older Colly can’t stop 

hearing. And now we hear in the gurgles and chokes as Jackie tries to speak. 

JACKIE 

(broken) 

Go!....C..c...olly....get....ou.... 

She carries on shouting to get Colly to leave as she chokes. 

The same music that Ax heard is playing, but in this version it is only a background. We can 

also hear Just screaming at Jackie… 

And another POV of this event occurs placed earlier in the script [Sc 33] Just describes his 

emotional response to these events, before we witness them.  

 

Each character interprets and reacts to this central violent event in a different way, and as a 

result it is impossible to become emotionally engaged to a single way of spectating or judging 

what has happened. As difficult as it may be, the spectator is forced to interact with 

conflicting versions and as a result to see each version and emanating from a separate self. 

 

Later in the script, [and earlier, because of the temporal distortions] the characters also arrive 

at other – totally dissimilar - decisions about how to respond to that central incident. So once 

again linearity is disrupted, we cannot come to a single decision about the emotional, moral 

and intellectual implications of what has happened. Thus we are forced to see each person 

that takes part in the event as a subject in their own right. 
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At other times in the text I tried to make it less clear whose POV we are watching as I 

thought that this also sets up a ‘gap’ in our understanding of events and the sense that many 

versions of this story exist at one time. 

 

In classical narrative forms, as we have discussed in the section on genre, the track, the close-

up, the voice-over, key-lighting and central framing are all utilised to create a sense of a 

singular subject. In Sans Toit Ni Loi we also saw one way of subverting these to comment 

upon subjectivity itself.  In Fungus I wanted to see if I could also utilise these methods to 

create a space for multiple subjects to be laid before us and create a sense of competing 

versions. Instead of the beginning of the text acting as a set up for a singular subject, I wanted 

the first pages of this text to subvert and confuse that expectation, as it switches from one 

perspective to another, refusing to settle on one.  

 

Thus the first pages of the script set up a series of shots or camera angles that lead the 

spectator into a series of separate visions. We jump from Older Colly to younger, we pan up 

and down between Ax and Jackie. The camera chooses to look at and also to become each of 

the central characters in turn, giving them subject status and as a result to immediately disrupt 

our sense of traditional storytelling.  

 

Similarly, sound is utilised to subvert and create a layered sense of time and multiple 

perspectives as in the following example, where the sound layers mix diegetic sound, with 

remembered [future] sound and thematic sound [the collapse of the shoreline]. 

 

Scene 1 

 

Blackout: 

Music. Upbeat. Mister blue sky by ELO. This is someone's desert island dance track. The 

pounding beat of the song becomes the sound of a body running. Heavy breathing. Feet 

pounding the pavement. Then this sound too takes on a new rhythm. It becomes the terrible 

sound of choking. Choking in water. The choking also takes on a rhythm. Becomes the drag 

of waves on the shore. [a loop of the out-sound of a wave] becomes relentless. Eroding.  

Then, one by one these layers fall away again, leaving only the insistently upbeat music 

drowning the rest out.  
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I also tried to promote multiple viewpoints by (where possible) un-suturing or un-stitching 

the spectator's perspective from the shot-reverse pattern. This method of cutting dialogue and 

reactions places one sensibility or interpretation at the centre and then stitches another to it to 

give it validity. In Fungus I have tried to use the camera to contradict and explode this.  See, 

for example, the excerpt from Fungus below.  

 

Scene 43.     

EXT. THE PUB GARDEN - DAY 

Younger Colly is on a swing in the pub garden (watched by Jackie). She swings towards the 

camera which SNAP REVERSES to become her POV. She/we/the camera swing and watch 

Jackie who’s sitting at a picnic table with the friend, who we saw her with in the pub, the 

night Jackie met Just again. 

The camera becomes both an outside spectator and younger Colly in the same sequence.  By 

splitting the viewpoints instead of reversing them we can no longer accept one version of this 

sequence. We must engage and question what we are seeing.  

Thus in creating the idea of multiple POV’s, using camera movement, visual framing, 

repetition and re-telling I have attempted to move towards a text full of subjects, who each 

experience the story events in different ways.  This is crucial to any attempt to create 

different ‘social subjects’. Kaplan (1983:138) suggests that this continual disruption of a 

singular viewpoint may encourage, the replacement of 'emotional identification with a 

character' with 'a cognitive state’ of understanding. She argues that moving perspectives 

around ensures that the spectator is not just spoon fed a mono version of events [and by 

implication told how to feel] but is instead forced to engage with different ideas or thought 

processes and to navigate their own cognitive path through what is happening. In Fungus I 

think that this multiple telling makes it impossible to objectify the characters and narrative 

beats. It makes plain that we are dealing with different ‘subjects’ and their thought processes 

and makes it impossible for the spectator  to relax into an unquestioning viewing experience.   

The Changeable nature of identity 

In writing the drafts of Fungus I knew I also needed to experiment with notions of identity as 

discussed in the chapters on Deleuze in regard to the ‘fold’ and to ‘becoming’. In the script 

we cannot think of identity as being a flat surface with a binary opposite surface as we are 
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encouraged to by the three-act structure. The text of Fungus does not deal in a steady state of 

being.  

 

My theoretical investigation of Deleuze led me towards an intuitively more convincing way 

of regarding identity: where we think of someone's identity as always changing and 

developing. But more than that of also being capable of being many things at one and the 

same moment.  

  

To re-state the point, I am endeavouring to follow Bergson's (2003:25) view that …(there) is 

not an enduring self-identity with a definite character, or an enduring individual personality 

or ego as an ultimate constituent.  For Bergson, as well as for Deleuze, 'identity' is something 

that is always growing or developing.  The self’ is in constant flux or becoming and moreover 

this `becoming’ doesn’t have a goal beyond itself.   

 

In the script for Fungus I have endeavoured to give a physical, embodied form to this process 

of becoming. I have tried to do this by showing that, in their utterances and their behaviour, 

the six central characters are knowingly self-aware, they remember their past, they make 

plans for their future, and they make on-going choices about their present circumstances.  

Moreover the script stresses that these choices are complex, confusing and do not follow a 

single path towards a singular goal. The script also shows how the characters are mixtures of 

motives, desires and wishes, that they are open and changeable. Just, for example, is not 

merely a closed off person who is only capable of violence and anger. He can take on altered 

states of being. He can become child, become aggressor, become lover, become father, etc 

And in these ‘becomings’ he takes the form of a subject. For example in the speech below 

Justin seems aware of his inability to change. 

 

Scene 33    

INT. HALF WAY HOUSE. – DAY 

 

JUST 

(to camera) 

I feel...I feel like shit. And before you get excited: Not shit that can be saved. I thought I'd 

feel new. Somehow shiny. I thought I'd wake up in boxfresh white trainer land. But I look at 

myself and the scratches and scars are all still here you know. Here, where I caught my 

wedding ring in a car door... 
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From this speech we are aware of Justin's sense of his own identity, which includes his 

present awareness of his circumstances ( a despondency about his future actions), his 

awareness of the optimistic decisions he made in the past (the possibility of re-birth), and his 

feeling of helplessness over his inability to change things that he regards as crucial to his 

future happiness.  At this moment, these matters are an important element in 'who he is'. But 

within the speech is also a sense of the folded away possibility that he can change, the 

possibility that he can ‘become’ something else. His external scars refer to hidden folds of 

anxiety, doubt and fear. 

In Fungus, I have tried also to show the changing nature of each character's identity in 

another way - by emphasising the different and often conflicting character traits that develop 

and are co-present in the one person.  Contrast, for example, the contradictory aspects of 

Justin's character in scene 45 with that in scene 96: 

Scene 46    

INT. FISHING TENT/THE BEACH – NIGHT 

 

A green canvas fishing tent. Outside the wind and the waves. The camera looks up at the roof 

of the tent. It’s someone’s POINT OF VIEW. Someone lying down.  

 

JUST 

(Off Screen) 

Tough are you? 

AX 

(Off Screen) 

That's my name. That's why you call me my name. Axe. 

Pause. More rustling of sleeping bags. 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

Yeah right. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

What? 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

S'not why. 

AX 
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(Off screen) 

What? 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

There's a different reason. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

No there isn't. 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

Want to know? 

Into the sound of the waves dragging on the shore. On sound also someone fidgeting in their 

sleeping bag. 

Pause. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

What then? 

On sound a beery burp. 

AX (CONT'D) 

(Off screen) 

Why am I called it then? 

Still there is no answer. 

AX (CONT'D) 

(Off screen) 

See. That is why I'm called it. 

Pause. 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

It's Ax for accident. 

On sound the wave noises stop. All other sound falls away except for Ax's breathing. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

What accident? 

JUST 

(Off screen) 

You were. 
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There is a silence, except for Ax's breathing. 

JUST (CONT'D) 

(Off screen) 

We didn't mean you. 

 

Scene 96. 

   

INT. AX/COLLY/S LIVING ROOM – DAY 

 

Close-up on Colly’s face as she cries and sobs. Her face has dirty streaked tears and snot on 

it. The camera is Just’s POINT OF VIEW. His hand smoothes her hair as she cries. 

JUST 

There, Pickle. It’s just a graze. Look it’s the shape of a bird. It’s okay. It’ll go. But I won’t 

leave you. 

 

Just/the camera continues to soothe Colly as she carries on crying. 

 

By comparing the scenes we can see that Justin's personality is capable of expressing cruelty 

and love. When one is present the other is folded away. Both are ‘real’ for him at the time 

and BOTH exist within him at the same moment in time. Using my earlier metaphor, these 

two characteristics rub up against each other in the crumples of his being.  In the act of 

cruelty the act of love is also possible and in the act of love the cruelty lies hidden. Justin 

refuses, therefore, to become a narrative object: a flat surfaced antagonist in another person’s 

story.  Just as in the narrative painting, Celestina’s House by Rego, the film text juxtaposes 

different images or life experiences [moments of duration] of Justin in close proximity, with 

the result that at the point where he might be pinned down he ‘folds’ away from our 

understanding. His actions do not allow for a simplistic reading of him. He ‘becomes’ 

something more complex in this contradiction and highlights the need for the moral and 

emotional engagement of the spectator.  And it’s my hope that in this equation, in this 

opening up of a gap/fold in his character I do two things. Firstly I complicate the picture of 

him, but I also hint at many other hidden and possible folds. In these two effects, Justin also 

claims the status of a ‘social subject’ in his own right.  

 

In writing Fungus, then, my intention was to emphasize this ability for scenes and sequences 

and impressionistic moments to uncover hidden ‘folds’ in each character's identity.  I wanted 

to create a ‘world’ where much is left unrevealed. By doing this I illustrate as I have 

discussed, that no matter how plentiful and accurate the identifying descriptions of the 
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characters may be in a classical narrative structure, to think of a character's identity in this 

way - as a set of indelible or eternal ‘perma-traits’ - is to reduce the person illustrating them 

to the status of fixed object. In Fungus I have tried to create the sense of a person as existing 

and operating subject beyond, under and around such descriptions. Who or what they are 

changes and is to a certain degree inconstant. 

  

Commonalities 

In writing Fungus I had decided to move away from the singular and the binary: one thing 

and another. This particularly needed to apply to the structure of wants and desires in the 

script text. As my investigation of Gentile had suggested, breaking down sequences [as 

classical screenwriting manuals propose] into two opposing desires or needs leads to an 

oversimplification and objectification of the characters. In Fungus I wanted to concentrate 

more on the complexity of wishes, desires and motives offered by the concepts of 

‘commonality’ and ‘particularity’. Thus, scenes and sequences in Fungus gain tension, not 

due to two opposing motives and therefore a singular conflict, but by an exploration of 

'meeting points' and ‘setting off’ points between the characters involved.  This allows for the 

complexity of desires, feelings and emotions within scenes. Characters can attract each other 

- as well as repel each other. This links closely with the idea that much of the characters being 

is ‘folded away’ in this new model, so while one layer might be seeming to attract during an 

interaction, other will be at play and complicating the picture you might receive. At once 

characters are hiding much more than they are showing and this will affect and guide their 

relationships just as much as a superficial goal. 

In writing Fungus, the transition from scene to scene and image to image became crucial in 

achieving this. I tried to utilise transitional moments to represent the interweaving layers of 

commonalities over geographical and temporal layers. For instance, the emotional 

commonality between older Colly and Justin, in these exerts from scene 9 and scene 10: 

 

Scene 11 

 

INT. BATHROOM – NIGHT 

[extract] 

She stares as two children clamber all over her, giggling and playing. [The children are 

roughly the same ages as Ax and Colly].  
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The bath water drains out of the bath and there is a gurgling noise, reminiscent of the choking 

sound.  

Older Colly stares at herself. The children notice this and stop giggling and stare at 

themselves too.  

MATCH CUT TO: 

 

Scene 12 

 

INT. HALF WAY HOUSE BATHROOM - DAY 

Just stares in the mirror. He lets out a single pitiful sob, then stops himself. He leaves 

the frame. The camera PANS in the opposite direction to look out of the window. 

beat. A car passes in the road. The camera PANS with it 

 

Or see the commonality of interest between Chris (a single, male, adult, forest ranger) and Ax 

and Colly, in Fungus scene 23.  

 

Scene 25. 

 

INT. THE CHURCH – DAY 

[extract] 

COLLY 

Melanie. My real true name is Melanie. 

CHRIS 

That's names out of the way then. Although we have technically already met. I see you up on 

the heath walks don't I then? 

Ax and Colly look at one another. 

COLLY 

We do those walks. Occasionally. With our mum. 

Chris sits down in a pew and looks up at the ceiling nodding. He lets out a little sound and 

listens to the echo. He grins at Colly and Ax. 

CHRIS 

I'm thinking instead that you two come on the walks on your own. 

AX 

That's a lie. 

COLLY 

Yes it is. The next time we really will come with Mum. 

Ax nudges Colly in the side. Chris winks at Colly. 
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CHRIS 

Ah. There's the truth. I'll not be telling no-one. Keep coming. I'll keep an eye on you. 

 

The recognition of commonalities, whether folded away or on obvious view, makes the 

characters and their relationships more complex.  For example it allows Jackie to have a 

far more conflicting set of feelings and psychologies in her relationship with Just.  It 

allows for a deeper and more layered sense of commonality in their experience of the 

love they share, whilst accepting the very real particularities of their separate 

expressions of it and of their separate reasons for engaging in the relationship. For 

example in the early scenes between them in the pub, [ Scene 18] Jackie is seen to ‘fill’ 

Just’s silence and reticence with her own projections of what he is psychologically 

experiencing. 

At the same time as expressing commonalities in this way, I also needed to encourage 

the spectator to recognise the `particularities' of each character, their distinctive qualities 

or traits that distinguish them from everyone else - however similar they are in other 

ways.  Justin’s violence cannot be ignored. Neither can the responses of Ax, Colly and 

Jackie to that violence. Each react with a differing measure of particularity to the 

violence. For example, we see how Ax attempts to re-write events with himself as hero. 

Colly expresses more love and understanding for her father, even when it results in more 

trauma, Jackie looks elsewhere for an emotional rescue in the form of Chris, but to 

realise that she is walking into another emotional trap by doing so. 

These layers of behaviour and response and the way in which the commonalities and 

particularities can be seen in operation at one and the same time, imply a sense of 

operating subjects in the ways that both Gentile proposes and in the way that Deleuze 

discusses the Fold.  I hope that the sequences and scenes in Fungus engage the spectator 

in a shifting dance with each character in relation to their own recognitions and 

particularities and in turn to a sense of hidden multiple possibilities. In this way the 

characters become social subjects, who are at once ‘becoming’, persons who are 

changeable and embodied. 
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Fragmenting the 3-Act structure 

In Narration And the Fiction Film [1993], Bordwell explains how the traditional linear logic 

of the 3-Act structure - with its artificial plot development, free of ambiguities and 

contradictions, with its seamless link between cause and effect in the narrative spine, and 

with its oversimplified endings - gives rise to format driven scripts.  As I have stated, I feel 

that, beyond this banal predictability, this uncompromising format also severely inhibits the 

treatment of persons, reducing ALL to narrative objects, moved to place a, state b and 

moment c by nothing other than the page by page demands of structure. The motives, actions 

and development of every character have to yield to the controlling demands of structure and 

in doing so become simplified and reduced to shorthand for meaning. 

 

By way of contrast, the structure I have devised for Fungus is determinedly non-linear. 

Drawing upon my investigations of the works of both Varda and Resnais I have tried to 

create a temporally distorted structure that is more cumulative and multiple in the story it 

tells. Just as Varda tells a life backwards in Sans Toit Ni Loi, so Fungus attempts to 

temporally confuse events, in order to create a subversion of expectation and of a single cause 

and effect narrative. In the text persons are allowed to come to from before us in a series of 

non-sequential moments and impressions. Just as Varda confuses a life into a series of 

episodes and in doing so explodes the notion that we might fully ‘know’ Mona, so in Fungus 

I have tried to break the lives of the characters up in several ways. The structure of the scenes 

takes the narrative events [the WHAT] and distributes them in service of the characters [the 

WHO] . Furthermore, I have dispensed with the usual seamless cause/effect narrative spine 

letting events form in shape clusters rather than cause and effect clusters.  

 

For example we first see Justin when he is at the half way house on his way back to the 

family after having been violent and having finished a prison sentence for his violence 

towards Jackie. Later we see this removal from the family, after the dog bowl incident. We 

see him talk of himself while waiting to come home. Thus Justin is not explained away when 

we first see him, rather he is born in a neutral state, metaphorically half-way between his past 

and his future. And he is clustered around the births of the other characters so that he arrives 

within a set of complex questions on behalf of the spectator.  Hopefully this means that when 
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we reach the centrally placed violent event, it is not possible to merely write his character off 

for that single moment. He has become more than that already. 

 

As mentioned in the structure diagram in the previous chapter, the landscape becomes the 

spine of the piece: a way of holding the events. Time changes, the characters mutate, but the 

landscape shelters all of it. The multiple POV’s are all sited in a specific set of locations: the 

coast, the sea defences, the pub etc. This seeks also to highlight the commonality of 

experience and in a strange way also the particularities. For example the juxtaposition in 

scene 18 and 19 in the pub, where in one location  we see the very particular experiences of 

Jackie and Just at the very beginning of their relationship and also of Older Colly, the product 

of that relationship [a character who is at the temporal end of the journey].  

 

The changes in time become more evident and heighten the particular emotions of the 

characters involved.  

 

Scene 18 and 19 

INT. THE PUB - NIGHT 

A pint being pulled and handed to the Camera/Just. We see  hand take the pint. It has 

a friendship bracelet around it.  

CLOSE-UP on the pint as the foam fades. On sound talking and laughing. Two 

women laugh. 

SUE and JACKIE sit at a table laughing and drinking pints of cider. As they chat, 

Jackie keeps looking over at the back of a person at the bar. He's in motorcycle 

leathers.  

Sue notices her looking and nudges her to go over. 

Jackie gets up and heads over to the back of the person at the bar. Jackie reaches out 

her hand, the person turns. It's Just, younger by twelve years. He blushes and smiles. 

Jackie smiles. 

JACKIE 

Thought it was you. You joining us? 

Just looks over at the table. 

JUST 

Might as well. 
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Jackie wrinkles her nose, half grinning. 

JACKIE 

Doing us a favour are you? 

Just looks down. 

JUST 

Don't mean that. 

Jackie smiles and nudges his freckled arm.  

JACKIE 

I know what you mean. 

JUST 

You do? 

JACKIE 

Uh-huh. Always have. 

She slips her finger under his friendship bracelet and smiles.   

The camera PANS over to the window... 

CUT TO: 

EXT. OUTSIDE THE PUB. - NIGHT 

...Where Older Colly stands looking through the window, in her walking 

clothes.  

CUT TO: 

 

By placing Older Colly’s reaction after seeing Just and Jackie getting together, in one 

location I highlight the specific emotional beats of each one. They are at once fragmented by 

being out of temporal synch, but also linked and complicated by the similar surroundings. 

The landscape [ the pub] becomes the fixed object of the two different emotional states and 

temporal zones.  

 

In order to encourage these moments in the text, I have also set out to challenge the singular, 

seamless narrative flow also by disrupting the usual (expected) progression in shot structure. 

As in the example above, the presence of Older Colly at the window of the pub fragments the 

shot and reverse structure between Jackie and Just. In the script this is also achieved by 

allowing the camera to take on different POV. At various points throughout the text, the 
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camera ‘becomes’ each character, with their own personal camera height, method of 

movement and tracking. For example, in scene 6, where the camera snaps from  a wide shot 

to the POV of Colly as she takes Ax’s hand.   

 

Elsewhere in the text I have also juxtaposed diametrically opposed images and sounds.  I 

have used shots and sounds together that have no prima facie obvious reason for being 

'together' - some that will intentionally jar with the viewer's sensibility. An example of this 

can be found in the following extract. 

 

Scene 93 and 94. 

INT. AX AND COLLY'S HOUSE: LIVING ROOM. - DAY 

Just sprawls on the sofa watching the TV. Colly plays in and around him with her toys. She 

has a little dialogue going with them. Just is fidgeting as he is trying to concentrate on the 

game. His foot taps. 

JUST 

Take it upstairs, Coll. 

Colly takes her dolls and moves them out of the way. But she carries on talking to them and 

giggling away. 

Just takes his eyes from the TV and watches her playing. 

He gets up and leaves the room. 

Colly carries on playing. 

He comes back in with a roll of clingfilm. 

JUST (CONT'D) 

We're playing a new game. 

Just grabs Colly and starts to wrap the clingfilm around her body. 

JUST (CONT'D) 

It's a Houdini game. Know who he was? Only the best person ever at escaping from things. 

You have to try to escape. 

He carries on wrapping the clingfilm around her. Putting her arms close to her body. 

She's laughing. 

COLLY 

Okay. 
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Just wraps more and more cling-film around her and gets to her head. He holds her tightly 

and wraps it around her face. 

COLLY (CONT'D) 

Not there, Dad. 

She looks instantly worried. Just carries on and puts a second wrap around her face. CLOSE-

UP on her face as the cling film squashes it. 

She wriggles in his arms. Just watches her as the cling film is sucked in as she breathes. 

She wriggles more and more. 

He looks down at her face. 

Then he puts out his finger and makes a hole in the cling film so she can gasp a breath in.  

He rips the cling film off her face. They stare at each other. 

She wriggles off the sofa and then out of the rest of the cling film. 

But Just is watching the TV again. 

JUST 

I said not here, Coll. 

Colly has tears in her eyes, as she slowly clears up the cling film mess. 

CUT TO: 

EXT. PIG FIELD - NIGHT 

Older Colly looks at the pig field in the dark. Her head torch light shines on the pigs. They 

squeal. 

 

Here the traumatic event between father and child is juxtaposed with the older child hearing 

pained squeals that might recall her emotional state or her present anguish.  Again this seeks 

to fragment the narrative form, but also to highlight commonalities within the characters and 

journeys. 

 

I have attempted to achieve the same sense of fragmentation and disruption by using 'jump 

cuts'. See the extract below. 

 

Scenes 24 and 25 
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GRAPHIC: COLLY'S MAP OF DUNWICH. 

PAN around Colly's map of Dunwich in macro. We see all the places of significance that she 

has marked. 

One is marked "secret place" and is in the church. As we look at the church on the map, we 

hear the catch on the door again... 

CUT TO: 

INT. THE CHURCH - DAY 

...The door of the church opens and Chris walks in. [The camera is at his height now.] He 

sees Ax and Colly scrabbling to get the treasure back in its hiding place. Chris looks away 

at some dead flowers on the window ledge to give them time.  

He starts to whistle and look at the altar as Ax and Colly finish hiding the treasure. 

CHRIS 

(to the altar) 

Hello. 

Ax and Colly both stand up and try to look nonchalant. 

CHRIS (CONT'D) 

(still to the altar) 

This is where you live is it? 

Ax puts his hand on the pew in front of him and looks at the altar too. 

AX 

No, we play here. 

COLLY 

Occasionally only. 

Chris smiles. 

CHRIS 

And who is we? 

AX 

Me and... 

COLLY 

Me. 

CHRIS 

You look like two bears coming out of hibernation. What you playing? 

Colly looks down at the treasure and bites her lip. 
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COLLY 

Your name's Chris, isn't it? 

CHRIS 

Sometimes. Sometimes it's Chris the beetle. Beetle, because I've got a very hard shiny back, I 

have. 

Colly leans forwards to try and get a glimpse of Chris' back. 

CHRIS (CONT'D) 

And you are Spike and Rolanda.  

AX 

No. 

CHRIS 

Scar-face and Imelda? 

Colly smiles. 

AX 

Ax and Colly 

COLLY 

Melanie. My real true name is Melanie. 

 

In the above extracts, we see a jump in time between Colly and her map [ is this before the 

scene to follow or after it temporally?] and the scene with Chris. The jump from map to 

reality only seeks to heighten the emotional impact of the next scene. 

  

In the same way I have tried to fragment narrative and emotion with 'unmatched shots'  as in 

scenes 85 and 86... 

 

Scene 85 

 

INT. HALF WAY HOUSE. - DAY 

Just makes a coffee in the half-way house kitchen. It's light and full of pine. The 

camera/we/the therapist is seated at a table. 

JUST 

(to camera) 

When was I most happy? Not here. Half way between home and prison. Living and dying.  

Just pours water from the kettle. Looks at the camera and sighs. 

JUST (CONT'D) 
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(to camera) 

A day of mucking about and no one hurt. Me and Eddie Bristow half-inched these massive 

potatoes from Dave the cabbage, whose wife was a the real cabbage. Later we found this 

damp fiver on the floor of the flats and tore it in half and swore to spend it half each. Went to 

Woolworths and actually paid.  

 

It got dark and we broke into the outdoor swimming baths and jumped into the cold water 

with a bit of sunburn where my t-shirt sleeves ended. You know when it itches? 

He scratches his arms at the sleeve line. 

JUST (CONT'D) 

(to camera) 
 

So I was happy then. Cold on my skin, the pool all lit up by the moon. And me looking shiny 

and white under the water. And anything making us giggle.  The potato in the pocket of my 

trousers on the side. We ripped the door off a locker and set light to it with some lighter fuel, 

and roasted the potatoes by the pool. Except we couldn't wait and had these half cooked one's 

that tasted like a cow's hoof.  

Just drinks his tea and looks at the camera. 

FADE TO BLACK. 

SCENE 86 

EXT. THE WOODS - DAY 

Extreme slow fade-up. A close-up on the forest floor. There is a red cap mushroom. With an 

insect nibbling on it. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

We'll need two. 

COLLY 

(Off screen) 

I'll look for one. 

AX 

(Off screen) 

Don't! I'd better. 

COLLY 

(Off screen) 

I won't touch it. 

AX 
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(Off screen) 

No, but I should do that bit. 

COLLY 

(Off screen) 

Why? 

AX 

(Off screen) 

In case we get caught. Then you can say you were an accessory. 

COLLY 

Like a handbag? 

AX 

No. It means it was all my idea. 

Beat, while the ant crawls over the top of the toadstool. 

COLLY 

(Off screen) 

But it was my idea. 

AX/COLLY 

It was mine! 

AX 

(Off screen) 

It was mine Colly. You have to say it was mine. Whoever asks you. Ever. It was me. 

Beat and then a hand reaches out in a rubber glove and picks the toadstool.  

The camera PANS away from the toadstool and across the forest floor. CLOSE-UP on pine 

needles that become... 

MATCH CUT TO: 

 

 

In the first scene Just expresses a sense of his own happiness. He ‘becomes’ happy before our 

eyes and hints at the possibility, [folded away] for change. This is followed by the scene 

where his children act out the implications of his violence and ‘become’ potential murderers.  

The juxtaposition of these two sequences, out of temporal sequence and in un-matched 

locations only seeks to heighten the dramatic impact of the emotional states of each character. 

 

Finally I have also tried to break and fragment the structure by using unexplained inserts (e.g. 

the falling coastline at the end of scene 3). This symbolic insert hints at the collapse of both 
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narrative expectations and of the world of the character and the family themselves. It 

strengthens the emotional pull of the emotional state of Older Colly, but also draws us into 

the past and the landscape of her present pain.  

 

Following my investigation of Resnais and the way in which Providence plays with screen 

frame, grammar and form, in order to engage and intellectually challenge the spectator, I 

have also tried to break down the expectations of cause and effect storytelling by having Just 

speak directly to the camera. (e.g. scene 33).  I think this has a two-fold effect: one this direct 

to camera address makes Just impossible to write-off and ignore. Morally, his gaze cannot be 

avoided and his words offer a deeper sense of what lies ‘folded’ away from view.  Secondly it 

breaks down the possibility of this story washing over you. It encourages engagement with 

the people and the emotions concerned.  

 

But it is the treatment of space and time in Fungus that is (even) more challenging to the 3-

Act structure and therefore places the characters in a fore grounded layer of the film surface..  

In classical structures 'continuity in space and time' is thought to be essential to the narrative 

meaning.  In contrast, in Fungus the confidence the spectator has in the straightforward 

treatment of spatial relations will be dented, stretched and denied.   (I will discuss 'space' and 

'time' in more detail shortly.)  

  

A last way in which I have attempted to disrupt the 3-Act structure in Fungus and therefore to 

bring the persons into relief, is in the closure of the film.  In classical forms, the ending must 

resolve the story - all ambiguities must be resolved.  However, inevitably, whatever form this 

closure takes will be oversimplified. A neat tying up of narrative strands and another moving 

about of the narrative objects we have been watching. Just as starting a film 'at the last 

possible point of entry' means that we do not learn in an intellectually satisfactory way about 

the complexity of the causes of the conflict, so the closure of the film in a tidy way, is equally 

unsatisfactory.  For 'closure' in these terms, means a narrative or system closure rather than 

any real sense of characters reaching some kind of further state of becoming. In Fungus the 

spectator is still left with some of the ambiguities and complexities that arose in the narrative.  

We do not know if Justin has been poisoned by his children. We do not know what becomes 

of Jackie, Chris. We do not know if Older Colly has resolved her problems by re-tracing her 

steps. The future of Ax as an adult is left un-touched. Hopefully, it will be difficult for the 
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spectator to see why one ending rather than another should be preferred. This might 

encourage the spectator to actively engage in an understanding of the last images. For 

example, engage in what they THINK should happen, question their moral responses, etc. 

The ending is linked aurally by the crying motif, but has a series of readings, 

 

Scene 100 

EXT. THE GARDEN - NIGHT 

Jackie sits in the garden on a plastic chair in the rain. She's listening to Kate Bush and crying 

and talking to herself. 

Scene 101 

INT. THE PUB - NIGHT 

The sobbing continues as Just walks into the pub. He puts the tinfoil with the fungus 

sandwiches in it on the bar. He's in his fishing gear and looks deathly white. 

He goes up to the bar and orders a beer. 

He takes the beer and drinks it. 

Then he sees Chris in the corner of the bar. They look at each other. Just looks away and 

drinks his pint. 

He looks over at the barmen 

JUST 

Make it to go, Bri. 

Just takes his beer and with a last look at Chris, heads to the door. At the door he turns. 

JUST (CONT'D) 

(to Chris) 

I'm no good.  

Chris and Just stare at each other. The sound of sobbing continues. 

CUT TO: 

SCENE 102 

EXT. FISHING TENT/THE BEACH - NIGHT 

The sobbing is added to by Just's sobs as he sits in the tent drinking his take-away beer.  
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In the shot the tinfoil packet of sandwiches made by Ax and Colly. 

CUT TO: 

SCENE 103 

EXT. JACKIE'S GARDEN - DAY 

The sobs continue as Older Jackie and Older Colly's husband play with Older Colly's 

children in the garden. They look like a happy family. 

The sobs on sound are gradually mixed with the uncontrollable giggles of the kids. 

The laughter comes to the foreground, drowning out the sobs. 

SCENE 104 

EXT. THE HEATH 

The camera is at Older Colly's POV. Older Colly sits in her car. Watching the sun come up 

over the coastline and the decaying coast. Her breath meets the windscreen and it mists up. 

So that gradually, over some minutes the view is obscured.   

[Perhaps Older Colly singing her Mum's Kate Bush Song.] 

BLEACH TO WHITE: 

The Experiences of Space. 

  

Classical narratives, in conveying the idea of space and time, usually contrive to deceive us 

into thinking that they describe our actual experience. This is the same with film texts where 

classical systems create a very specific spatial sense, again corseted completely by the 

demands of the narrative rules. 

 

The main practical problem in writing Fungus is that as subjects we do not experience space 

in quite the way it is usually shown in film texts.  And neither do we all experience it in the 

same way. The problem is, as Bergson (1903:189) writes (with reference to space and to 

time), ‘Our intelligence… places itself in ready made concepts…But in doing so it allows 

what is the very essence of the real to escape.’ As the paintings of Rego and the temporal 

fragmentation of Varda suggest, it is possible to re-capture an element of this essence by 

compressing duration in interesting ways to creation simultaneous narrative layering. 
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Bergson is key here, classical narratives, in their attempt to control and rationalise time, cause 

and effect edit the essence of individual duration out of the equation. And in doing so they 

edit the characters out of subjectivity. If we follow Bergson, we are faced by alternatives to 

this. I could stick to the ready-made empiricist concept of 'space' which is used to stand for a 

boundless, all-encompassing, three-dimensional container, that holds everything in it and in 

which objects and events occur. But clearly, subjects in the sense I am aiming for do not 

actually experience the entire, infinitely extended unity of space.  Rather it is a personal and 

amorphous relationship. Social subjects must come to being in my text within a new temporal 

framework that suggests this very particular sense of time, emotion and duration.. 

 

This is because, as Bergson tells us, as subjects we experience fragments of space - bits of it - 

understood in terms of discrete repeatable locations. More importantly in classical structures 

the space created is created to give logical weight to the narrative events: a set of particular 

locations in which people, things, events, happen in logical sequence and arrangements.   

 

But if my characters were to be seen as subjects, they needed to exist in a different, more 

fluid sense of 'space', where our experience of a spatial location is infused by the immediate 

awareness of selfhood, e.g.  space as infused by our present aspirations, or emotions, and 

especially our memories.    

 

In Fungus I have tried to create a sense of multiple durations. Of distinct  spatial awareness’s: 

The best example of this is the central point: the ‘Dog bowl’ incident where each of the 

characters has a different spatial relationship with what is happening. Ax sees only Colly’s 

face and hears the noises. Jackie experiences only a soundscape, Colly only looks at drawings 

on the fridge. In doing this, a space becomes more fluid in relation to the subject experiencing 

it and as a result we see that one event is having multiple readings by multiple subjects. The 

speed, sound and feel of these versions will be different to highlight this sense of a set of 

subjective versions. 

 

This notion of particular duration is explored at other points in the script. For example, I have 

tried to infuse some shots of the spatial locations with a sense of the memories (feelings, etc.) 

that a subject brings to the perception of it.  See, for example, the excerpt below. 
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Scene 16 and 17. 

EXT. THE SEA DEFENCES - NIGHT 

PAN in the same direction some built up shingle sea-defences. The group of walkers from 

earlier walk along the defences, like a marching army. They are silhouetted against the sky, 

like characters in a Victorian fairy tale book.  

The noise of pebbles falling down the defences as they walk.  

Ax and Colly inter-weave themselves in and out of the crowd. At the front, Chris gives an 

eccentric commentary. 

AX 

(Young Ax voice-over) 

We went on the walks, because I knew if we chose a new dad I could make Mum happy. 

The crowd leave the frame as the TRACK stops.  

Beat. Then Older Colly walks away from the camera, as if emerging from it, and walks 

towards the shingle defences. She clambers up and looks at the sea.  

OLDER COLLY 

(Voice-over) 

I'll do the walk. And then I'll sleep. Please let me sleep. 

Now the camera FOLLOWS in her footsteps, but passes her and heads down from the 

defences to the beach. [It TRACKS down to Younger Colly's height.] 

MATCH CUT TO: 

EXT. THE BEACH - DAY 

The sky seems lighter. The camera approaches Younger Colly at her level as she stands on 

the beach looking down at something. [In the same clothes that she was wearing in the scene 

in the bedroom where she stared at sleeping Ax.] Younger Colly steps nearer to what she is 

looking at.  

It's a collapsed dark green fishing tent right on the edge of the waves.  

Quick live Action INSERT of Just and Ax in the tent. Just is making Ax laugh by putting 

maggots up his own nose. On sound Ax's laughter. 

Younger Colly steps nearer to the collapsed tent. A fishing rod is caught up in the fabric and 

goes in and out with each new wave.  

Younger Colly sinks  to her knees. There is a body shape under the tent. A freckled hand sticks 

out from the tent, wearing a faded , hand-made friendship bracelet. 

The waves break on it again and again. The waves become. 
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CUT TO: 

 

Here the physical location leads to a temporal jump from a present into the memory of a past. 

But there are not cuts to make this clear, so the two durations: Older Colly remembering and 

Younger Colly experiencing are seen in parallel. BUT these are seen within a single spatial 

duration: the place looks and feels exactly the same. Similarly I have tried to build in a 

disconcerting use of space, so the spatial positions, size, volume of characters, etc. is intended 

to be problematic for the spectator.   See, for example, Fungus scene 3.  

 

Scene 3 

  

EXT. A SERIES OF ROADS – NIGHT 

 
Night… A starry, starry sky. Nothing can be bad on a night like this. PAN and the camera 

FIXES on a view down a lane…Brick cottages on one side, flat fields on the other. Ahead are 

three white coastguards cottages.  

 

Silence.  

 

Beat. Then on sound we hear footsteps pounding up behind Us/the camera. Older Colly is 

running up behind us. Her heavy breathing gets closer and closer. The hairs on the back of 

our neck feel her breath. She’s heading for Us/the camera.. 

 

The Experiences of time. 

 

As seen in the examples above, the attempt to re-define spatial relations is closely tied up 

with the corresponding radical difference between 'time' as it is treated empirically (usually as 

a consequence of scientific theorising), and 'time' as it regularly occurs in a subject's 

experience (our actual experience).     

 

The sense of time we actually experience ('from within' so to speak) can be quite different.  It 

is not always the time of an external clock.  Joy can appear timeless and euphoric. Pain can 

have a distinct rhythm, depending on the person feeling it. . At other times, a subject’s 

awareness of what is 'happening now' is infused with what 'took place before'.  Our awareness 

of time seems to be full of discontinuities.  But it is not.  For there is also an awareness of a 

continuous flow of the past into the present.  
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Bergson calls this 'duration'.   He (1903:12/13) notes: …real time…eludes mathematical 

treatment.  Its essence is to flow…with no beginning or end; they all dovetail into one 

another …measurement is therefore impossible.   

 

In Fungus I attempted to disrupt the experience of time and in doing so to create a sense of 

other durations. The characters in the script all witness certain events but at different speeds 

and tempos according to their states of being. To hint at these differences I have used 'jump 

cuts', 'unmatching shots', 'unsignalled flash-forwards and flashbacks', etc.   See for example, 

the excerpt below,   

Scene  89 

EXT. OLDER JACKIE’S GARDEN - DAY 

Older Colly sits at a table in a country garden. In the distance her two children are looking 

at plants in pots with their Dad, her husband. 

CHRIS [O/S] 

Now these babies are ones to leave alone. Amanita's. One little chew on this 

and you get bad and then you get worse. 

Older Colly's unsignalled verbal flashback, to when and where she learned of Amanita 

mushrooms, is an example of the idea of the penetration of a past experience into present 

time. 

When writing the drafts, I chose to fracture the voyages of the characters so that there is no 

obvious sequence to the shots, emotional states or motivations. I have disrupted the sense we 

have of temporal continuity with 'fast editing', or with the disruption of traditional 

'transitional shots'.   For example, see below the excerpts,   

Scene 27 and 28     

EXT. THE BEACH - DAY 

….The Younger Colly looks away, back up the beach. A figure walks along the sea-defences 

above them. Away from them and down. The camera follows... 

EXT. DUNWICH HEATH - NIGHT 

...It gets darker as the figure walks away and up onto the heath. The camera seems to chase 

the figure along the footpath, the light from the figure’s head-torch illuminating only a 

section of the undergrowth and path. 
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The figure stops in their tracks. 

OLDER COLLY 

I have to S.O.R.T this. S.O.R.T this. S.O.R.T this out… 

Here again Older Colly and Younger Colly are experiencing different durations within the 

same landscape. In a cinematic present they both have particular durations within different 

temporal layers. Hopefully this deepening of the temporal and spatial dimensions of the 

frame, allows the spectator to recognise differing versions, and by doing so to recognise 

different subjects. 

Giving the spectator more freedom.  

The complex system of relationships, descriptions and identifications in Fungus do not only 

exist between the subjects in the script. As I discussed in a previous chapter, my own status 

of creating subject has come into the mix, as well as that of the receiving/reading subject or 

spectator.  Thus in Fungus I have attempted to devise a methodology that includes those 

relationships in the text. The spectator is allowed to read the script in multiple ways by the 

inclusion of the gaps and fissures that I have spoken of. In practical terms this led to an 

exploration of the creation of open structures within the script, as Haneke writes in Sight and 

Sound (2009:17) ‘You have to work with what is off screen  - or at least with what is not on 

screen  - and use the kind of dramaturgy that isn't finished, that leaves opening for 

interpretation. Those seem to me the only two ways of giving the viewer more freedom…’   

To meet the outcome of "the kind of dramaturgy that isn't finished" or closed like a classical 

structure might be, I have argued for a multiplicity of POVs.  In this way the spectator has 

four or five interconnecting perspectives to take in and engage with on a moral, emotional 

and political level. The openness is created in the lack of a morally judging framework to the 

piece. The ending, as I have said, remains a ‘gap’ in the text. Suggestions and clues are given, 

but only assumptions can be made.   

Again, intellectually this methodological choice refers to Gentile’s idea of engaging the 

spectator in an intellectual and emotional debate. She writes (ibid:21) writes ...subjectivity 

will develop through an awareness of contradiction....Thus Justin, Jackie, Ax and Older 

Colly are all given seemingly contradictory characteristics. Justin can be cruel and loving. Ax 

can be sensitive and vulnerable, but also violent. Jackie is a victim of Justin’s violence, but 
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also a victim of her projection of a version of Justin onto Justin. See the extract below, where 

I have tried to show that Jackie chooses Justin deliberately, but is making some misguided 

assumptions about his silences. 

Scene 18 

INT. THE PUB - NIGHT 

A pint being pulled and handed to the Camera/Just. 

CLOSE-UP on the pint as the foam fades. On sound talking and laughing. Two women laugh. 

Two women of about 25 sit at a table laughing and drinking pints of cider. As they chat, one 

keeps looking over at the back of a person at the bar. He's in motorcycle leathers.  

The woman is younger Jackie [Mum]. Her friend notices her looking her friend tells her to go 

over. 

Jackie gets up and heads over to the back of the person at the bar. Jackie reaches out her 

hand, the person turns. It's Just, younger by twelve years. He blushes and smiles. Jackie 

smiles. 

JACKIE 

Thought it was you. You joining us? 

Just looks over at the table. 

JUST 

Might as well. 

Jackie wrinkles her nose, half grinning. 

JACKIE 

Doing us a favour are you? 

Just looks down. 

JUST 

Don't mean that by it. 

Jackie smiles and nudges his freckled arm. There is the same friendship bracelet, but not so 

faded.  

The camera PANS over to the window... 

CUT TO: 
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It is through, under and around the gaps in the text that the spectator is encouraged to insert 

themselves. Gentile (1985:21) writes: ‘…our points of view are often created by the ideology 

in which…we exist, we must recognise these’. By plunging the spectator from one 

ideological/emotional perspective to another, they might become aware of the clash between 

ideas and principles and emotions. The hidden folds of their own subject status and the 

concurrent state of the persons they are watching must therefore be highlighted. And by 

positioning  moments of relatedness and of unrelatedness in the script, the spectator must also 

impose a set of judgements on the scenes and sequences. There are questions that might be 

answered, there are questions that are not answered, there are answers with no questions. 

Similarly, by not providing an overarching moral framework to the story and to the 

characters, the spectator is forced to engage in their own dialectic about their own moral 

positioning within the events and relationships. 

While writing the script of Fungus I also attempted to create gaps in the text by placing a 

number of visual contradictions within the film, in order to jolt with the spectator's 

experience, (e.g. 'the mushrooms' at the end of scene 86 with 'the freckles' at the start of  

scene 87).   Also I attempt to juxtapose diametrically opposed images - that will intentionally 

jar with the experience of the surrounding scene or sequence, (e.g. the Quick Insert in scene 

3).    

 

The idea of fissure, of bigger rips in the seams of the narrative and the structure were harder 

to achieve. In Fungus I interpreted these fissures as the moments in the script where 

moralities and the position of the characters, myself and spectator came into question. 

Moments of unease or discomfort with the text that seek, as a result, to open up a moral 

discussion of the characters and events. As Michelle Aaron (2007:112) writes  

…film spectatorship …is hooked on the real or imagined sufferings of others  - and does not 

just appeal to ethical thought but in some ways is the ethical encounter.  

The idea of a critical engagement between the spectator, the character and myself as creator, 

rules out the mere unquestioning acceptance of a universal moral position, as in classical 

narrative form. Rather it encourages an immersion in all sides of the events in question. Once 

again I imagine these moral positions as being ‘folded’ into the fabric of the scenes and 

sequences. While we view one POV and moral position, the multiplicity of the telling in 

Fungus means that other possible moral positions are ‘folded’ under, above and around this.  
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I wanted the spectator to be encouraged to apply their own values and beliefs, just I have 

been forced, in the creative process, to confront my own fixed political, emotional and 

psychological positions.  [See Chapter 6 on the mother]  Thus we know the dog bowl event is 

wrong, but in seeing the various versions of it we create a moral tension in the event. And 

through investigating that tension we might have a deeper understanding of the moral 

repercussion of the act for ALL those involved, not a knee-jerk or binary good and bad 

response. As Gentile (1985:44) notes: It is in such tensions and expectations of thought and 

experience that we will find our creative insights…   

I have attempted in Fungus to write a script that holds contradictions in a necessary tension 

and thereby allowing them to illuminate one another and as a result to throw light onto the 

viewing subject themselves.   

Having looked at some of the ways in which Fungus seeks to creatively deal with the 

theoretical issues I have taken on board, I’d like to now discuss one of the problems that 

arose as a result of this new methodology. I feel it is important to do so, as solving this 

problem was a turning point in helping me to understand and really grapple with the extent of 

the changes I needed to make as a practitioner. 
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Chapter 6:  My Mother wasn’t there for me...A writing problem. 

‘...thinking, however abstract, originates in an embodied subjectivity, at once over- 

determined and permeable to contingent events’. 

[Teresa de Lauretis: 2010] 

 

As the preceding chapters indicate, and as the above quote suggests, the process I had 

embarked upon with my research and my practice involved an understanding of my own 

possible boundaries and limits as a creator. As writer I come with a big set of baggage and it 

was in exploring this and by engaging in a debate with theory and practice this that I reached 

a bigger understanding of how I might move forwards onto new projects and future work. In 

this process of engagement I also discovered gaps and fissures that I myself as a writer had to 

encounter and try to resolve. In my practice, for instance, I struggled with this challenge.  

In this section therefore, I would like to discuss the creative evolution of the character of 

Jackie in my script Fungus. Because, in doing so, I hope to elucidate the practical problems 

of writing different ‘social subjects’.  

 

The process of creating Jackie was the knottiest problem of the scriptwriting and re-writing 

process. As each draft finished I felt she was no nearer to being the ‘subject’ I was trying to 

find. In terms of  ‘re-writing’ the characters in relation to their ‘object’ status, Jackie, the 

mother, the victim and wife,  has the biggest journey to make from what is expected of her. 

And as the drafts progressed it felt that the success or the failure of the piece rested on how 

far she travelled down new pathways as a character in a narrative. If I could not remove the 

sense of unease I felt about here, or at least vocalise the problem, I would not have taken my 

new project as far as I did. 

 

At the beginning of the writing process ‘Jackie’, like all the characters I created, could be said 

to exist in a pre-birth state. She begins as idea, a concept of a person to come. She is an ante-

character. But I came to realise that even in this pre-evolutionary state, ante-characters are 

already carrying baggage that affects the person they will become. The Deleuzian notion that 

at any one point in a cinema narrative the possibilities or pathways are unlimited SHOULD 

be true. However in writing and trying to re-write Jackie I found this was certainly not the 

case. In her pre-fleshed out state she was already feeling staked out and pegged into shape 

like Gulliver. The potential versions of her I might write were already being winnowed away 

by the nature of the story, of her role within that story and, most importantly, by my state of 
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being as the writer of her. The material conditions of her production were already militating 

against her arrival at ‘different social subject’ status. 

 

To explain this, let us look at the former condition. Imagine the classical narrative version of 

the story of Fungus. My default setting before this PhD began. In this three-act structure 

version, Jackie becomes a narrative object [as does everyone else], a structural pawn to be 

moved through a series of narrative hoops that describe the effects of domestic abuse on a 

family group. In this version she is created flat, a two-sided creature, a good/helpless victim 

of an evil/aggressive force [Justin]. She is a character who is acted upon, a passive receptor of 

violence. If Jackie is going to be inserted into this version she is pre-determined by the 

strictures of the structure. She is reined in by rules. 

 

And similarly in the genre version of the Fungus story [Rites of Passage], Jackie’s existence 

must of necessity be to bring the subject hero into being. She must exist to foreground his 

emotional journey. She is an ‘other’ that seeks to create Ax.  As Marianne Hirsch comments, 

the mother in this genre remains... 

‘A silenced mother who remains the object of the child’s process of subject-formation’ 

         [Hirsch: 1989: 4] 

Inserted into a rites-of-passage film Jackie, becomes only enough of a mirror to reflect back a 

sense of ‘not-being’ and partial ‘otherness’ so that the central character [Ax] can attain being 

[and therefore subject] status. In this version she is allowed to be only what Ax does not want 

to be: passive victim, weak and powerless. 

However as I began to write the first draft of Fungus, as I have already stated, I knew that I 

was going to attempt to create gaps and fissures in the text in order to provide the characters 

with breathing spaces and spaces to grow un unusual and perhaps chaotic ways.  Jackie 

would have to be just as chaotic and unbounded as the other characters for her to work. In the 

writing of her she must ‘become’ a subject in the story: indeed the story must become hers as 

much as anyone else’s. As such, she as much as the others, necessitates a re-envisioning of 

the events we witness, and of the order in which we witness them.  
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For Jackie to become an embodied experience of the story she had to be muddied and 

complicated along with everyone else. But even as the first draft appeared, Jackie proved 

harder to release into new possibilities than the other characters. She remained absent, silent, 

cloudy and simplistic. She was present in scenes and sequences, but only still as a narrative 

object,  a bud that was no nearer opening than before I set out. This was even while I saw the 

other characters take on new layers and complexities. At the end of the first draft I looked at 

her presence and felt there were very few gaps and fissures that gave her the opportunity to 

slip and slide out of her object status, whereas the others had many such chances. 

So in planning the second draft I tried to solve this problem by re-visiting my character 

diagrams with Susan.  [See repeat of fig 4.2 below]  

CHARACTER DIAGRAM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we look at the character structure once more, we can see that if we interrogate the script 

the lines of description [who says what about who] are not two way and do not flow in all 

directions. In my first version of the diagram everything looks equal. Jackie looks like one 

corner in a symmetrical group of characters.  But, as I went back to the script and saw who 

‘created/reflected’ characters I noticed that Jackie , as Mona in San Toit Ni Loi, remains 

largely un-described, while she reflects/describes all of the other characters. And in this she is 

the only character to hold this position.  
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She acts as a mirror, a catalyst that complicates and muddies the other characters, however. 

they did not illuminate her or provide penetrating descriptions of her surface in return. 

Neither does she self-describe as the other characters do. As the diagram shows she remained 

a closed border, isolated from the other characters even as she was the very centre of the 

familial group.  

This felt particularly painful as it plucked at my feminism. Here was I a woman writer, trying 

to create a set of different social subjects, but seemingly unable to free the one character it 

was most crucial to free. 

So in the second draft I tried to open some gaps and fissures in the script around her and her 

emotions. I added more depth to the scene in the pub where she meets Justin [Sc 18]. Here I 

tried to show how her relationship with Justin might be clouded by her own baggage and 

hidden folds. The scene I hope shows that she has projected a set of expectations and 

assumptions about Justin and who he is onto him. She reads his silence as something she 

desires it to be: his emotional depth. But his silence may have many other readings. And in 

scenes further on in the script, I try to show that part of their later problems are that her 

expectations are impossible for him to meet. He is not that person.  

Scene 18 

INT. THE PUB – NIGHT 

A pint being pulled and handed to the Camera/Just. 

CLOSE-UP on the pint as the foam fades. On sound talking and laughing. Two women laugh. 

Two women of about 25 sit at a table laughing and drinking pints of cider. As they chat, one 

keeps looking over at the back of a person at the bar. He’s in motorcycle leathers.  

The woman is younger Jackie [Mum]. Her friend notices her looking her friend tells her to go 

over. 

Jackie gets up and heads over to the back of the person at the bar. Jackie reaches out her 

hand, the person turns. It’s Just, younger by twelve years. He blushes and smiles. Jackie 

smiles. 

 

JACKIE 

Thought it was you. You joining us? 
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Just looks over at the table. 

 

JUST 

Might as well. 

Jackie wrinkles her nose, half grinning. 

 

JACKIE 

Doing us a favour are you? 

 

Just looks down. 

 

JUST 

Don’t mean that by it. 

 

Jackie smiles and nudges his freckled arm. There is the same friendship bracelet, but not so 

faded.  

 

The camera PANS over to the window... 

 

CUT TO: 

This new scene not only complicates the possibilities of who Justin might be, but also opens 

up a set of questions about Jackie herself. And Jackie’s complication into a subject, with a 

particular view of relationships and a set of hidden emotional desires, necessarily involved 

the complication and re-scripting of all of the other characters. For example: the second that 

Jackie becomes victim of violence AND capable of repeating that pattern in an imagined 

future with Chris, the character of Justin must by necessity change and modify from that of 

evil villain to someone who brings out  a folded away need and desire in Jackie.  He becomes 

someone who is the victim of a damaging need or desire. 

However, even in this second draft I felt and Susan agreed that Jackie lagged two steps 

behind the other characters, who had also progressed and moved on in the draft. Whilst she 

felt more present as a subject there were still huge areas of ‘emptiness’ as far as writing her 

and visualising her were concerned.  

 

It was at this point that I had to deal with the third of the conditions of her production above. 

And the one, which in the end, was holding her back the most. Myself, and my vision for her. 

As the quote above from De Lauretis suggests, as the writer I began my journey with two 

conflicting aims. One a desire to do things differently and the other a set of over-determined 
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ideas that I thought I could just let go at the drop of a hat. So the sense of who Jackie 

SHOULD/MIGHT be was at once over-determined and permeable.  

 

I had created a structure in which it looked like Jackie could come to be as a subject, but at 

the same time, the over-determined parts of my writer’s self were restricting her. These over-

determined parts were two-fold. On closer examination I realised I was putting a strain on my 

creation of Jackie by making her be the repository of my feminist instincts [Lady baggage]. 

As a woman writing about a woman who is the victim of domestic violence, I realised I was 

pushing her position in the script further than it needed to go. And I was doing this because I 

had an unvoiced hidden ‘fold’ that felt this subject and her as the victim of it needed to be 

treated morally. Thus in order to re-balance her role as a cinematic victim, I was also 

neglecting to take her character into areas where she might look less than ‘perfect’, to cloud 

her own journey and show a chaotic mess of feelings in this situation.  The result of this was 

her absence, her silence and my reliance on using her roles as mother, wife etc to circum-

describe her. 

 

De Lauretis makes this problematic clear in the following quote about her own need to reject 

critical restraints and set her brain free. 

My provocation to Critical Inquiry is to suggest that now may be a time for the human 

sciences to reopen the questions of subjectivity, materiality, discursivity, knowledge, to reflect 

on the post of posthumanity. It is a time to break the piggy bank of saved conceptual 

schemata and reinstall uncertainty in all theoretical applications, starting with the primacy 

of the cultural and its many “turns”: linguistic, discursive, performative, therapeutic, ethical, 

you name it. Does this make me a survivor or a traitor of the age of (post)structuralism, in 

which my thinking of theory has been formed and nourished? Perhaps there can be no 

survival without the gnawing, dull pain of betrayal. Perhaps only betrayal leads to the 

apprehension of otherness and another cognition of the now. But do not ask me how or what, 

not yet.  

         [De Lauretis: 2010] 

What De Lauretis is speaking of here is the need [for her as Social scientist/ me as a writer]  

to reveal and uncover all the ways in which you might be bound creatively and intellectually 

for it is only in this analysis that you can begin to break free of the unnecessary: that which 

hold you down or back. This is akin to Deleuze’s idea of nomadic pathways away from 
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centres of power and towards interesting and exciting new territories. Once I had this drawn 

to my attention by Susan, I was able to loosen those expectations and free [myself] Jackie 

from my own need to make her a political object. 

 

The Jackie that emerged in the later drafts, therefore, was free to be silent. Free to have a 

complex need to be with Justin, to have a love for him that muddied her own sense of self, to 

have an emotional fold and to perhaps seek a similar pattern with Chris. In my later writings 

of her, she was liberated to walk away from both Just and Chris, as indeed she does in the 

following extract, 

 

Scene 95: 

EXT. SOUTHWOLD STREET - DAY 

The camera continues at Ax height as Jackie and Colly and Just walk down the road. Colly is 

eating a doughnut and has sugar all over her face.  

As they walk Ax/we/the camera spot Chris coming out of the post office across the road. 

Ax/we/the camera see that Jackie sees him too and then tries to block Just's eye-line so that he 

can't see Chris. 

Just looks down at Ax/Us/The camera 

JUST 

What? 

Just looks at Jackie. 

JACKIE 

Let's get a coffee. 

Just looks over Jackie's shoulder. He sees Chris walking away up the road. 

JUST 

Right. 

Jackie stands in his way.  

JACKIE 

Stop! 
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Just looks down at Ax/we/the camera and then steps round Jackie and walks quickly towards 

Chris. 

Ax/we/the camera watch as Just walks up to Chris and stops him in his tracks. Chris looks 

over at Ax, Colly and Jackie, just as Just grabs his jacket and swings him round. Chris' jacket 

goes up over his head and Just starts to punch his head and back. 

Chris comes out of his jacket and looks over at Ax, Colly and Jackie. Just grabs him again 

and knocks him to the ground. He starts to kick Chris who squashes up in a ball. Ax/we/the 

camera watches as Jackie runs across the road, dodging a car to pull Just off Chris. 

The shot is constantly being obscured by people crossing in front of it, and of people starting 

to gather in a group to watch the fight. 

As Jackie reaches Just, and tries to pull him off, Chris starts to fight back. He grabs Just and 

starts to hit him. Hit him hard and fast. Just reels back from the punches. He makes a space 

between them. Chris gets up and looks at Just. Chris moves towards him and Just moves back. 

Then Chris picks up his jacket and looks over at Jackie. He smiles. As if has been a victory. 

She shakes her head. She turns and walks away in the opposite direction. 

Away from both men. Away from her kids. Ax and Colly watch her go and then run after her, 

but keep their distance. 

FADE TO BLACK. 

 

She metaphorically walks away from the descriptions of her at this point, even from her role 

as mother, leaving her kids to choose to follow her. 

 

As you see in the final draft Jackie became the quietest character, her silences structuring her 

as a subject in the eyes of the spectator.  She became the ‘structuring absence’ of the script. 

 

It was the biggest struggle to create her because it was the biggest creative struggle for me 

personally to arrive at her. And in solving the problems raised by the act of writing and re-

writing her I feel I have moved on in my journey and answered a lot of difficult questions 

about my continued practice. 

 

Now it is time to focus on drawing conclusions from this whole process, to interrogate how 

successful I may have been in converting a set of theoretical ideas into practical form and to 
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discus where I see my creative journey moving in response to these efforts to answer my 

research question. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusion: The End and the Start. 

 

In this dissertation have been attempting to examine and analyse a central research question 

of how I might set about creating new ‘social subjects’. As a result of my theoretical readings 

and my engagement with the work of film and art practitioners I have been in search of a 

cinematic language, form and structure that gives sense to the idea that each character in a 

film is a complex, socially located person, open to many possible states and ever-changing in 

a flow of time and personal duration'.   

 

In Chapter One, I discussed this question and explained how the notion expressed by De 

Lauretis of   the possibility of creating a ‘different social subject’ inspired me to look at how I 

might re-write the persons in my scripts. Her work was the springboard that led me to a series 

of theoretical investigations, which I outlined in Chapter Two. The works of Gentile, Deleuze 

and Guattari, and Deleuze in particular led me to new ways of considering what a character in 

a script might look like. They opened up the notion of creation to include ‘gaps and fissures’, 

nomadic pathways, ‘becoming’ and of the ‘fold’. To explore how I might convert these ideas 

of what a subject might look like into practical reality, I went on, in Chapter Three to look at 

the work of Rego, Varda, Resnais and Solondz and discuss how they have variously 

attempted to play with notions of subjectivity and of narrative layering. From these 

investigations I was left with a clearer idea both of WHO I wanted to create and of HOW 

subjects might be created and formed. Crucial to this was an understanding of how classical 

structures operated against the formation of these new subjects. I therefore, concluded this 

chapter with a discussion of how I had utilised some of these ideas to come up with a 

structure and new set of character inter-relations for my text Fungus. 

 

In Chapter Four I went on to discuss Deleuze’s concept of the ‘fold’ in more detail and to 

illustrate how I was able to physically incorporate it into a new methodology, that gave my 

characters a greater degree of complexity, openness and mutability. 

 

In Chapters Five and Six, I discussed draft 4 of Fungus in relation to the ways in which I had 

attempted to creatively apply my new methodology to the writing process, in the latter 

discussing how the problems created by this and the solving of them led to a greater 

understanding of my role as creator.  
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In this final chapter I would now like to turn to an investigation of the ‘results’ of this 

process. How successful have I been in creating new subjects? In what ways have I met my 

goal and in what ways can my new methodology be modified and improved? To do this I 

would like to break the conclusion into two sections. Firstly I would like to consider the 

implications of this process that apply to 'within'. In other words, in what ways have the 

findings of my research made me re-think, adapt or modify my inner thought processes and 

because of this, what kind of writer do I now find myself to be? How have the ideas proposed 

in the thesis affected the way I now try to create the characters in and structure a film script?  

I’d also, importantly, like to discuss what problems this new approach has brought with it?   

Secondly, I would like to discuss the implications of the process from 'without'. In other 

words how has the script text been received and interpreted as a piece of work by other 

practitioners in the film industry?  How have potential collaborators - other writers, directors, 

actors - responded to the characters and the related creative decisions I have made in Fungus?  

And in these responses, what can I learn about my research aims and process? 

As I have stressed, I began this PhD feeling a great sense of unease about the characters I was 

both creating and being asked to write. The writer ‘within’ was feeling repressed, closed off 

and in-authentic. How has this process changed this? 

(i) I have changed the stage at which I envision and create characters 

Firstly, this creative and intellectual journey has reinforced my belief that the three-act 

structure by its nature represses character.  The notion of a subject as I have defined and 

outlined it could not exist in a classical structure, because the very structure itself destroys 

complexity, openness and the creation of gaps and fissures. My research has convinced me 

that, where the foremost concern is to get the characters to do what the plot determines, they 

are likely to be represented in the script not as complex and multifaceted persons but, in 

effect, as something that is acted upon - dominated by considerations of structure or plot. In 

my future projects, my aim is to create a character (or rather a set of characters), using the 

model of complexity that utilizes the ‘fold’ that I have created and let their development - and 

their subsequent network of relationships - govern considerations of structure and plot. In this 

way the script is more likely to grow organically from complex or chaotic persons and be 

structured to encompass and encourage that complexity. 
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(ii)  I have changed what I expect of the persons in my script. 

This process has been invaluable in helping me to attempt to define what I think a social 

subject might be.  As De Lauretis remarks, a subject's identity is born in confusion and 

contradictions - whereas objects [and the characters I am asked to write] are born in 

singularity and flatness.  I am now also clear that this multiplicity, the characters’ complex 

identity, is not achieved simply by writing more details about the life-story of the character 

more about, say, their IQ, schooling, sexuality, home, occupation as screenwriting manuals 

universally suggest. These are merely identifying descriptions, which are then capable of 

being SUBTRACTED from the script at structure stage. No matter how detailed I might 

make such a biography, the result is only a seeming subject or an object.  This is because, as 

Deleuze suggests (1993:137) ‘humans are a knotted mixture of the visible and invisible. And 

to close off their other possibilities is to limit them and the film text they inhabit. To fully 

suggest and explore this, characters must be written from the start as a set of crumpled folds 

and traits. They must be created in openness, in play and in freedom. They must be seen by 

the writer as many things and at the same time as many other things. To take the biography 

idea: they must be one set of possible answers, but also capable of having a completely 

different set of answers. 

In the film text these multiple possibilities and an ability to ‘become’ are shown by the 

character’s actions. By what I, the writer, allow to be visible and what I suggest is hidden.  To 

see this again, let's go back to Justin in Fungus.   Who is he?  We don't need to be told that he 

had an Irish father and a Welsh mother, or that he was a loner at school, or that he is married 

to Jackie and they have two children.  We don't need to be told he is self-centered, 

aggressive, and sometimes violent - yet also remorseful, kindly and loving!  And we don't 

even need to know about his unconscious motives.  What needs to be suggested instead is a 

series of openings, a series of questions and gaps in the text where these answers might lie, 

rather than work with a classical structure where these answers would be STATED. This, 

mixture of presence and absence, I feel creates a sense of layered reality to the character and 

sets up also an intellectual and emotional engagement with the character.  

(iii) I have changed who I expect to be a subject 

Moreover (due to my research) I have realised that every character needs to be known in this 

way, not just the main characters.  Every character within the story must be presumed to have 
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goals, attitudes, beliefs, emotional states that are revealed in their choices and actions. The 

same relationship between hidden and visible must operate for each to stand alone as a 

subject.  For it is only within a network of persons who all have ‘folds’ and are ‘becoming’ 

that we can we truly get a sense of a socially located person. In these terms the ideas of 

‘commonality’ and ‘particularity’ are crucial new tools that have really helped me to 

practically envision this. To think of subjects as being much more in their relationships than a 

mere single goal or opposing desire, to muddy the waters of their relationships has been a 

revelation that has completely changed by working methods. I now see scenes between 

characters as I might a musical score with elements of harmony and counterpoint replacing 

the binary of aim/objective. 

However this approach to the creation of subjects in a script outlined above is not without its 

difficulties. To conceive of my characters as unfinished projects,  capable of multiple states 

and of having both hidden and visible elements, means that there is a problem with 'closure'.  

If, in my new methodology, characters are always 'becoming' and their  folds may hide 

multiple possibilities, how do they become fixed enough to write about?  And in turn when 

does that text become finished?  

This has been a concern to me, but I can only say that I feel the same way about the scripting 

process as Francis Bacon felt about his paintings. He suggested to David Sylvester in an 

interview in 1966 that with all of his works, there was a moment where to go on felt as if it 

would make the work a lesser thing.  Like me, Bacon was trying to allow a sense of chaos 

into his work, in the hope that this would bring a greater sense of emotion and intensity to his 

work, but like me he also realized that that sense of chaos had a shape. So, the best I can say 

about this at this moment is that when thinking about the subjects in the text of Fungus, there 

was a moment where it felt creatively right to bring the process to a temporary standstill.  I 

cannot put my finger on when or why this was – I think it was something to do with the shape 

of the whole piece [canvas] : but it certainly bears greater investigation in the future.  

 

(iv) I have changed the way I think about structure and form.  

Another important thing I have learned as a result of my intellectual and creative journey, 

concerns the structure of a film script.  I have revised my ideas about structure and form in 

several ways. 
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Firstly as we noted, prior to my research almost all of my film (and TV) scripts were based 

upon the 3-Act structure.   I adhered to turning points, climaxes and I made sure that there 

was an easy to follow “cause-and-effect' chain of events, occurring in three-dimensional 

space and linear time.  However as I have argued, conforming to the nuts-and-bolts of this 

structure contributes to the objectification of the characters within it - more often than not, 

they lack the complexity, authenticity and agency of real people. 

As a result of my creative and intellectual research, with its emphasis on 'multiplicity of 

viewpoints', 'fluidity of identity', 'commonalities', 'dispensing with the usual cause/effect 

narrative spine', and 'different types of awareness of space and time', I have now adopted a 

quite different approach to structure.  So now the process of structuring the text has to meet 

the requirement that each character is a 'subject' in their own right. And to meet this end it 

arrives in the process AFTER a set of subjects have emerged. The new structure is devised to  

hold and to take account of each of their different POVs.  Structure in this new methodology 

is the servant of character in my new model, a reversal of my old [and traditional] methods.  

However, I have also realised that if the POV of all characters affected by a critical event is 

to be expressed in a script, and their multiple telling of it given equal weight, a framework is 

needed which holds all of these together.  However ,alongside representing each different 

POV, I now want also to do away with the conventional cause-and-effect chain of events,  

preferring instead to utilize layers of space (ii) and time (ii). Given this level of complexity, 

how now can I create a framework which holds the story together?  

In Fungus, I have tried to find the unifying spine in 'the setting' or 'location' of the story; 

however in future projects it would be monotonous if this linking spine were always to be 'a 

place'.  In other scripts I have written since this process I have tried to see if 'an idea' can hold 

things together.  Creating this sense of unity without cause and effect is an exciting challenge 

for future work. Could, for example, an object act in this way?  I have not reached any hard 

and fast methodological solutions about this.  Creatively I feel that a text need some kind of 

holding unity:  (To adapt Kant's famous adage: Content, without any form at all, is muddled, 

miscellaneous, and invariably unwatchable.)  But at the moment I am excited about exploring 

the ways in which these spines might be created to serve the characters and subjects in each 

new case.  
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(v) I have built in play… 

At a more practical level, I find this different approach also has meant my changing the way I 

set about putting scenes together.  The concept of play has been added to the process. Writing 

in accordance with the 3-Act structure, I commonly set scenes and sequences on index cards 

and then placed these in linear time order, using cause-and-effect to connect scenes, events 

and episodes.  In my new methodology, I still like to use a set of index cards, but to order 

them using the ideas of complexity, commonality, contradiction, disruption.  I choose one 

card at a time, letting that scene breathe, before deciding on which card will follow next.  In 

this way, I try to ‘play’ and allow the structure to take new pathways.  This sense of play 

carried on at first draft stage where I also re-envisioned the project by creating a storyboard, 

which I then fed into the subsequent drafts of the piece.  

Also in creating the characters using the ‘becoming’ model, I wrote monologues for each of 

the characters.  This ensured that the characters arrived in a state of play and of freedom. 

They were not censured by the needs of a story or structure and I think this has been an 

invaluable part of the new methodology.  

Again I’d like to point to a problem with this new methodology. If I start with subjects and 

their choices as I propose and let the story and the form be dictated by them I take a gamble 

not only with the script's structure, but with the success of the project as a whole. If you begin 

with a neat 3 act story structure and then crowbar characters into it, it feels a safer, more 

manageable task. Creating subjects and then using them to mark out and define the story [and 

its structure] takes a lot of time and involves a lot more fear. I have realized that the approach 

I have chosen has many more twists and turns, is more time consuming and difficult.  It is 

like a iceberg where the writing of the script is the tip that is visible and the mass of it is 

hidden and lurking underneath  the surface. 

So to summarise this section on the internal changes in me as a writer. I now approach the 

creation of characters before anything else, I try to open up and not censure their creation. I 

then try to question the structure that might hold them and let their stories breathe within it.  

At all times I try to remain open to them as subjects and to create a text that does justice to 

their complexity and ability to become. These are monumental changes in my daily practices,  

Nothing is the same as it was. This new way of contemplating persons and this new 

methodology makes task of creation harder, scarier, longer and more fraught, but alongside 
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that have the knowledge that what I am doing restores that feeling of authenticity in myself 

that I thought was lost. The writer ‘within’ is on a new and exciting pathway. 

But what of the work itself? How has the script text and the storyboard met my intentions, in 

terms of the way it has been received by potential collaborators? In other words, have I done 

what I thought I was doing when writing the script?  Are my characters different social 

subjects?  If so, how does that affect the roles of other collaborators? If not, where can I 

improve my methodology for future attempts? 

To answer these questions I sent the script out into the world of my fellow professionals. I 

sent it minus any accompanying explanatory blurbs in order that the script text be read on its 

own terms. I’d like now to outline and discuss several of the responses and examine what 

light they shed on both my research question and on the problems of this method. 

Over the course to three months, I interviewed 2 directors, a script editor, 2 actors, 1 

cinematographer, 2 musicians and 1 sound technician. Their responses were varied and 

extremely valuable is assessing the project and its aims.  I do not like to talk of success and 

failure here, as I feel that is a blind alley. My central question is what have I achieved and 

what can I learn for the next project?   

Directors:-  

In my usual commercial work the writer and director are usually kept apart, preferably on 

separate continents. It was a really engaging and useful activity to have these direct 

conversations about a text and so one of the biggest learning experiences from this bit of the 

process was that the final draft of the script text should be the beginning of a varied and 

detailed dialogue with the director. 

I chose directors from all sections of the Film and TV world. 

(i)  Alex K.   Weds Jan 4th 2012  (Interview) 

Alex is a young director, who works predominantly in TV Soaps [by necessity not desire]. 

She said that reading Fungus, was a hard job, a struggle. But surprisingly she said that this 

was a good thing. She said that in terms of directing, the text threw up many questions for 

her. Some that she may have to struggle to answer in order to grasp the piece and thereby do 

the ‘directing’ of it as a whole. So our dialogue around the script was a series of investigating 
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questions from her and a discussion of the possible answers. When I told her that the point of 

the script was to perhaps raise questions and not give all the answers. She suggested that WE 

[the writer and director] might need to discuss the many possible answers and that this would 

also affect the way the film might be shot, in that there would need to be much more detailed 

analysis with the actors too. [A point backed up by my discussion with the actors below.]  

For her, in her commercial work, scripts are a series of narrative beats and her characters 

merely a series of actions, the product of a set of cause and effect actions to bring them to the 

big end moment and the generic drum beat. She is prey to exactly the same restrictive notions 

of character and form that I was before this process.  

She felt the characters in Fungus were all complex and demanding and that her role would be 

to explore them with the actors rather than to pin them down. She said interestingly that she 

found herself irritated with the characters for NOT being nice and neat and then realised that 

this script was asking something more of her as a reader and as a potential director.  Astutely, 

she suggested that the writing of dialogue might change given that she imagined she might 

cast actors just as much for their visual properties, as for their verbal skills. She said that the 

dialogue should feel distinctive for that person and that a re-write might be needed for each 

character after casting.   

She understood the way that the camera became different viewpoints, but said that this might 

need to be tested to find the best way to achieve the idea of multiple POV’s.  The camera 

movement was one way to do it, but she said that you could also do interesting things with 

focus within the frame to suggest POV and this was something that the script does not 

indicate. 

One interesting criticism she raised and which I myself had a niggling doubt about, was the 

solemnity of this script. Alex thought that a truly complex illustration of the characters and 

their relationships might have been bolder in its use of humour and lightness of touch.  I think 

that this is a proper criticism. Fungus is a lesser work, because I do not illustrate the 

humanity and complexity of the characters with enough humour. To take Deleuze at his 

word: ‘folded’ away in even the most horrific tragedy is comedy. Interestingly I can also see 

why this is the case.  In the creative process, I think my considerations of the ‘folds’ of the 

characters missed this idea of each person having a comic world view, a way of negotiating 

the world that involves humour and comedy. This is especially true in the British, rural, 
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working class culture I am representing. I suspect that, as I was working out a new way of 

making work, that I was taking it too seriously in all ways, and that the big questions, the 

creative obstacles and barriers I was constantly having to overcome tended to drain some of 

the creative joy of the piece. To solve this in future projects I will need to create a space to  

maintain the element of ‘play’  and of ‘joy’ that is so vital in creating the atmosphere of light 

and dark.  

This criticism also made me aware of a limiting binary that I might need to overcome in 

future projects: the idea that pervades our culture and therefore my creative life, of the 

supposed polarity of serious and funny. We all talk of serious drama...meaning that the works 

in question are serious because they are serious. In all truth,  if I was honest, the writing of 

Fungus was undertaken for a PhD thesis and I fell into the trap of assuming a serious 

intellectual enterprise needed an equally serious treatment at script stage. However it has 

been liberating to [re]discover this fact and to be forcibly made to question it. In future 

projects I will ensure that I allow my natural tendency to mirror the humour of even the most 

serious seeming subjects, shine through. Even though I know this will not wash with the 

commercial world as a whole, which has a long way to go to reach to the same conclusion. 

(ii) Beryl R.    [Exchange of notes] 

I would like now to look at the response of Beryl R, an older Director, who also took the 

Screenwriting M.A that I did at London College of Printing. Her background in both writing 

and directing is in classical three-act structure and she is a strong adherent to this structure 

and form. Her responses to a reading of Fungus were interesting in that they were made in 

relation to how BADLY Fungus fitted that model.  She said that she found herself irritated 

that she did not know enough about the characters, that the events did not follow on in a 

logical order, that the story was told from different POV’s,  that things did not happen in 

relation to each other, that there were ‘gaps’ in the story that she was made to fill. She was 

angry with the script for making her work hard. For example  she mentioned directly that by 

page 28, the typical turning point of a classical narrative, she professed her anger that the 

story had not pivoted on a single event yet. 

At the end of the read she said that she had a clearer idea of the whole and so calmed her 

responses, but she still assumed that the script missed the mark by, first, not fully driving 
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home how awful Justin was and how badly he had behaved and, second, by not making 

Jackie ambiguous in her love for him. 

Shamefully, I took all these negative responses as a sign that Fungus was hitting the mark. 

Her seemingly adverse comments only reinforced the fact that I might be achieving some of 

what I think my intentions were. I wanted the gaps and fissures for which she berated me, I 

wanted her to have to work hard and engage in the process of comprehension. I wanted her to 

create the logic of the piece and not have it all spoon-fed to her. I wanted her to be confused 

about Justin, just as I wanted her to be confused about all of the characters. 

She was the benchmark of how far I had come as a practitioner in my journey. It was as if the 

script was being looked at by me four years ago. The endorsement of this came when her 

proposed re-structure of the Fungus , came out very much like my outline in Chapter  2 [the 

section on Johnstone] where event follows event and the piece becomes tidy and neat. 

What I can take from this reaction, for future projects is that I have to choose my 

collaborators carefully: that it is crucial to the realisation of the script text for me to engage 

intellectually and creatively with a director who is willing to struggle and take the same path.  

This new type of methodology asks for a very close and on-going dialogue with a director 

and that this relationship, might need to happen at the very beginning of the process and carry 

on throughout, until the film is edited. This is a fearsome and enticing departure: to think of 

the text as immediately being outside of yourself. And it sparks in me the question of what 

might a true collaboration between writer and director look like? The prospect is a very 

exciting one indeed. 

Script Editor:  

(i) Catherine W   Fri Jan 27th 2012  (letter) 

"…I think it's a daring and inventive script it shows a lot of craftsmanship and critical 

awareness… I had a very strong and surprising empathy with all the characters …. I 

particularly like the way you show how a film might capture those flashes of the past that 

often come unprovoked into our minds… 

Catherine W is a highly experienced script editor, used to deconstructing and re-shaping work 

for artistic, commercial and sometimes tyrannical terrestrial TV reasons. I really value her 
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ability to see a script in its bones and her ability to grasp the necessary components of the 

whole [whichever form that whole takes]. I was therefore very interested to hear her 

responses.  She enjoyed the challenge of reading the script and getting to its heart. She 

expressed surprise that she felt so strongly for the characters, especially the ones she felt it 

was ‘wrong to feel this way about’  [Justin]. She suggested the script does not let you rest, 

always drawing you towards the next piece of understanding or the next question. She said it 

was interesting that there are very few classical moments of ‘pause’ in the script. And she 

wondered if this was a good or bad thing. This is an interesting insight, because classical 

narratives contain pauses in order for the spectator to rest and digest what has happened. In 

Fungus the lack of conventional pauses might be tiring for the spectator, but it might also 

engage the spectator in a more honest and consistent way. Perhaps this is a problem of pacing 

however, one that might only really be answered in the editing process. 

From her reading Catherine also noted that Ax disappears in the script, but again thought that 

this was an interesting gap in the text...to let the [supposed] hero drop away like a fallen leaf.  

Her one area of concern was the character of Jackie. As I discussed in Chapter 6, she has been 

problematic for me and so I pressed her on her reactions. She wondered whether she was the 

weakest of the characters and whether her emotional landscape was as clear as it could be. 

She realised that Jackie’s relationship to her partner was complicated and she suggested 

giving her more weight by including more moments where Jackie was introspective. She felt 

that her silence and her closing in on herself needed to be more evident in the text to remedy 

this. [As in the current scenes, where she listens to Kate Bush and sits in the garden alone, 

Catherine’s intuition was that Jackie’s character [her folds] should be read visually and that 

the gaps and fissures around her might need to be structurally the biggest. ]  This was a useful 

insight and in future drafts of the script I might try to exaggerate and heighten these moments 

for Jackie, although I do not want them to become a repeated character trope. 

Catherine concluded her feedback by saying that she felt that the script developed like a 

patchwork quilt of clues and that it was very important in directorial terms to create a rhythm 

for the piece so that the filmed text did not feel like a series of clues, but a gradually evolving 

and deepening whole. She said that for further drafts she might suggest playing with scene 

and sequence length to heighten this sense of beat and rhythm 
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Actors     William F and Catherine E [ Interview] Nov 2011 

I approached actors William F and Catherine E with copies of the script and asked them how 

they might approach playing a part in this script. It was interesting that both had the same 

response. Both were filled with questions after the first reading. The gaps in the texts, and the 

lack of a cause and effect structure, meant that there were also huge gaps in their 

understanding of the characters they might play.  For example, William F pointed out that 

there is very little explanation of WHY Justin might act like he does, whilst Catherine E 

pointed out that she did not understand why Jackie walked away from both Chris and Justin 

at the end of the piece. I asked both of them if it was important to have all these questions 

answered in order to play the character. They both gave different answers. William said the 

uncertainty might lead to some interesting surprises in the performance and leave each scene 

and sequence open to several versions. It appealed to him to have something to discover or 

uncover about his character as he went along.  He said it felt dangerous, a bit like 

improvisation, but that he liked the sense of danger. He suggested that it be filmed in order 

[out of order] so that the sense of the film would build rather than the sense of a journey. On 

the other hand Catherine E said that she felt that even if the film text left gaps and fissures, 

she might need to have answered those questions herself, in order that she give as honest a 

performance as possible. She said that by honest she meant as close to the intention of the 

script as possible. She suggested that if she felt like she was jumping over gaps in her 

performance while it was being filmed, then these might show in her performance. 

To answer both of these points I then gave the actors copies of the monologues that I wrote 

when exploring the characters. William performed one for me. [See appendix of recorded 

material]. Both of them said that these pages added an interesting new dimension to the 

characters and, while it did not answer all of the questions for them, it opened up new ways 

of considering the people and gave more of a rounded sense of who they were. Catherine E 

said that these went some way to assuaging her earlier fear, but also suggested that the actor 

might take these monologues and use them as a starting point for further improvisations. 

While this showed that both were inspired to think emotionally by the monologues and the 

script, it also highlighted a very new problem for this methodology. To create ‘different 

social subjects’ I do not need just to re-think my whole writing methodology, but rather the 

whole creative methodology must be re-thought. The way the film text is created must also be 

open to the same questioning rigour as the writing. 
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In leaving the openings throughout the script text, I have opened up the text to all the other 

collaborators. Their wish, like my initial one, is to fill those gaps with what they feel safest 

with. So my fear of letting go and of letting the ideas and characters breathe, my fear of 

leaving gaps, my fear of moving about in space and time will be theirs too.  

The danger with the gaps and fissures that I have left, is that the actors, might try to fill each 

and every one, in their need to get the clear emotional through- line demanded by the 

‘Method’ school of acting.  If this happens then the performances will close all of the holes in 

the script and therefore close the script down again. 

To solve this problem the openness of my methodology needs to extend to the production of 

the film. It depends on giving the actors the courage to leave spaces, to let their characters 

breathe as ‘subjects’ by NOT making everything visible. The actors too must embrace and 

accept the idea of the ‘fold’, of keeping a sense of multiple possibilities in relation to their 

characters. 

Cinematographer;     Matt G  [Exchange of notes Sep 2011] 

Matt is a cinematographer from the world of Independent film making and has experience in 

low budget features, shorts and music videos. He found the script an exciting prospect and 

was particularly interested in how far it was possible to create different POV’s through 

colour, tone, focus and framing. Like Alex K the director, he wondered if the camera tracks 

and pans might do enough to create the feeling of multiple versions of events. He suggested 

that these movements might feel too regimented and take on a repetitive feel. But he was also 

aware that changes in colour, grain or texture might also feel like too much because of the 

number of different POV’s. Overall again he was excited by the prospect of how film could 

be opened up to tell differing stories within the frame. 

He noted that the script is almost totally constructed using ambient light. Again he felt this 

was something that could be manipulated in more interesting ways in order to create senses 

of multiple telling. He said, for example, that we all see differently and that this was an 

interesting idea to explore when visualising the film.   

His usual job is to make everything uniform, to make the film continuous and logical and he 

wondered if the notion of making this film look discontinuous through colour might be worth 

exploring in greater detail.  A dis-unity of vision, a constructed dissonance, might be an 
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interesting way to look at the scenes and sequences and go towards defining who might be 

viewing them or mediating them. He used the analogy of El Greco, to explain how we might 

see things differently: the artist elongated the bodies in his pictures because of his eye 

condition. This in turn created what we take as a singular view of the world, so that we see 

those elongated bodies and identify them with a particular person.  

In the centrally placed Dog-bowl scenes, he suggested that a too obvious treatment of the 

different versions would be too much like hitting the audience over the head. He suggested 

that just changing the colour temperature and saturation in each version might be enough of a 

visual jolt to register with the spectator. 

Overall the discussion with him was invigorating, as it really brought home something I had 

forgotten in the script text: the idea of creating a palette: a sense of colour and tone in the 

writing. This is something I might try to engage more fully with in future projects: what is 

good is that it begged the question: how far should the writer go in creating a palette and 

sense of visual tone in a script text? My feeling is that this is an exciting and necessary 

addition. 

Sound Engineer Alison C           Jan 2012  (Interview) 

It was a similar revelatory experience to talk to Alison C about the sound in the script. Alison 

has over 30 years of experience of working in radio and now works at the BBC in the radio 

drama department. Her role is studio producer and she is responsible for making all of the 

sounds that might be needed in a drama. My discussion with her was really enlightening, 

because she is used to telling stories merely with sounds. 

Her main comment was that the sound in the script could be highlighted more.  She focused 

on the sound as it is used in the first scenes: [see her version of this in the recorded appendix] 

She felt that the inter-weaving of temporal sound levels was interesting and that this could 

have been explored and returned to throughout the script. 

This is a valid point, especially as she suggested sound was a great way to travel between 

POV’S and temporal layers within frames. In radio drama this is something she has to deal 

with all the time. She suggested that there were four levels of sound to play with within the 

script: diegetic sounds [including SFX], remembered sounds, a musical score and symbolic 

sounds. She suggested that sounds could travel between these layers in interesting ways. For 
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example she cited the most obvious drowning in water sound from the dog bowl scene. She 

said that this sound had a temporal reality in the scene where Jackie is attacked, but that it is 

also a remembered sound the first time we hear it in scene 1. In the scenes in the bathroom at 

the beginning, where Older Colly senses she has to return, this sound is mirrored by the 

diegetic sound of the water running down the sink. She suggested that this noise should also 

take on a symbolic form as part of the concluding sequence of scenes. 

She wondered if there were any more sounds that could also take on this significance, and if 

not whether it was worth thinking about adding some to the text. This is a good point and as 

time has been such an important tool in my new methodology, it is something I might need to 

consider in more depth in future projects. The symbolic use of sound could also perhaps act 

as the linking spine that I have realised is important to build some sense of narrative logic. 

This is an exciting prospect, not least because writing sounds is an area that could lead to 

many new possibilities and ways of regarding different subjects. 

Alison suggested that, rather like Matt G, the sound could be manipulated to create the sense 

of different POV’s.  Again she championed subtlety, but said that delay, echo, elongation and 

compression were all tools that could very slightly change a view on a moment or scene. 

Again these are exciting ideas and in future it might be worth me having a discussion with the 

sound designer as part of the draft-to-draft writing process to ensure that the script really 

investigates all of these possibilities. 

In talking about the score, Alison suggested that the music for the piece could use these 

manipulation tricks as well, which leads on nicely to the discussion I had with 2 musicians... 

Musicians 

Sophie W and Colin G both read the script. Sophie is a writer and composer, who works with 

traditional methods and Colin G is more involved in creating digital music. 

Sophie suggested that the script might not need a score. She felt that a traditional use of 

music might interfere with the sense of POV in that it might create a unified sense, the 

presence of a creating controller of the whole. She liked the inclusion of songs that the 

characters listened to and felt that these worked well to move the characters along 

emotionally. She suggested that any score might utilise these songs and cut them up and use 

them to create interesting historical, intellectual and emotional juxtapositions. 
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Colin G agreed with Alison that any music in Fungus should utilise digital editing to create 

the sense of POV. He also took this further when he suggested that the ‘instruments’ for the 

score could be both traditional musical ones but also could be SFX from each characters 

inner space. He imagined digitally playing with, for example, the sound of the waves to 

create a sense of each character. The subtle difference between the recorded waves that Colly 

sees lapping over her dead father and the waves that  Older Colly sees on her night walk 

could create an interesting part of a score for each person.  Again Colin G suggested I might 

go through the script and add in a sense of these personal noises so that the score could 

become evident. 

Both of these are exciting suggestions yet again. However it is useful to note the earlier point 

I made about not closing up all the gaps and the fissures in the script and giving answers to 

all of the narrative and emotional questions it poses. Again I feel the sound and music could 

do this, but essentially they should both be utilised perhaps to open up more gaps within the 

text. The idea of music and sound creating more dissonances and at the same time creating a 

unified sense is something I would like to continue to explore in later works and perhaps, 

more importantly at an earlier stage in the development of the project. 

In conclusion then, this section of testing the reactions of possible collaborators made one 

point very clear to me. In future projects it might be essential to have the discussions I have 

had much earlier in the process and to make them on-going. If I want the text to operate at 

many levels I must open it up at an earlier stage to ideas and possible pathways. I have 

perhaps made a mistake on this project in thinking that it was ‘mine’, when in fact the 

reactions of everyone I gave the script to, show that it will be a better text if I consider it 

everybody’s .  In closing off my own role in the process of making a film, I may have closed 

off new ways to create ‘different social subjects’. Next time I will make the effort to find a 

balance between holding on to the project and letting it go. There is a writing Programme 

called CELTX, which can hold attachments, and sub-files [music, images, sounds, SFX, etc] 

and it might be worth exploring how this new way of presenting scripts might open up 

pathways to collaboration at an earlier stage of the creative process.  

It is now necessary to look at what this interrogation of the results of my practice PhD, from 

both ‘within’ and ‘without’,  have brought to light. 
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Firstly, I feel I have gone some way to creating the ‘different social subjects’ that I set out to 

create. I now have a strong internal conviction that the characters I create, in order to feel 

‘authentic’, need to be portrayed as being self-aware (having a sense of their own past, 

present experiences, feelings) and they need to be shown as having some sense of their own 

agency.  A character's choices and their physical actions are what express their goals, beliefs, 

attitudes, emotions to others.  I am also convinced that not all of these choices/potential 

choices need to be made visible, rather that some must remain hidden and ‘folded away’ so as 

to create a more complex notion of a person’s identity than the one we are currently spoon-

fed in all media.  

Secondly I remain convinced that the methodological changes I made while creating Fungus 

have helped to achieve this. I think that the script recognises the fluidity in each character's 

identity, acknowledges the surprising commonalities to be found in each character's 

relationships with the others, and augments the conventional treatment of space and time by 

embracing different aspects of our subjective spatial/temporal experience.  My discussions 

with other practitioners have revealed, however, that there is much more exciting territory to 

explore and ideas to mine. It is clear that my first attempt at a new methodology is one step 

towards the goal. The list of strategies that bring subjects to life, in the terms that De Lauretis 

talks of, will no doubt be extended as I progress to new persons and new works. There are 

many other practical aspects of 'being a subject ' that need to be taken into account if we are 

to effectively depict real persons in a film script. But I feel I have taken huge steps in the 

right direction and that my mind is now excited and open to where this journey might take 

me.  As an ongoing part of this journey I would now like to engage more fully in the 

intellectual debates that are taking place in the arena of screenwriting. This is a relatively 

emergent and exciting avenue  and I am inspired by the prospect of further examining the 

writing of Jill Nelmes, Steven Maras and Kathryn Millard in particular, as in their different 

ways they all attempt to further deconstruct and analyse how scripts operate and to re-

imagine what they might become in the future. 

 

To conclude, there is an insightful passage in a recent essay by Teresa De Lauretis (2011:5) 

in which she talks of how her life seems to have been a history of adopting one intellectual 

set of positions after another. She explains that now she has arrived at a place where she too 

has opened her mind to the possibility that different schema might apply in different places, 
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that she has in effect equipped herself with a valuable tool-box, but that no-one set of ideas 

must dominate.  

She writes, I suggest that now may be a time for the human sciences to re-open the questions 

of subjectivity… It is a time to break the piggy bank of saved conceptual schemata…  

 

De Lauretis is advocating what I think has been the main creative and intellectual outcome of 

this PhD: that like the social scientist, the film practitioner has to open their minds to 

possibilities, to question any perceived ‘right’ ways of doing things and to listen to the 

feelings of in-authenticity and authenticity in that process. My journey has been to re-assess, 

question and re-define myself as writer, as Deleuze would have it, to become ‘new writer’. I 

have revisited every aspect of my practice in the process, and chosen to adapt, hone and re-

think in relation to the whole. To do all of this with a committed questioning nature is to 

grow and develop in terms of the stories that you tell and more importantly in terms of the 

people who bring to life in film texts. I now feel more equipped to tell many stories and to be 

confident in my ability to write authentic characters in new ways.  This last point about 

creative authenticity is truly important. It was the initial feeling of distaste and unease in my 

creative life that spawned this PhD and it is an authentic sense of being on an exciting, 

terrifying and unending journey that finishes the investigation. 
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Edited – Robert Leighton  

Produced –Bruce A Evans, Raynold Gideon 

Leading actors –  Will Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman 

 

Crash 

USA 2004. 112 mins. Colour  

Written – Paul Haggis Bobby Moresco  

Directed – Paul Haggis 

Photography – J Micheal Muro 

Music –  Mark Isham  

Edited – Hughes Winborne  

Produced – Cathy Schulman. Bob Yari. Don Cheadle 
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Leading actors –  Don Cheadle, Sandra Bullock, Brendan Fraser, Matt Dillon 

 

Magnolia 

USA 1999. 188 mins. Colour  

Written – Paul Thomas Anderson  

Directed – Paul Thomas Anderson 

Photography – Robert Elswit 

Music – Jon Brion    

Edited – Dylan Tichenor  

Produced –  Paul Thomas Anderson, Micheal De Luca,  Lynn Harris 

Leading actors –  Tom Cruise, Phillip Seymour Hoffman, Julianne Moore. 
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APPENDIX 1: Monologue examples. 

Below are two examples of the monologues I created when constructing characters 

JACKIE: The mum. 

I know that everyone wants the reason, that there's that one nagging question that everyone 

wants to ask. I also know they think there's a definitive answer. A reason. A reasonable 

answer. Could it be love? Could love be the reason? I still miss him and miss his kisses and 

the warmth of his body in the bed. And his grin. After all this time, even though I'm with 

someone else and I have days where the happiness overwhelms me I miss him and can't 

shake the feeling that he was the one, even though it went so wrong and we were so fucked 

up. 

I knew him from secondary school. I laughed at Rob with my mates because he was always 

so nervous. We were in the same class. I sat at the back and he sat at the front. He had this 

red, red hair and tiny clumps of red freckles on his face and neck. He went bright red in 

games when he got hot. And his eyebrows and eyelashes disappeared in the summer with the 

coming of the sun. He was a fire. He had three freckles in a line just under his chin out of 

sight. The freckles you only got  to know when you got to know him. Got close. When we 

first got together I joined all of his freckles up with a biro. A Sunday in bed game. To see if 

there was a mystical message, or a star sign or a note from the devil or a song title. There was 

only mad spaghetti. He laughed and drew a face on my bum too. And a message that I could 

only read in the mirror. "I love you". We scrubbed each other clean in the bath. We had sex 

on towels on the floor, his damp hair dripping on mine as he pushed into me grinning and 

saying what he had written just a minute before. 

At school he wasn't popular or unpopular. He stood out like a big red sore thumb, but no-one 

ever picked on him. Strange that he was never called Gingernut. But no-one teased and no-

one sought him out either. I remember watching him standing by the school gates at playtime 

leaning there looking at his shoes and only half being in the game of football the others were 

playing. Nine other boys running after a ball like they were bacteria desperate to infect it. 

And Rob supposedly in goal but not in the goal: over by the gates, his back turned away from 

the game, picking at the mortar in the bricks and thinking. If it looked like the team would 

score he'd lope over to the goal and stand there, hardly making an effort to be ready. If they 

didn't shoot he'd show no surprise or excitement, just return to the wall. And if they did he'd 
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save the ball with the same lack of interest. Batting it away like a meteor or catching it like it 

was a chore. He always looked like he  was waiting for better times. I loved his curly red hair. 

I'd gallop past on an imaginary horse or watch the image of him rise and compress as I 

skipped on a rope. I liked him because I was at school, he never was. Present in the register as 

a big tick, but never fully there, like a much older person who'd been told to come back. He 

puzzled me and he drew me towards him by doing nothing at all. One of the counsellors once 

asked me what I saw in him and I said he looked calm. Strange to be so wrong. 

 

We kissed when we were 16. Just before I left school and went off to be with my sister in 

London. We didn't really know we were going too, or perhaps it was just me who had no 

idea. I think he must have thought about it. We were in the pub, a gang of us from school 

used to hang out together. Some of us real friends and some of us there because it was the 

only thing worth doing. When the pub was closed we made a habit of walking home, 

dropping each other off on the way. On the way we sang and chatted, slightly drunk and 

forming friendships that felt  beery and everlasting. It was a warm night that night when the 

sky feels like it will burst and I'd been drinking Guinness. We walked past Rosie's house and 

there was a pause while she found her keys in her scag bag of a bag. As she searched and 

giggled Rob took my hand and with that grin led me down the three steps to Rosie's 

basement. The stairs were covered in leaves. Just three steps and we felt private. Then he 

kissed me, holding the back of my head with one hand. The other stayed at his side. He didn't 

say a word and neither did I. We just kissed and looked at each other. I wasn't ready. I 

enjoyed the kiss more when I got home. Lying in bed repeating it over and over and trying to 

feel him still there on my lips. After the kiss we walked back up the stairs and dropped our 

hands and carried on seeing everyone home. When we got  to my house I thought he'd smile 

or wink. That a kiss was a bond of some kind, but when I looked at him he was already 

staring up the road towards his own house, checking to see if the lights were on. The kiss was 

just the kiss. 

I saw him again on one of my visits home to Mum and Dad from London. I was driving Mum 

to Southwold. He was sitting in his mum and Dad's shop window. The For Sale sign was half 

coming off and the board flapped in the wind. The shop was already emptied and unloved. I 

sat in the car and watched him as he drew on the dust in the window. He looked like he 
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would cry. Lost and sad like a cloud. We were both about 20 then. And I wanted to get out of 

the car and kiss him again. I wanted to tell him that he was my first secret love. Rob Shrigley 

I loved you secretly and secretly is sometimes the best type of love. I wanted to tell him that I 

wanted him before I even knew what wanting was. I wanted to tell him in case it made him 

lift, float in the window. In case it made him smile. But I drove on instead because you never 

do the brave thing. The second it would have felt do-able passes and the next second it seems 

big headed and foolish to have thought it. 

When Melanie was born I saw that look again. In her buggy on the kitchen table as I prepared 

food for her or washed up or cooked. The sad cloud. I called her my sad cloud. But I stopped 

because it was like cursing her with Rob's sadness. Making it come true. I was happy to see it 

and sad to see it at the same time. Happy to see Rob in my baby and instantly worried at what 

that might mean. Toby is more like me and I used to see him look at Rob and Colly with the 

same love I have. He had the same need to answer the question that you see on those faces. 

Not now. He can't bear what happened. His face has changed. It gives nothing away. 

I came back here from London because of Brian. Brian went wrong. I thought Brian was 

love. Brian bored me by settling into me and us. He took us for granted and had complete 

faith in us. I never had faith in anything. I knew being together was a long haul, that it is like 

a very hungry monster that demands more and more prey to keep going. Mum and dad taught 

me that. The nudge and the dance of giving in and becoming what you don't want to. Dad 

became boring. Mum became slightly crazy. Neither wanted it like that, they just brought it 

out in each other. Brian asked me out and took me to a restaurant with this huge fountain in it 

in Convent Garden. I couldn't stop going to the toilet. Was sure that it was the first and last 

date. But he fell over on an oily floor on the way out and I had to take him to Casualty with a 

broken wrist. He got compensation from the restaurant and we used the money to go on a 

holiday to Majorca. I was already getting wearied by him and his body by then. Six months 

later. What had seemed like good points were now looking much like terrible things. And I 

was turning into a nagging, sarcastic bitch when all I wanted was pure pleasure and mutual 

adoration. I blamed him for not being the right one. He didn't notice me switching off 

because he had faith in us. He let me slip further away from him down a slope without even 

realising he was doing it. I left him long before I came back home. I left him bit by bit, one 

stitch at a time. I left him like a sleeve.  
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Our friends said he got drunk every night until he found a new girlfriend. 

OLDER COLLY:  

10.30. I'm off. Carry me. Carry me round. My feet on the white sandy soil. Some spurt of 

energy. Is this hope? Hello stranger. The body is an amazement. A troop that marches on an 

empty stomach when the General can't go on. My legs can do this. Can my head? 

When she met Chris for the first time I watched the whole thing. I watched my whole future 

unfolding. I watched my Mum's heart begin to move. I engineered it. I remember Chris saw 

me and waved and pointed to his shoe. He remembered my ploy. He made little shivering 

motions with his arms as well and then went stock still in a pose like he had frozen. Yes it 

was cold. Wrapping like ribbons around any part of you that was exposed. The cold as a boa 

constrictor. As Chris unfroze and giggled he smiled at Mum too. An interested smile. And 

then little Ax  knew the plan wasn't so stupid. It might work. And because it did everything 

went pear shaped. 

The walk followed this sandy track. Through heather and gorse. I'm walking it now. White 

sand on my walking boots. I remember small piles of it in the porch at home. I'm anxious. 

The sky pressing down on me. The gorse closing in. It smells of coconuts. Still. 

C.O.C.O.N.U.T.S. The young me would smell it. I just have to put one foot in front of 

another. Keep going. Please. 

Not so cold tonight. Some warm wisps from somewhere. Warm hands pushing me on. Can't 

remember anything more. Ax must have been watching them. Hopefully. Is that what I feel 

now? It was my big plan. 

All alone up here. We walk to be alone. To see. To think. To feel alone with the leaves and 

the atoms in the leaves. The atoms that are the same stuff that we are made of. I am the heath. 

I am a leaf. I am so tired. But the guided walks were human. Intrusive.  Imposing.  

Communal. Demanding nature bent over backwards for us like a prossie. Give us bat's, Glow 

worms and Bitterns.  

Will I see the stars of that night's show again? Will I hear bats? Will there be a glow on 

command. Will I lean close to the ground and feel the heat from the ferns and grass and see 

the pale yellow light of a single night long burn. A mating call. A chemical signal? Will I see 

Mum look at Chris in the pale yellow light?  And send out a signal? 
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At the bottom of the hill now. Unawares. A lip of woods. Are they birch? Is that willow? 

Bare skeletons of dogwood. Bones eaten bare. As bare as me. Nestling inside this fuzz of 

creation is the stream, the reedbeds. Where the bitterns were supposed to be and that night 

where they weren't. 

That night there would have been torches. A swathe of them. A film premiere. Slicing up the 

darkness. It's quiet here now. And a blue black. No birds. That night there must have been 

noise. Not from birds or creatures. Not from Colly and me. We were silent, watchful. Yes. 

Colly held Mum's hand relentlessly. A Siamese daughter. I kept as close as a boy child could.  

And all around us our sound. Feet walking in boots and wellies. The crunch of all of our 

rubber wrappings. The clank of our bags and things we felt we needed.  

Yes. Now. Mum didn't want to come. She made excuses all night. She was tired. She was 

stressed. We were tired. We were children. I sulked. I told her it was important to me and it 

was wasn't it? I wish she had won that night. I wish her lies had worked. 

As soon as the walk got to here. To the reedbeds  I relaxed. Must have. She was less likely to 

bale out now. People don't leave do they? Not unless they are pushed. But she did hang back, 

not quite at home with the other walkers. She stood there. The warden described the reeds in 

a whisper. Afraid of waking them up. She was in her long pink cardigan with the fluffy hems 

and cords. Not a walking outfit. Pure Mum. Not camoflauge. More mum. We stood here too, 

pretending we were nervous.  

She did hanging back as an Olympic sport didn't she? When she felt threatened. Shut up like 

a seaside town. Parents evenings she did the same, in case she was accused, questioned or put 

on a spot she was not prepared for. She was like a peacock tail or a fan. Half her size in an 

instant.  

When we moved off towards the hill Chris hung back too. He tried to look like he wasn't and 

got some water out of his rucksack. He stayed at the back to be near Mum. 

By the middle of the walk they were talking. I took Colly's hand and pulled her away to the 

front. I left them alone together. Chatting instead of looking at what was on offer. 

Breathe. Concentrate. This might work. Concentrate. Breathe. 

 


